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D M  SyntîXGois. In Ciiltwed Hamster Galls 
and the Effect of Infection W  Horposviràseso
%
David K* Howard
#Ï»W  (#*#''* pm*'WTraam*^', w*r imLmqcw
Summary of the thesis presented for the degree
CT-*-1 ilTJWT«CT%fl*t#J-:gHgr»iMOrra:»Ersr.;^s<gpaj#gisa’ja,gSi»*i.7ftVIKt:a>; *lf
of Doctor of Philosopliy# University of Glasgow <
The purpose of this project was to investigate the eontrol 
of DMA metabolism in both 'normal* and virus-infected mammallmi 
colls# The investigation adopted throe broad approaches^ (i) a 
study of tho phenomenon of aerum-stimulatlon.of stationary cultures 
of BHK 21 cells; (ii) a study of the inhibition of cellular DM. 
synthesis following infection with pseudorabies virus; and (ill) 
the utilisation of nuclei isolated from both 'normal* and virus- 
infected cells to study DMA metabolism in vitro #
Although the ultimate aioi of this project was to gain a 
deeper understanding of the processes involved in the control of 
cellular D M  metabolism g considerable effort has been clirectod 
towards an investigation of the inhibition of cellular DMA 
synthesis by infection with pseudorabies vims* In particular, 
attempts wore made to discover whether this inhibition was caused
by tho action of a molecule pre-esîisting. in the invading 
virion or, if not, to identify InMbitory molecules synthesised 
after* infection. Efforts were t0.so made to decide whether 
initiation and/or propagation of cellular BNA was inhibited.
The investigation into the control of DMA metabolism in 
uninfected cells concentrated mainly on a study of the 
stimulation of stationary cultures of BHK colls by the addition 
of fresh serum including the determination of the levels of a 
number of key ensymes involved in nucleic acid metabolism and 
of the rates of synthesis of DMA, DMA and protein. This 
investigation involved the use of autoradiography to determine 
the percentage of the stationary cell population stimulated to 
synthesise DMA and the use of isopycnic centrifugation to identify 
the nature of the DMA synthesised. Use of actinomycin-D showed 
the presence of two stages in the pro-replicative phase at which 
the subsequent sys^ thesis of DMA appeared to depend on DMA synthesis, 
in good agreement with severs], other similar systems. The 
development of this technique provided an alternative to 
exponentially growing cells in which virus inhibition of cellular 
DMA synthesis could be studied.
The use of virus which had been inactivated by ultra-violet 
light and of inhibitors of protein synthesis has shown that the 
inhibition of cellular DMA synthesis Is not brought about by soma 
pre-existing component of the virus particle and that protein 
synthesis is necessary before this effect can be observed. It 
is not possible using cycloheximide, however, to inhibit viral.
protein synthesis to a sufficient degree to prevent expression 
of the inhibitory .effect on DM synthesis without at the same 
time directly inhibiting cellular DMA synthesis* OonsequGntly, 
it has not been possible to study the proteins produced,in . 
normal and in cycloheximide treated virus-infected cells with 
a view to identifying the inhibitory factor(s) produced after 
infection, nor has it proved possible to cause an inhibition of 
cellular DMA synthesis by the addition of crude extracts of 
infected cells to uninfected cultures.
Some initial screening work,on DMA synthesis.in colls 
infected with temperature-sensitive mutants of pseudorabiee virus 
has boon carried out and further work vjith these mutants may prove 
useful as an approach to an understanding of the control of 
cellular DMA metabolism*
Alkaline sucrose velocity centrifugation of DMA isolated 
from virus-infected cells has indicated that the virus inhibits 
elongation of cellular DMA which had already been initiated at the 
time of infection, but it has not been possible to -establish 
whether tho initiation of now cellular DMA chains is also affected#
The final approach to the.problem of control of cellular DMA 
metabolism has been the development of a system comprising nuclei 
Isolated from control and pseudorabies virus-infected colls and 
which will incorporate radioactive nucleotides into DMA in vitro. 
Such DMA synthesis mirrors the DMA synthetic capability of the 
cells from which the nuclei wore isolated.
Some preliminary woric has boon carried out on the effects
3Œ 3.
of crude 'cytoplasmic* preparations from infooted cells on 
DMA synthesis in tho Isolated nuclei. A stimulation of DMA 
synthesis can be observed in infected cell nuclei when these 
fractions are added to the incubation mixture, but the effect 
is not so marked in nuclei from uninfected cells* Synthesis 
of both cellular and viral DMA is stimulated by those fractions, 
the effect being more marked on cellular DMA synthesis, and 
there, are some indications that this stimulation may be rather 
non-specific and a result of the action of a cytoplasmic DMA 
polymerase activity on both ce3.1ular and viral DMA.
Tho in vitro nuclear system seems to hold most promise
te«wr»* u c K O biJWWtm ^
as a suitable system in which to identify controlling factors 
produced after virus infection and a study of these factors 
should lead to a better understanding of the processes involved 
in the control of DMA metabolism both in infected and in 
uninfected cells.
Parts of the work presented in this thesis have been 
published in the following journalsî
Howard, D.ÏC., Hay, J,, Melvin, and Durham, J*P. (19?4)
Exptl.cell res, 86, 51»
Pringle, G.k,, Howard, D.K* and Hay, J, (1973) Virol, 55, 495#
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I. INTRODUCTION. ,
Genius may anticipate the season of : maturity | but 
iu the education of a people, as in that of an Individual, 
memory must be exercised before the powers-of .reason and 
fancy can bo expanded; nor may the artist hope to equal or 
surpass till ho has learned to imitate the works of hie 
predecessors# -
Edward Gibbon, '-'The Decline and 
Fall of tho Roman Empire#'®
1# Ooll Culture#
, Scioneo progresses in five main stops,# First there
is the observation.of more, or loss evident facts, their 
codification, and analysis* After that comes the formulation 
of ideas and general principles based on these facta, and their, 
arrangement into working hypothosea# Third, there is the 
development of techniques for tasting these, hypotheses# Fourth 
is the acquiringi through the use of these techniques, of pertinent 
but less' evident information, and the verification, modification, ■ 
and refinement of these hypotheses until they themselves become 
accepted# Finally, there is the integration of these latterly 
acquired facto with those already known#
Ths discipline of enkarÿotie coll cnltnro boantiftîlly 
G3?emplifios ' those, five steps* As a segment of biological 
thought,» the foundations of coll tbéojrgr are very ancient 
indeed. In the fourth century before Christ» Theophrastus 
(320 B,G.) and Aristotle (360 B.C.) described plants and 
animals as being made up of certain homogeneous elements# sap . 
and lalood, fibre and flesh# nerves and veins# wood and.bone. 
But# having no lens for closer examination# they were unable 
to give more definite descriptions of the structure of these 
elements, Tim millenia later# with the development of the 
microscope, Hooke (166?) showed that what Theophrastus had 
called **fib,re*^ and Aristotle "bone" wore made up of smaller 
homogeneous units* These he called '^ colls", A contury and 
a half later Brown (1835) recognised the ubiquity of ^%uclei" 
in fleshy, as well as in fibrous or bony materials, especially 
of plants# and Du jardin (1635).. noted that the sGml<« fluid 
substancQ which commonly covers the cellular skeleton in the 
living parts of planta and animals has also an ubiquitous and 
.hence ©viclently important role* This covering he called the 
’^aarcodo”, These three concepts# of the ubiquity of Hooke*e 
*^cg1X^ % of Broim* s h^iuoleus^ S and of 0ujardin* s *‘aaraode*S were 
crystallised in 1B3B into the cell theory jointly formulated by 
Schloiden (1836) and Schwann (1836)*
. Since the récognition in a formal fashion by these two 
v;orkors of the ubiquity and fundamental import mice of the cell
as the U elementary organism^ *# the Importance of ëtiidy in g that 
elementary miit has been implicit in much of oiir thinking*,
Attempts to carry out st^ oh atndies# however'# commonly rosulted 
only in destroying the cells mid it was'hot imtil' 188? that one . 
of the first succoseful attempts to dnplicato the environment 
of the oukaryot'jLc cell was. made by Arnold# who wo# able, to follow 
r/iicrosCopicaily the migration of frog leucocytes onltlvatod in 
the aqitebuB humour from frogs’ eyes'# their iivieioh .into;.new 
colls and the .procoases by which they engulfed bits, of debris# 
etc*
The icléa of isolating colls and growing them for the 
avowed purpose of studying col3atlar autonomy and interrelations 
had not boon fonimlated by Arnold as a general objective, and it 
was Habortanclt (1902) who was the first to express this - idea, in. 
a clear fashion#.and who carried out many experiments with the 
aim of establishing such cultures* His studies# however# if ere. 
not sucoobsM. and like the studios of Arnold they attracted only 
a passing phllosophicol interest at tVie time* .
Many of those earlier experiments anticipated by.30:or'
AO years tocîmiquea which are in general, use today* .At the 
time they .were difficult to repeat since the media used were■ 
generally unsatisfactory or irroprodiiciblo and there was some 
doubt whether they demonstrated genuine survival of healthy, tissues, 
or merely somewhat delayed death of the colls*
It was because Harrison’s experiment in I90? domonstrated' 
quite unequivocal continuation of norpial function'in vitro and
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offerad a reproducible technique that it hats been generally 
accepted as marking the true beginning of tissue culture*
Harrison explanted small pieces of tissue from the medullary 
tube region of frog embryos into clots of frog lymph* V/hen 
kept in aseptic conditions the fragments survived for some 
i-îQokB and axones grei? out from the cells* This helped to 
settle a current controversy about the origin of those 
stsnictures and illuminated the potentialities of experimental 
methods using surviving tissues vitro*
The ’’traditional^ ® techniques of tissue culture were 
rapidly established thereafter* - Burrows and Carrol made the 
discovery that embryo ©sctract had a strong growth«promotlng 
effect on certain cells and Carrel’s group developed the 
techniques to allow continuous cultivation of rapidly growing 
and dividing cells over long periods of time# Success in this 
latter field suggested the possibility that cells might be grown 
almost like protozoa or rrdcro-organlsms- and the perfection of 
oiiv present methods of cell culture owes a great deal to the 
group headed by Winton Barle# who were the first to grow cells 
direct on glass in large numbers# the first to grow cultures 
from single cells and the first to propagate cells intentionally 
in suspension#
The implications of the tissue culture method was 
not lost# oven in the very oarlieet days# and its potential value 
in such subjects as morphogenesis# cancer research and virology
was'immediately rocogmised* ' Xn virology and biochemistry# 
however# although attempts were made to wrest information from 
tissue culture material# the technical difficulties proved 
ovoitfholming and it was only with the rapid developments of the 
1950*s that its applications in these fields hocamo widespread# 
It was the observations of Endors et al*# (1948) that 
gave the subject its great impetus# They shewed conclusively 
that the pollomyolitis virus oohld be cultivated in-Vitro in the 
absence of nerve tissue# This observation was made at a time 
when cell culture techniques had undergone some remarkable 
dovelapmenta and# with the added practical interest, the number 
of people in the field increased rapidly and the whole subject 
evolved vdth extraordinary speed in the next ton years#
a* The Cell.Cycle.
2#1# General Introduction*
Mamriialian cells can be divided into three principal 
states with respect to their ability to synthesise DMA and 
divide (Basorga# I968)# Continuously dividing cells that keep 
moving through the cell cycle from one mitosis to the next 
constitute the first state# The second .consists of cells that 
have permanently lost their ability to divide# and the third of 
quiescent colls that ordinaa’ily do not synthesise DMA: or divide 
but can.be induced, to do so by the application of an appropriato
stimuluo# so*™ealXed Go colls (Patt and Qnastler# 3.963) *■. Events 
occurring in continuously dividing colls can be studied in 
apynohronous populations or in synchronised populations of cells# 
The amount of information that can-bo obtaihed from temporally.- 
heterogeneous populations of. colls is heceasar3.1y liftiited# and 
better results have been obtained by the use: of synchronised cell 
populations* Fortunately# a number ,of lines of randomly:growing 
cells in culture cran be synchronised by chemical or mechanical -■ 
means# and.# although caution must be exercised in interpreting 
results obtained from cells which have boon subjected to such - 
treatment# those methods have allowed.biochemical investigationp 
of the various phases of the cell - cycle which would bo othon*/iso 
lmposslb1,o in asynchronous populations*
2*S* Synchronisation of cell cultures* ,
The utility of synchronised cultures in the study of the 
biochemistry of several phases of the oellular life cycle of 
mammalian cells has 3.ong been recognised# and num.ercus methods 
have been developed to produce such cultures* Most of these , 
methods require that the popu3.ation be perturbed and it then 
becomes difficu3.t to prove that the biochemica3. balance (Anderson 
et al,# 1967) of the culture has not also been a3.terod by the 
treatment * The ideal synchronisation method would be one which 
is purely selective and which could be applied to a growing 
population without affecting the growth rate* The various 
methods for synchronising; cells in vitro have boon critically
?.
examined by FrlndoZ and Tnbiana (1971)*
By far the most attractive of the direct methods Is 
that of Terasima and Tolmaoh (1963) who ’synohronised Eoba 83 
cells by oëlectlon of cells in raitotic phase* Further 
modification of the method by Bobbin's and Marcus (1964) and 
by bindalil and Sorenby (1966) has increased the nsofuSaiesa of 
the approach by collecting periodically from the same cultures ' 
or by co3.1ecting continhoualy from a single large culture and ' 
the difficulty of obtaining large quantltites of mitotic cells 
has been overcome by Using the drug Colcemid* The discovery 
that colcomid inhibition was reversible in Chinose ‘Hamster Cells 
(Stubblefield# 1964) led not only to better synclirony techniques 
(Stubblefield and Klevecz, 1963)» but also to à better under* 
standing of the mechanism of Colcemid inhibition*
The use of the drugs Oolcemid or dolchicine# an(% other 
drugs which prevent spindle formation during mitosis,- to block 
the mammîflian cell cycle is subjebt to some criticism, and in 
some vivo experiments ' it has been shown that rssltotic figures 
which have been blocked for four or more hours undergo necrosis 
and disintegration (hoblond# 1959î Hooper» 1961)* These drugs 
may very well affect cells in nonspecific ways thereby -reducing 
their usefulness# especially in those studies which involve 
experimentfal manipulation of the normal coll cycle* Other 
tecWiquos used to indue©, synchrony have included temperature 
changes (Newton and Wildy# 1959)# maohanioal scraping'(Salzman# 
3-959), trypsinisation (Bvjaffield and Foley# I960) # but the most
widely used techniques arc those which utillae inhibitors of 
DMA synthesis ouch as fluorodeDasyuridine (Erikson and '
SzybalsKl# 1965» Gold and Hellelncr» 1964), amethoptorinc (Adams 
â  â** 1965)9 thymidine (Xoros» 1962), deoxyguanosine or 
deoxyadenosine (Mueller and Kajiwara, 1966a) and 5*amino uracil 
(Brcwon, 1965)* Practically every technique so far devised 
for■synchronising cells, however, is subject to criticisms in one 
way or another* A critical assessment'has been made by 
Feinendcgen (196?)»
Tests for synchrony include the scoring of mitoses, cell 
growth, and ntoaeurement of DMA synthesis by incorporation of 
radioactive precursors* They have been reviewed by Sinclair
(1969)#
2#5. The Cell Cycle#
2*5*1* General*
Cell division and the events associated with it have 
been of continuous.interest to investigators for over a century, 
but only during the past 20 years, has the cell cycle been studied 
at a biochemical level* The col3. cycle is defined as the 
interval between the midpoint of mitosis in the parent cell and 
the midpoint of the subsequent mitosis in one or both daughter 
cells* Howard and Pole (1955) have divided the cell cycle into 
four phases, depicted diagrammatically In Figure 1*1 (1) Gl, the
period botweon completion of mitosis and the onset of DMA synthesis;
(2) S, the period during which M A  is roplicatcds (5) G2, the
period betwemi oompletion of DMA synthesis and the onset, of 
mitosis? end (4) mitosis, the period during whioh the 
èhroîuoaomos condense, segregate, and are equally distributed 
between the two daughter cells. ■
Two important conclusions emerged from the ear3,y work 
on the cell cycle, namely, that mitosis was a3,most invariably 
preceded by a duplication of DMA and that the eynthesie of DMA 
was not a continuous process but occurred only during a discrete 
period.of the interphase*
Thio contrasts with prokaryotes where DÎIA is not 
synthesised during a discrete period but as a continuous process 
throughout the life cycle of the cell (.Sehaeehtor et al*, 1959S 
Abbe and Pardee, I960) and where the pattern of )3NA replication 
may vary according to the,mte of growth of the cell (HelmBtettor, 
19675 Helmatcttor and 'Cooper, 19685 Clarke and Maalde»-1967)* 
This simplified description of the mammalian cell cycle 
out1.ined here applies only to cells tlicit can be classified as 
continuously dividing*
2*3*2* G1 Phase*
During the 01 interval the differentiated cell expresses 
its particular,phenotype # synthesising substances ohai^ acteristic 
of that phenotype*
Since cells vary widely in the 3.ength of time they spend 
in 01, from 5*6 ^ 30 h (Boliultze, 1969), and since they respond 
individually to extracellular factors which either .accelerate or
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lay their entrance Into the S-phase # it is quite clear 
that multiple control preoeeses operate to regulate the 
progression of Ge3.1s through the 01 interval » An extensive
3.iterature already exists on the response of diffèrent cell 
Systems to extracellular stimuli whiçh are ve:iry diverse and 
include homcmes (Cohen# 19651 Hamilton# 1968ç Baserga, 1970), 
serum proteins (Todaro £l*» 1965, Vllebel and Baserga# 1969)# 
vitamins (Taylor #  al*$ 1966)# agglutinins (Cooper et » 1963)« 
amino acids (Brunner# 1973), enzymes (Burger, 1970$ Hnbin, 1970), 
lectins (Powell and Heon, 1970), virusea (Kit at al*., 1966;
Bauer and Defend!, 19665 Dulbeoco #  1965) and temperature
shock (for review see Hit chi son, 1971)* it is perhaps a bit 
perplexing to o^ cplain how such diverse agents can bring about 
the ultimate activation of a common sot of genes, but, 
notwithstanding this diversity, the response of the colls usually 
involves an early change in the pattern of expression of gonotic 
information with rather gross changes in the cytoplasm and 
membranous structure of the colls* . TMs is followed later by 
the synthesis of particular species of W k  and protoin which are 
necessary for the cell’s entrance into 8-phase*
A raquirement for protein synthesis to , traverse the 01 
phase and initiate DMA synthesis has been domonstrated with the 
use of inhibitors in several mammalian cell types in vivo and ^^ #r^,VS.<Bb
in vitro (Black et al#, 1967; Mueller and KajiwaraQ1966b: 
Teraeima and Xasukawa, I966; Terasima ot al*, 1968), Similar 
Inhibition of DMA synthesis occurs if DMA synthesis’ is. -inhibited
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in-01 (Basorga-ojb ^ ^*,- 1965a; 1966; , Fujiwarai^ 196?). ,.■ When 
protein syntheBiiS ■ is stopped, after DNA éyntiiesis is already'in • 
progreasv DMA synthesis is rapidly depressed. (Basérga'et al#.,
1965b? Bonnet et al** 1964; Lieherman et al#, I963; Young,
W W W  I--.«Ml ■ T ' • I W W  W W H #  '
1966)* Whether the effect stèma from the ■ roquix"èment for nowly 
synthesised proteins to.initiate DMA synthesis in .segments of •■ 
chromosomes ' which initiate late in .the Biphase or refleotà. the ■ . 
need for continuous histone or other protein synthesis during 
DMA-synthesis# has not yet been estahllshed# -
It appears that during the Cl period there is a series 
of orderly metabolic■ events,■ sorae of wM-ch involye gene. 
expression- and are directly related'to .the onset of DMA synthesis # 
These events have been discussed in a number of reviews (Baserga, 
19681 Baserga and Wiebel, 19695 Cooper, 19715 Ipifanova, 1971)#
2,3*3# 0-Phase# \
Throughout the g-phaoe the activities of enzymes 
associated with .DM synthesis, such as DM polymerase, thymidine 
kinase, thymidylate kinase,thymidylate synthetase, deoxycyticlino 
deaminase, rise or remain high and.D M  synthesis continues (for 
literature see Stein'and Baserga, 1972)# Protein synthesis.also■ 
continues at an elevated rate during B.^ 'phase. and the synthesis of 
non*^ histono chromosomal proteins, which was evident during Gl^  
continues (see atein & Baserga, 1972) ,  although the' rate of 
turnover of these prpt.eins ■ during 8-phase appears to be significantly 
lower than that observed in 01 (Borun and Btein, 1972)# The
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synthesis of hlstonos has been shown to he tightly coupled to 
DMA synthesis, both in stimulated Go oe3,ls (Takai ot al», 1968) 
and in contlnnonsly dividing cells (Spalding; ot 1966; ■ 
Robbins and Bomn, X967), and what has been provisionally 
designated as histone messenger SNA is present during 3-phase 
(Bomn et al.»» 196?),
«Mwe» T
A number of experiments have shown that interactions 
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm are involved in the 
regulation of DMA synthesis and it is an old observation that 
nuclei in the same cytoplasm undergo mitosis in synchrony and, 
in addition, synchrony of onset of DMA synthesis in nuclei sharing 
a common cytoplasm has been demonstrated (e»g# Church, I96?5 
Harris and Watkins, 1965$ Kimball and Prescott* 3.962; Nygaard 
et al», i960)»
The study of mcleo'^oytoplasmic intoraotion in tho 
regulation of DMA synthesis has boon extended by nuclear 
transp3,antation between amoebae in different stages of tho cell 
cycle (Prescott and Goldstein, 1967)* These experiments indicate 
that cytoplasmic rather than nuclear components determine whether 
or not nuclei synthesise DM# Do Terra (196?) has found a 
similar situation after coll grafting or nuclear transfer in 
stentor and the importance of the cytoplasm for DMA synthesis 
has been demonstrated.in a coll«'frèe system (Thomson & McCarthy,
1968)»
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2#3*4# Gg-phaae. . ■. '
During the 02-phase of the cell cycle, ENA and protein' 
synthesis continue# àlboit at rates which decrease'as the-cell 
approaches mitosis (Taylor, 1960$ Robhins and.-Bcharff # 1966; 
Bisken ancldlilkes, 196?)* studies with aotiaoraycin D, 
puromycln. CTobey et xil», 1966boyolohoximMo (Tobèy et al»*
■ flWÉNHi Mnmm • r . * V* W  liw^ aa? t W U R
1966a) and with mongovinta (Tobey et 1965) have clèarly, 
established thatvthe synthesis of IMA and proteins during the 
02 phase of the coll cycle is OBsentloi for entry of cells into,, 
mitosis» .
The synthesis of nop-histone chromosomal proteins 
continues during 02 (Stein mid Borun, 1972 ; Bteih gt -al»,
19701971) but their rate of turnover is significantly 
inci’cased in comparison to that observed during S-^ phase (gteiu 
et al*» 3.971 ; Bdrun and stein# 197’H)*. There appear to be 
qualitative difference's in tho non-histone chromosomal,proteins 
synthesised in 01# 8 and 02 (Stein et al#, 1970; 1971)*,fmmm / • :
'2#3*5* Mitosisi -
Mammalian cells synthesise RNA in a3.1 phases of the 
cell cyc3,e except during mitosis when there is a cessation of ■ 
Î-MA. synthesis (Taylor# 3.960) and during which tho in vitro 
template activity of the mitotic chromatin is several-fold less 
than that observed in Interphase chromatin (Johnson;and Hol3.and#
19653 *
A decreased, j’ate of toteil cellu3,ar protein s^ rnthesis has
PlR. 1.1. 
The Call Cycle
H w ndtosis; from prophase to telophase;.
01 - VInterval between completion of mltosie and the
onset of DMA eyntheeioi 
B * period of DMA replication;
G2 " interval between completion of DMA Bynthesie 'and 
fijltosis;
0(3 « quiescent cells that cj«i be stimulated to synthesise
DMA and divide*
f:iTora ’^ Biochemistry of Cell Division", ed. D. Baserga, (1969). 
Charles Thomas, Illinois, ÏÏ*S.A.
Fig. 1.1.
I
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also been observed during.mitosis (Proscott and, Bender, 19621 
Robbins and Bcharff$ 1966) and disaggregation of the polysomes 
occurs (Robbins and Bcharff, 19665 Bchorff and Bobbins, 1966)#
New-BNÀ.synthesis, however, is not necessary for the roform.ation 
of the polysomes In 01, the polysome-associated BI# persisting 
into tho subsequent G1 period (Hodge et al*, 1969)*
Btein and Baserga (1970a) have shown that, unlike total 
cellular proteins, nonhistone chromosomal■proteins oro actively 
synthesised during mitosis and their rate of turnover is 
greater than that which occurs during B-phase (Stein #  al»,- 1971)» 
Alterations of tho structure of the cell surface also ■ 
occur during mitosis (Fox ot al», 1971)•
2*4. Oharàoteriistioa of Coll Gulture.
2.4.1* Identity of Oell Type.
A number of tissues from an adult (or better, embryonic) 
organism can be dissociated into their component cells’ by 
incubation with.proteolytic enzymes, Whenever such a'primary- 
tissue explant has boon disrupted and the cells, allowed- to . 
grow.in tissue culture media, the cells can often be passaged, 
or inoculated into a nev? culture vessel with fresh medium after 
a considerable length of time » ■ As s'Oon as the cells have been 
passaged in this way the culture is designated a primary; coll 
line* Froquently, primary cell lines can be passaged repeatedly 
and, frequently, those lines cease to proliferate and.die out
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after quite a large number of passages. lloifoVer, coll lines 
occasionally ean be cultured for such a long time that they 
apparently have developed the potential, to be subcultiirod 
indefinitely* Such cel3. lines are called established coll 
lines*
The precise physiological environment of the cells in 
the intact organism is unknovm and thus irreproducible and tho 
fact,that many primary cultures undergo a ’^ crisis" may merely 
mean that they have run out of some essential compound of which 
wo have no knowledge* Tho fact that* novertheless* cell 
cultures can be established is thus more a tribute to the 
adaptability of living cells than to our ingenuity.
An organ situated in the whole animal may consist of 
many different cell types that intermingle with each other more
or less intimately* All of these cell types are capable of
I
growth in coll cu3.ture and* with out present non*"Selectivo 
techniques and the loss of morphological characteristics* it is 
virtually impossible to identify with certainty the type of cell 
that becomes established as a continuous tissue culture coll*
2*4*2. Bodifferentiation,
Throughout the literature of tissue culture the 
statement recurs that cells in culture lose their highly 
specialised functions* When primary cell lines from normal 
tissue undergo transformation* specifxlisqd functions appear 
usually to be lost but there are some exceptions to this. In
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particular fibroblasts usually retain the capacity to- seoroto 
collagen (Green & Goldberg* 1965; Davidson, I963)* Moreover# 
cell lines derived from tumours may exhibit specialised 
functiona and may retain these for a long time in culture # It 
is not .easy to establish a general, rule and it may be that there 
is often some rotention of differentiated potentiality in 
culture which.is not realised because of inadequacies of tho 
medium or of inadequate techniques of detection.
2.4.3# Density Dependent Inhibition of Growth.
Primary cell lines do not behave* in the same way as 
established cell lines. When established coll lines have 
become stationary the medium in which they have grown is usually 
inadequate for maintenance of a fresh- inoculumlof cells. However, 
it can often be observed that cultures of a primary coll line stop 
growing before tho medium is exhausted, a phenomenon Imovm as 
density dependent inhibition of growth. When,certain kinds of 
’normal’ primary or established colls, mainly fibroblasts, come- 
into contact they immodiatoly become immobilised and cell 
division, DM, îMh and protein synthesis are much reduced or 
oliminatGd (Eagle, I965? Gtoker, 1967). This phenomenon 
probably reflects a control mechanism in the intact animal but 
despite intensive study the mechanism has not been discovered.
V/hon-primary cell lines become transformed one of tho most 
outstanding features of the transformed cells is the absence or 
great diminution of density^depondent inhibition of growth. This
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•ié the reason why transformed cells grow to higher densities 
and pile up on each other*
2,4.4* Ohromosomè Abnormalities,
In tissue cultures abnormal colls and abnormal cell 
divisions are frequently encountered. It is common for 
cytoplasm to fail to divide when the nucleus divides go that 
imîltinuoleate giant cells occur, and.instead of the normal 
dipolar division of cells, multipolar division may occur, 
especially in tumoUr cells, Thus tripolar divisions are not 
infrequently seen where tho coll divides into three.
Other common abnormalitios are abnorma3.ities of the 
population as a whole# In ’normal’, populations, a3,l the cells 
usually have the same, number of chromosomes, the diploid number 
for the species# In established cell lines it is almost the 
rule to find, a cîiromoaome number different from that of the 
animal of origin. Frequently, the cells have a triploid or 
tetraploid number of chromosomos or, commonly, a number which 
is not a simple multiple of the haploid number* This condition 
.is referred to as aneuploidy. In addition, it is common to 
find great variability in chromosome number from one coll to 
another in a culture, For example, Hep«2 cells have a modal 
chromosome frequency of 76 (73*79)? Hela cells, 79 (39*18?)I 
KB cells, 77 (68-155)? BM-21(C13) colls 44 (36-45) ? and 
VIX 38 coIXg 46 (43*92) (from Registry of Animal cells certified 
by the Advisory Committee to the animal cell culture collection
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of the American Type. Culture Collectloxi# 1964)#
Even in the whole animal, however, certain chromosome 
imhalances are compatible with survival into adult life# Thus 
Down’s iSyndrorae in mzm is due to trisomy of chromosome 21, so 
that those individuals have 4? instead of 46 chromosomes. 
Aneuploid ■ chromosomal' complements are probably uncommon as 
the imbalance produced is, in most oases, incompatible with 
survival rather than that the mechanism involved is exceptionally 
rare. In cells in culture chromosomal imbalance may be.less of 
a handicap than in tho developing animal since the cells do not 
form part of a delicately balanced organism*
2.44^ 5* Effects of Hormones on Tissue Culture Cells*
studies of the direct effects of hormones on tissue 
culture metabolism have# on, the whole-# been disappointing, 
Attempts to demonstrate a general action of steroid hormones have 
been unsuccessful except with very high concentrations when an 
inhibition of growth, probably non-specific, has occurred.
This statement applies only to coll culture studios, as.some 
quite dramatic effects have been produced by steroid hormones 
in organ culture.
Tomkins et (1966) have shown that in a rat cell
line derived from a hepatoma the synthesis of the enzyme tyrosine 
transaminase is dependent on the addition and continued presence 
of corticosteroids which act as "inducers" of tho enzyme* ■ They 
■havo, suggested that the corticosteroids'act, not at the
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transoriptional level by controlling activity of the structural 
geno, but at the translational* level by controlling the stability 
of the mRNA #
Very little is known as yet about the action of 
hormouos on cells in vitro* It seems quite certain that the 
présence of hormones, is'not essential for cell survival 'but in 
view of their great importance in the intact animal, it is likely 
that they are required for the full development and function of 
diff orentiated ooils *
2*4.6# ^ Interaction anpng Cells*
Besides density■dependent inhibition of growth discussed 
In Section 2.4.3# other important interactions have been 
discovered*.
. :. Until quite recently it was believed that, with the 
exception of syncitia such as muscle, animal cells existed as 
quite separate organisms with no intimate connections * It has
now been found, however, that cells within the same organ may 
have direct electrical continuity, suggesting that ions can flofef 
readily between them* ■ It has also been found that this kind of 
contact electrical coupling Can be established in confluent colls 
in tissue culture (Potter et al., 1966)* Moreover, it has been 
shown'that genetically different cells in close contact with each 
other cmx cooperate with each other so that two colls each with 
a separate genetic defect can complement each other go that both 
survive* The actual basis for this phenomenon is not understood
2 0 ,
but It Boéms to involve the paBsàgé Cf Wall molécules ■ ■
between cells through so-called gap junctions (Pitts, 1971)* -
2*4#7# ' Genetics of Cultured Cells*
Mutants of animal-cells can he isolated by standard 
selectien methods and many'have nov; been described (Taylor-et al*, 
1971) * Some of those mutants-have been’used iii studiés of - 
genetic transformation and cell iiybridisàtion*
Tissue culture cells do not normally-need to possess any 
system of genetic recombination and so it is unlikely that any- 
mating, system will be found aaiong tissue culture cells. . This . 
difficulty has been circumvented, ' however*; by the u W  of
u.V *-inactivated Gehdai Virus to promote random fusions giving 
rise to multinucleate. cells* In favourable circumstanGes, it is 
possible to obtain hybrid cell linos from such,hotrokaryonG 
containing chromosome material--from more than one nucleus In tho - 
now uninucleate cell*- The resulting hybrid, cells will be 
genetically recombinant if they were formed from, cells containing 
different genotypes* In this way it has been possible to 
localise a number of-genes to particular'chromosomes, aaid as. 
techniques improve the precision -and■scOpè of these procedures 
may eventually rival those of bacterial■genetics.,
2*4.8. Autoradiography.
The dissection by Howard and Pole (1953) of the coll 
cycle into four distinct phases was only made piossible by'the
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use of autorRdlographio tecîinlqiios which ahqwod that DMA was 
replicated in a discrete period of the interphàsé preceding, 
mitosis#
. Autoradiography Is one of the most useful techniques 
for studying hiochemical reactions in situ at the level of the 
individual cell# The developed Image on an autoradiogram 
contains two distinct elements of Information: first, the
location of the raclioactivity relative to the. ohservahle 
structurés in the specimen, and second, the intensity of the . . 
image which hears a definite but complex relationship to the 
amount of radioactivity^  present# The limit of-detectability of 
.a given number of moleculos is very low and exceeds most of the 
available assay techniques# Electronic counting on a- single 
sample for more than a few hours is impractical whereas auto­
radiography permits detection periods of up to at least several 
months with Insignificant increments in background levels* Under 
certain conditions as few as ono disintegration per hour can be 
detected»
The study of nucleic■acid synthesis at the cellular 
3.evol was drastlcal3.y changed by the introduction of tritium as 
a suitable label, for autoradiographic purposes and by tho 
availability of tritium-labelled nucleosides with high specific 
activity* Because of the specificity of the latter as nucleic 
acid precursors and because of the better resolution of tritium- 
generated grains tritlated nucleosides are used preferably in 
studios of D M  and RNA metabolism today*
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The discovery by Helohard and Estborn (3.953.) of 
thymidine as a specific precursor of DMA vdth negligible 
diversion of radi.oaetivity to any other component of W A  and with 
practically no incorporation into RHA (Frieclkin et 19561 
IfcQuade et 1956) provided a very useful tool for tho study 
of DMA synthesis* Further progress was made in the use of 
thymidine in autoradiography when thymidine labelled with tritium 
was produced (Taylor at 1957* Vorly and Hunebe3J.e, 19575 
Verly ^  1958). Autoradiographic pictures of cells
labelled with 3H-thymidine show a very distinct labelling of the 
cell nucleus or even of single chromosomes, with almost no 
scattoring of the grains over the border of,these cell structures 
(Plate 2).
2.4*9# Nucleotide lletaboldsm#
The synthesis of poXydeoxyribonucleotides can conveniently 
be considered as proceeding through four main phases;
(1) An initial phase where assembly of the pur.lno”* and 
pyriinidinownucleaside monoiihosphates occurs from small 
molecular precursors §
(2) the conversion of ribonucleotides to dooxyribonucleotldes?
(3) the phosphorylation of deoscyribonucleotide monophosphates 
to the corresponding triphosphates?
(4) polymerisation of deoxyribonuclootides to polynucleotides 
in the presence of an appropriate polynucleotide template#
Kornberg (1957) pointed out that most cells can obtain 
the nucleotides necessary for synthesis of polynucleotides by
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either a do novQ pathway or by utilisation of preformed 
bases or aitcleosidas*
The pathwciy’ for the do novo production of purines 
and pyrimidines have been well charaoteriGed and are diecussed 
by Davidson (1972) •■
In addition to the enzymea which catalyse the 
formation of xmcleotides and polynucleotides there appear to 
exist a large number of catabolic systems operating at all 
levels of the interniiclGotide pathways*
The polyimcleot-ides are initially degraded by ribonnc3.eases 
and dooxyribonucleaaes, of which there are many types, to 
nucleoside monophosphates with a large number of oligonucleotide 
intermediate products. The ultimate products of the nuclease 
reactions ore nucleoside monophosphates vjlth the phosphate group 
in the 2’ - or 3’ positions*
The déphosphorylation of nue3.eosi.d© 5* *• or 3* K mono­
phosphates and the nucleoside 5’- polyphosphates is oata3.ysed by 
a number of phosphatases of low specificity abundant in many 
tissues and by a number of epecific 3’- .and 3’* nucleotidases*
Tho nucleosides, the ultimate products of phosphatase action on 
nucleotides, are split to free bases and pentose moitiés, 
presumably by the action of nucleoside phosphory3.asoa*
The cell has the ability to reutilise those breaîsdown 
products of nucleotide catabolism in the existence of so-called 
"salvago" pathways*'
Huclooside phosphorylasos catalyse the reactions
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ï^ibonuctleosifle ÇdéOxyritionucXeoside)
basé + ribosè «’ X # P (debîîyribose - 1 - P)* 
The equilibrium of the'réaction favours nucloosidè synthesis from 
the, bass (Atkinson and MoHon# i960). ' / ' '
Nucleoside kinases, present in a wide variety' .of tissues, 
catalyse the p^hosphorylation of the hucleoside by ATP to,form,the 
monophosphates Bith the liberation'of ABP from ATP* At this 
point the monophosphates'formed from degradation'products of 
nucleotide catabolic reactions can feed, back'in to the de novo 
pathway of Eynthosis of nucleoside di- and trirpho’sph'ates* .'By^  
utilisation of the same pathways* exogenously supplied, nucleosida's 
can be used by cells to synthesise DMA' and MA# . '
■ Those "salvage" enzymes have important.implicatibns in 
the study- of DMA metabolism' in coll cultures since the presence 
of purine nucleoside kinases and of purine phosphoribo^S-transfèrasoî 
permits conversion of antimetabolites that are nucleoside or ham ■ 
analogues respectively into nucleotide anaioguoo'that are often 
powerful regulators of enzyme activity; the presence of the ■ 
enzyme thymidine kinase.in tho cells allows %I-thymidine to be 
used as a very suitable label fox* the study of DMA.metabolism 
by isotope incorporation#
2*4#10* Incorporation of Exogenous Su-thymidine into. DMA,
Despite the frequent use of !^ï-thymidinc .'for 'studies of 
M A  synthesis no definite loiowledge was obtained for a long, time 
about how far the exogenous label),ed thymidine replaces the
S5.
omlogoîfî.o'iiBl.Y oynWî(î3ie»eâ thymidine or its phosphorylatod
derivatives in lOM synthesis. Some references in the
literature suggested* however, that the participation of the
exogenous thymidine in MA synthesis is minute. According to
Eubini et $ (1962) only about of the endogenous
nucleoside or its derivatives is replaced by labelled exogenous
thymidine during MA synthesis* Lang et al», (1966b$ 1968),
by measuring the radioactivity of "ïï-thymidlne incorporated Into
MA as.a function of different amounts of administered thymidine $
reported that the proportion of the entire DM-thymldy].lG acid
%
synthesis replaced by the exogenous ' îî«*thymidine in the mouse 
reached only from 0*19:' to a feu per cent.
ClOGoiy related to the use of '^ H-thymidine as a DNA
precursor is the question of the thymidine pool in the cell
nucleus* Stone ot ^ *$ (I965)have studied the relationship
3between the nuclear H«thymidine pool or its derivatives and 
‘ PNA synthesis in Tetrahymena pyriforinio using ■ an autoradio* 
graphic method.that makes it possible to demonstrate water* 
soluble substances within the coll* They found that th© 
uptake of thymidine in the cell is confined to the S-phaeo, but 
that a ♦ soluble* pool of ‘ H«thymidine derivatives exists in 
those colls from the end of one S-phase until the next S*phas© 
and that this pool docs not turn over completely during one S*phaeo. 
From these findings the authors concluded that the PliA synthesis
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is initiated and maintained for a short time at the expense 
of this poolI which was formed during the preceding S-phase 
and that turnover of this pool stimulates the synthesis of 
additional phosphorylated precursors. Thymidine metabolism 
and cell kinetics have been reviewed by Cleaver (196?) cOid 
Foinendegoa (196?)*
In B #  21 cells infected with cellular dTTP pools
increase by 35“’fold by 6 h ;pos,t“'infection* At 2 h post# 
infection the pools have already increased 7 # 8 fold, returning 
to this level by 12 h post#infection* (A* Jamieson* personal 
communication,) It might be expected that labelling of IMA. 
in infected cells with ^ ?H*t!iymidine would be difficult due to 
dilution of exogenously supplied ^ H-thymidine by endogenous 
unlabelled thymidine* Ho sucli problem Is encountered* however, 
as the viral-Induced thymidine îdnase appears to be responsible 
for production of greater than 93 per cent of the cellular dTTP 
pool, (A* Jamieson, personal, communication) and to utilise 
exogenous thymidine for the eventual production of thymidine 
triphosphate as expected.
xnymx
2*4.12$ Catabolism of Thymi
Thymidine is rapidly catabolised to tîiymine in the cell. 
The cell is able to reduce thymine to dihydrothyiaine which is 
. ûîrther degraded to B0ÏBÂ ( ureido # isobutyrio acid). This 
is depicted schematically below*
Thymidine--------> Thymine---------- > ï>i!iydrotîiymin@
^  # aminobutyric acid <--------  ^  # ureido#isobytyria add
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That thymidine is cataholioed without delay and very rapidly is
shovju hy the appearance of thymidine degradation products in the
culture medium as soon as five minutes after the addition of
thymidine* This transformation of thymidine to thymine is a
much more rapid process than the incorporation into BNA, as was
aliovm in Landschuts ascites cells by Sajicok ^  , (I963) •
By incubation in increasing concentrations of cold thymine the
conversion of thymidine to thymine was suppressed so that an
increased incorporation of H-thymidino into DMA of the ascites
cells was achieved* Lang et al*, (1966a) also reported that
after incubation of HeLa cells for more than ^  hours the *^!ï«
thymidine in the incubation medium sharply decreased while
3
there was a correspondingly sharp increase of H-thymine* Only 
13~15% of the ^ H-thymidlne originally present in the medium was 
incorporated into the MA of the cells, indicating that, as in 
whole animals, only a small part of the applied "^ H-thyraidine is 
incorporated into Wk while most of it is catabolised*
2*4*13* Anomalous Effects Induced by "^ H-thymidine*
Radiation damage to chromosomes resulting from incorporation
%
of H-thymldine has been demonstrated by several investigators
(Mc%iade et 1936; Wimber, 1959; Watarajan, 1961; Hsu &
Bonaes, 1963)* Long exposure of HeLa cells to low
%
concentrations of H-thymidine suppresses and can completely inhibit 
colony growth (Painter £t , 1938) * Moreover, Marin and 
Prescott (1964) have shown that exposure of Chinese Hamster fibre-
blast colls for 3. # 2 h to %h4hymidino' at concentrations of 
1*2 - 2*7 ucl/ml in the medium delays division, and significantly 
decreases the number.of third and fourth division labelled 
metaphases* However, those effects were not seen with smaller 
concentrations of the labelled nucleoside* Concentrations of 
4 uci/ml in the-culture medium also increase the duration that 
cells of IVadeGcantia- labelled with ^ H-thymidino spend in the 
02-phase of the cell cycle (tflmber and Quastlor, 1963)* ■In ,
mammals it appears that ^ H-thymldino above 1 uci/g body weight ~ 
causes radiation damage to mouse spermatogonia, and that low 
concentrations 0. uci or less) are .t'ecomended for ' short-term 
experiments (Johnson and Cronkite, 1939)* However^ ^H-thymidine 
can be safely used as a tracer both In vivo and in vitro In4A#*#*- «rmK»
mammalian cells when pulse labelling and low concentrations of 
the isotope are utilised*
3* Chromosome structures and Metaboliam*
3*1*. Composition-and'Structure of Eukaryotic Chromosomes* 
3*1*1* Techniques for examining chromosome Structure,
Evidence concerning ..the structure o.f chromosome fibres • 
has been obtained by means of electron microscopy, x-ray 
C3;ystallography, x-ray scattering, hydrodynamic measurements and 
optical measurements, These approaches have been reviewed by 
nuberman (1973)*
The two most frequent methods of performing électron
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microaox>y on chromoaoms fibres are thin seotlonlng s M  
surface-spreading* The effoots of sectioning on fibre 
structure, however, are essentially, unknown and, in addition, 
the effects, of fixing, staining and embedding on the ultra- 
structure of chromatin can only be guessed at* The surface- 
spreading method has the advantage over thin sectioning of 
preserving the overall morphology of whole condensed mitotic 
chromosomes mid any disorepand.es between the Intracellular 
chromosome and the.chromosome seen by the surface-spreading 
method, if any, must be confined to the diameter and 
microscopic arrangement of the fibres, not to their overall 
disposition* Just as with thin sectioning, however, the 
effects of cell rupture mid surface-spreading on the association 
or dissociation of proteins and other molecules with or from the 
fibres and on the state of twisting or coiling of the fibres are 
unknown* Similar questions can be raised about the validity of 
measurements using x-rays as these measurements necessitate the 
use of isolated material,
Measurements using hydrodynamic techniques are open to 
tho usual criticisms about the use of isolated chromatin 
preparations and the same uncertainties about the purity and 
structural integrity of the chromatin used for study, compounded 
by uncertainties about the interpretation of results, have made 
techniques involving optical measurements inconclusive*
The structure of chromatin con vary greatly depending 
upon the methods of isolation and analysis# Thus, to rolato
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a specific property to the intracellular structuré of 
chromatin* that property should be studied under conditions 
found inside the nucleus* This criterion does not seem to 
have been met in most studies of ohrOmatin structure* ,■
The roles of various components in the maintenance of 
chromatin structure and the study of the integrity oï the 
chromatin structure have usually been monitored by hydro-, 
dynamic properties or by circular dichroisrâ and occasionally 
using .x-ray dlffractson or electron microscopy* The roles 
of some of the components in the maintenance fibre structure 
■and chromatin.functions are diecussod-'in sections 3#2 and 3•3*
3*1*2. D M  Structurej repeated sequences and supercoiling 
' of DHA in chromatin.
Measurements of x-ray diffraction from ■ chromosome fibres . 
has led Pardon ^  g.*, (196?) and'Richards and .Pardon (1970) to 
interpret tiiair results in terms of a supercoil of the DMA 
duplex ivith a pitch of 120 H and diameter of 100 S. Bram and 
Pis (I97I) measured x-ray scattering from uaoriontcd chromosome 
fibres and in.combination with results from surfaco-spread electron 
microscopy these résulta are interpreted to ohovr on irregularly 
folded fibre with an average pitch of 43 % and .a diaméter^ /of about 
60 8* Viscosity measurements by Sponar et (1970)and by 
others also show that chromosome fibres have a:more compact 
structure than hoked BNA but it is not clear that they relate 
to the suporooil of Pardon et al,» (1967)# Hichards and Pardon
(1970) find that almllar 2E-ray rofXoctions oan be produced 
by a complex of purified D M  with purified histone fractions 
suggesting that the structure is haslcalXy simple; a 
supercoil is one of the simplest ways to condense a long D M  
molecule Into a shorter and thicker chromosome fibre*
Highly Repetitive Sequences of D M *
Generally, about of a eulcaryotic genome
consist of repeated sequences (Kennig and Walker, 1970) and 
most of these appear to belong to families of related sequences* 
Despite the fact that these sequences are presumed to be young 
in evolution (Flamm, 1972) they show signs of having acoumilatod 
large numbers of base changes and hence are not stringently 
conserved# la fact, the degree of nucleotide substitution within
the ancestral unit is so extensive, as in the case of guinea pig 
oC- satellite, as to argue that few if ai^ basé changes have been 
selected against (Southern, 1970)# Those sequences are 
localised in genetically inactive, hotorochromatic regions of the 
chromosome and consist of a short randomly repeated sequence 
which is only 6 - 1 3  nucleotide pairs in length, The idea that 
these sequences might serve.as templates for M A  synthesis appears 
to be untenable for the above reasons and, in addition, hybridisation 
experiments have failed to reveal the presence of any RNA sequences 
.complementary to mouse satellite D M  (Flamm ot ^ *, I969)* % o  
of the six possible reading frames yield nonsense codons (Southern,
1970)*
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' TIxe poasibility that satellite DMA in mouse might b© 
involved either in the initiation of D M  synthesis (Walker' 
et al,p 1969) or in its termination (Flamm et-al*, 1970) was
< » « w  mmim ' W W W »  «iwMti»
implied from experiments carried out by Smith et al*, (1970) who
 ^ M M r a  nsBua *
demonstrated thatg. following'ini'ection of mouse'kidney cells 
with polyoma virus, satellite DHA was replicated 1 or H'hours 
before the main bands and from experiments by Flamm ét al,*
(1970) who reported that satellite sequences of synchronised 
mouse;coll cultures were among the last to undergo replication* 
Flamm ot al.* (3.971), Bostook and Prescott (1971) and Tobla
KÜMMK1 trJBW t * • '-
et, si,, (3.971) presented conclusive evidence that moiiso satellite 
sequence© are not involved in the initiation of D M  replication.
Mo détectable quantities of satellite are replicated in early 
S-phase as would be expected of sequences that serve ae 
initiation sites, anxl it :1s not until late 8-phase that 
satellite replication becomes apparent.
If it is considered that satellite sequences servo an 
organisational role within chromosomes, as’ has been postulated 
(Walker et al,, 1969), and that this function depends upon thewms> 9 'f • «J. j,
sequences serving as recognition sites, then it is necessary 
that some mechanism exist that can stabilise single-stranded 
regions, Mouse satellite DHA has this potential in that 
renaturation of separated light or heavy strands revealed the 
presence of a short nucleotide sequence which differs entirely 
from.the dominant, basic repeated sequence of the satellite 
(Flamm 1969)* This sequence, which is less than fifty
nucleotides long and occurs, on average, once In esiery one thousand
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îmcleotidpG viitîîin the satel3.it© duplex, 1b interspersed along 
with its complement among the basic repeated sequences on a 
given heavy or light, strand# They have been referred to as 
"reversed.sequences" and it is thought that they can interact 
In such a way as to stabilise single-stranded regions or loops 
on opposite sti'ands of the rexiatured dup1.ex of ' light and heavy 
strands, Whether this occurs in vivo is not known*
H*M»>
The existence of these regions,, has led to the theory 
that satellite blocks msiy serve as' recognition sites for 
pairing of homologous■clxramosomes during meiosis, recognition 
of centromeres of cosmiion origin, the process of recombination 
and determination of, and specification of* the folding patterns 
of chromosomes (Walker et al.$ 1969)* In support of the
W M M  W W W  * . *  *f.
pairing hypothesis is the observation that the t chromosome* 
which is the only one of the forty moues chromosomes that doee 
not pair, is also the only chromosome that doos not contain 
localised satellite.sequences at its centromere (Flamm, 1972)• 
However, the observations of Hennig et al,, (197O) strongly 
support the idea that satellite D M  plays no role in bringing 
about somatic pairing in Drosopldla* They demonstrated that 
the satellites of different species of Drosophila showed marked 
differences in their nucleotide sequences, in agreement with the 
findings in mammal,s* Despite this, there is remarkable accuracy 
in somatic pairing in hybrids formed from the different species*
One phenomenon in which satellite DNA may play a role is 
that observed by Michie (1953)* He showed that during meiosis
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the parental chromosomes segregate non-randomXy with those 
of a given species tending to pass to the same daughter cell. 
Their ability to do this may be related to the presence .of a 
species-specific satellite at the centromeres (Bostook*.1971)• 
This is compatible with a role of satellite D M , not ^ in the 
immediate needs of the cell, but in the evo3,ution and maintenance 
of new species#
Britten and Davidson (1969) have included all classes 
of repetitive ■ DNA sequences as likely'candidates fo.,r a gene 
regulatory rolo in their ideas of gene regulation#
3*1*3# Ohromosoraal Proteins#
3#1*3#1# Genorai#
Unlike the single Escherichia coil chromosome which 
consists of little more than a naked strand of DNA, the 
mammalian genome is a complex structure consisting of DNA,
probably DNA and both acidic and basic chromosomal proteins,
the protein component comprising histones and acidic proteins*
The conservation during evolution of the characteristic 
properties of hiatones (DeXange et 1969) tends to indicate 
that thoy have a specific function which cannot tolerate major 
changes in primary structure# However, since they comprise a 
rather limited group of proteins, it is difficult to ascribe 
to them any complex role* Hence, their actual function, 
although specific, may be of a more genera], nature such as 
maintaining chromosome structure (see section 3*1*3#3)*
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Modification of the structure of histones by phosphorylation, 
acétylation and méthylation does introduce the possibility of 
a more varied role*
Unlike hiatones, the amount of non-histone chromosomal 
proteins in chromatin varies with the tissue source and may be 
correlated with the level of MA synthesis (Marushige and Dixon, 
19691 Marushige end Ossaki, 1967; Bingman and Gporn* 1964)*
In comparison with histones, the non#hlstone proteins of 
chromatin appear to be more heterogeneous and of higher 
molecular weight. It appears, however, that they show only 
limited hetrogonoity in various species and tissues (Elgin and 
Bonner, 1970), This relative lack of heterogeneity need not 
argue against a specific role as most chromosome preparations 
are likely to possess similar ensymes, structural proteins and, 
perhaps* contaminating membrane proteins*
,a,l#3#2, îîistones*
Iîistones are the basic proteins bound to the DNA of 
chromosomes in eukaryotic organisms# Their synthesis, which 
takes place in the cytoplasm (Dobbins and Borun, 196?), is 
closely related to DNA replication (Prescott, 1966; Bobbins 
and Borun* 196?) and they are sufficiently similar in all 
organisms studied that they can be recognised by properties 
such as their amino acid composition, amino acid sequences* or 
chromatographic and electrophoretic behaviour (for re«iew of 
role of chromosomal proteins see Huborman, 1973)* Some
heterogeneity exists within oaoh class due to minor 
Boquonce variations and side^ohaiu modifieationo, hut the 
five major classas in any given'tisane* FI* F2a*, F2a , F2‘b 
and ?3g can usnally he dia.tingiiished (Fanyim ot al*$ 1971)»
A striking charactoristic of the amino acid soqnonoes 
and partial sequenoes now available for histones is that the 
basis amino acids are distrlbntod non-iiniformly,-nearly all 
being crowded into one half of the molecule* There is also 
a striking conservation of sequence during evolution for some 
of the hist ones, the conservation boing greatest for M  stone F2a, 
and least for hiatoae FI (Delango ^  al*, 1969)* .
With the exception of the very Xysiiie™rloh histone Pi* 
individual histone'fractions-probably consist of one molecular 
species ('^ •Fa^ mbrough suid Bonner, 1969» Johns, 1971)» The PI 
bistone fraction has been shovm to be,heterogeneous in 
electrophoretic (Pmiyim mid Ohalkley, 1969) and ion-GXohange 
chrQmatogï’apIiic systems (Kinkade mid G ole, 19661 Bustin and 
Cole, 3.9S9) and the amount of this component aj)poars to bo 
dependent on the physiological state of the animal (Stellwagen 
tmd Cole, 196B5 Hohmann & Cole, I969)» Johns (1971) has 
suggested that histone Pi may possibly have a more complex role 
than the other liistoae fractions in the control of expression 
of genetic information*
For reasons outlined in section 3*2,2* however, the 
concept has now arisen that.the hlstone proteins, r^ ithor than 
^motioning as spécifie gene regulators, a. function thought moro
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likely to be performed by the non-histone chromosomal proteins* 
probably have an important function in determining and 
maintaining the chromosome structure in vivo In such a way 
that'the normal processes of any particular tissue may be 
effectively carried out by other specific molecules#
3*1,3*3* Bole'of Histones in Fibre Structure*
Many attempts have been made to-determine wli5.ch hi stones 
are required for fibre structure, but few unambiguous answers 
have been obtained* For example, many investigators find the 
properties of isolated chromatin little altered by removal of 
histone FI* while others find that removal of FI is deleterious 
to fibre structure* In addition* those who agree that histone 
FI, Is not necessary for fibre structure disagree among themselves 
over which of the remaining histonos are necessary (see Huberman* 
1973 * for review)«,
Henson and Walker (1970) have shown that D M  is more 
asymmetrical than nuoleohistone, histones F2ap$ F2b and ?3 being 
involved in this effect and changes in the optical rotatory 
dispersion spectra of the D M  of chromatin (Tuan and Bonner,
1969) have been ascribed to a slight alteration in the D M  double 
helix when it is part of the chromatin superstructure (Sponar 
et al*, 1970),
Nuclear Magnetic Besonanoe studies show that regions of 
histones Fl^  F2a and F2b can undergo conformational changes and 
are responsible for histone-histone interactions* The regions
ÏO#
involved in these intoraotiona appear to he not the basic 
parts of the histone moXocnle* whioh probably bind to BNA, 
but the remainder of the polypeptide chain (Bradbury and 
Crane-Bobinson, 1971)• This technique has further 
confirmed the impression that the basic region is the only 
part of histone F2b able to bind to DNA, whereas all of the 
polypeptide chain of histone FI is apparently capable of 
such an interaction CBoublik et $ 1971)• It is interesting 
to note that histone FI possesses siiptiificant amounts of proline 
and has been reported to have an extended.structure with little 
-heliat content (Bradbury ^  Bi*» 1967; Haydon and peacocke, 
1968)# Studies using interphase and metaphase chromosomes 
indicate that this histone fraction may link DNA-cont.aining 
fibrils together (Xdttau ^  al*, 19& » Mirsky ^  ol •, I968 ; 
Sluyser and Snollon-Jurgens, 1970)*
Olins (1969) has provided evidence that the lysine-rich 
histones lie in the groove of the DNA helix, and tker most, 
tightly bound histones, the arginine-rich histones, have been 
demonstrated to exist in an extended chain form which appears 
to lie parallel to the axis of the helix rather than olong the 
grooves themselves (Bradbury and Grcmo-Robinson, 1971)•
3*1 *3*4* Non-Histone Ghromosonial Proteins*
These proteins are defined as those proteins which 
remain associated with DNA after the histones have been removed* 
Unlike histonos (section 3*1*3*2), the amount of these proteins
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in chromatin , variés ^ritli the tissue sohroe and may he 
correlated with the level of BNA synthesis (Marhshi'ge and 
Dixon, 1969, Maru^ shige and Oîsakl, 196?;' Dlngman and Sporn, 
1964? Bp'orh and Dingman, 1966)* Wang (1966, 196?) 
distinguished between chromosomal acidic proteins and the 
nuclear residual proteins, both of which' have been shown to 
be highly heterogeneous (Wang and Johns* I968; Patel et al»,
1968), There is some evidence to, suggest, that the reaidual 
proteins are nucleolar in origin (Kostraha and Wang, 1970) *
In comparison with histones, the non-hiatone proteins' of 
chromatin appear to be more heterogeneous and of higher 
molecular weight (Bonner et 1968a; Elgin and Bonner, 
1970 3 MacOillivray ^  Bi** 1971), and it appears that they 
show' limited heterogeneity in various- species and tissues 
(Elgin and Bonner, 1970)# , Like Matonos, the non-Mstone
proteins have boon shown to be synthesised in the cytoplasm 
(gtein and Basorga, 1971)*
Apart from experiments in which stimuli, such as 
hormones, induce the synthesis of specific acidic proteins 
isi target tissues (Shelton and Allfrey, 1970? Tong and 
Hamilton, 1970) only a few studies have been oariied but on 
the turnover of non-histone chromosomal proteins* It appears 
that these proteins are synthesised during the entire coll 
cycle at a level higher than that of histones (Stoin and 
Basorga, 1970à)and turn over more rapidly than histones 
(ïïoloubek and Crocker, 1968; Hmicook, 19691 Stein ^  al*,
1970).
tn comparison to Motonoa, which have hoen reported 
to b© similar la type and amount In both ouohromatlm and 
hoter0chromatin (Frenstor ot al*$ 19635 Littau et f;d«* 1964s 
Froaeter, 1965a), noa-hiatone proteins are found to be la two­
fold e-jccéas ia OHohromatia*
3#1#4# GhrortîOGomaL Wh*
When total chromosomal proteins are isolated, they 
contain a considerable amount of BM* Huang and Bonner (1965) 
first, described a special ■ class of SNA containing a high contont 
of dihydrourldylic acid which they considered to bo covalently 
bound to histones and Benjamin ot al,, (1966) described a similar 
M A  which was boimd to histone and was RKaso insensitive. Bhih 
and Bonner (,1969) described the properties of a chromosomal HNA 
from calf t%mus and found that it \mB- bound to non-histono 
protein, and not to hlstones. A similar M A  from rat ascites 
cells has been described by Dahmus and HeCosmell (1969). Bonnor 
et (1968b) have made the suggestion that this BNA may provide
a simple DNA recognition mechanism, but Heyden and «laehau (1971) 
have evidenCG that a large part of the chromosomal DNA from cal.f 
thymus chromatin is simply DNA.
Frenstor (1965a, b, ©) made the suggestion that 
polyanions might oppose hiotono bindrlng to DNA and suggested, 
ill particiîlar, that BNA might perform this function. He 
speculated that the first stage of régulation of transcription 
might be a loosening of iiistone binding by po3.yanions, permitting
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local strand separation* which in- turn would then permit a 
"doreproaaor ENA" to base-pair with one strand and allow 
transcription from the other, free, atrand*' ■ Bomter^ s- group' 
has speculated that the special ciaas of MA* chromosomal BHA, 
in chromatin may form a stereospeciflc complex with DNA and 
hence provide the recognition mechanism for séquences which 
are to. be deropresssd# In Frenstor’s original model, the 
suggestion was made that the BHA- might recognise single- 
stranded DNA by base pairing, and it was this attractive 
hypothesis which first drow attention to cîiromosamal BNA*
Bonner’s group (Dahmus and Bonner, 1970? Bivolap and Bonner,
I97I) « however, suggested that tlais MA' has the unusual property 
of being able to "hybridise" with double-stranded DNA at low 
temperatures and in an. organ specific 'manner*
Britten and Davidson (1969) have advanced an 
elaborhto hypothesis tb explain genetic regulation in . 
eukaryotic cells, based on the observations with chromosomal 
W h  and on the general theories of Jacob and Monod (I96I)*
Their proposal has many features in common with the operon 
model of Jacob and Monod,. the two major differences being that 
the regulator is thought to be DBA and not protein and that an 
argument is advanced that redundant sequences in DNA might be 
desirable for the regulator genes#
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3*2# iaene Exprèsalon and its Regulation.
3*2.1# '  ^Éole oi Hiëtôheè.  ^ - "
' , '•' That;histonés-may serve às génO' regulators was 
originally suggested by Stëdmaji and Stodman (1944) and this ' 
concept found support in the' démonstrations by Bonnor and 
Huang (1963) ♦ Huang and Bonner (I962) and Allfrey ^  (1963)
that DNA primed BM' synthesis cohld be partihlly or compiotely 
suppressed by th© addition of histones to the various cell-free 
system* . In studies on the effect of hlstones on various ■ 
preparations, however, it is of considerable methodological 
significance that the components of the medium, remain.soluble, 
as Billen and Hnilioa (1964) have pointed out#' They reported 
that the inhibition induced by the histones v/as mainly related 
to.'fcho precipitation of th© dooKyribbnucIéohistone from the 
préparation • ■
In an attempt to identify the components of chromatin 
responsible for the specific restriction of the template 
activity of chromatin, Paul and Oilmour (1968) investigated the 
functions of individual components of chromatin by reconstruction 
of chromatin and nuoleoproteina from previously isolated 
components* They found that to restore the nowal transcriptional 
pattern they had to use total chromosomal proteins and not just 
histonos. Chromatin reconstituted in this way;yielded RNA 
which, by compétition exîieriments, was not distinguishable 
from jRNA transcribed from native chromatin* In a further 
investigation Oilmour and Paul (1970) suggested that the non-
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histpno fraction directed the prghn specificity of template 
restriction, and not histones. Similar conclusions have 
been reached by many workers since then (SpeXsberg and Hnilica, 
1970; .VJang, 197P?, Kamiyâma and Wang, 1971)*
Gever&d findings,, however, make it difficult to assign 
to histonos a highly specific role in the fine tuning of n. 
gene regulation, In the first place they are present in 
similar amounts in active and inactive tissue (Dinc^an and v 
Sporn, 1964) and chromatin (Frenster et ai •, 1963 5 Frenster, 
196ga; Mttâu et alWr 1964); and second, they do not possess 
tissue or species specificity (îînilice and Busch, 1963?
Hnilica et 1962? Laurence and Butler, 19655 Palau and 
Butler, 1966.5 Belenga et al», I969)»
ïet, histones may be effective in completely and 
pGrmanehtly shutting down the largo portion of the mammalian 
genome that is Inactive in differentiated cells of the adult 
animal, Btellwagea.and Col© (I969) have suggested that 
histonos are aspeclfic inhibitors of DNA transcription and 
that they simply act by repressing large segments of the genome 
on a more or less permanent basis, .Modification.of the 
structure of histonos by phosphorylation, acotylation, 
méthylation, etc,f does introduce the possibility of a more 
varied role* .
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■Modification'of Histonos.
Acétylation '$ Acetyl groups are incorporated into 
K-terrainal,'positions during synthesis of hlstones (Lieu ^  al*,~
I97O5 Harmluff & McCarty, 1970) and also to^  f-amino and
0-seryl groups of preformed histones (Oershey et al>, I9685 
Pogo jct 1^ *, 1968)* The donor of these acetyl groups is 
acetyl GoA (Allfrey# 1970) and a number of enaymo systems have 
been described which catalyse the reaction (Nohara et al#, 19665 
Bondy ^  1970; Gallvritss# 1970). Beacetylase ensymes are
also known COnohe & Fujimoto, 1969s Libby, 1970)#
During the cell cycle acotylation of îîeïia cell histonos 
F2a# and F3 rises to a majdraum coinciding with the end of 
DNA synthesis# On the other hand, acétylation of histone FI 
rises to a maximum at the same time as DNA synthesis# There­
after the deface of histone acotylation diminishes during the 
rest of the cell cycle, with the result that histonos FI and 
F2b lose most of their labelled,acetate groups whereas F2 
and F3 retain about half of theirs (Shepherd et al*, 1971)*
 ^ ■* w i*i-m we , 4» 7
Those findings correlate well with the observation that 
histone FI is synthesised before DMA in. Helta cells (Gurley 
and Hardin# 1970) # and that in intorphaso cells it does not
contain internal acetate receptor sites but has an N-terminal
acetate group. ■ ■
Pogo et (1966) have shown that In lymphocytes the 
early induction of BHA synthesis,brought about by phytohaemagglutinin
vim preceded by acétylation of histoncs* particularly the 
arginino-rich fractions#, a3.though this mây be a non-specific - 
or. krtifactual effect of thé HIA-lymphocyte system (O.tio et al* # 
1968; Monjardino and HaoGilXivray# 1970)* Histone acotylation 
has been implicated in other systems whore gene activation 
appears to occur (TokaMi ot al,# 19&9# Pogo £b gL.# 1967) and 
controversy exists about yet other systems (Clover and Bllgaard, 
1970; compare Allfrey.et al*# 1968)# Thus it would appear 
that there Is, no geperal rule for the association of histone 
acétylation and the induction/of HNA synthesis# Such 
correspondence is not seen in some systems end is doubted in 
others*
Phosphorylation i Phosphorylation of histones takes 
place mainly at serine and threonine residues (Kleinsmith ©t al-*, 
1966 ; ' Benjamin .and Goodman# 1969 5 Langàn, 1969 ? Tiirkington 
and Piddle* 1969)* A number of histone phosphokinases have 
been described (Jergil and Dixon* 1970)#
Nuclear protein phosphorylation has been found to be 
dependent on'hormone action (Langan# 1968 ; Turkington and 
Piddle# 1969) and,to decline during coll maturation (Gershey 
and Kleinsi^ th# 1969)# The phosphate content of histones, 
particularly FI# varies with the physiological state of the 
tissue or animal (Stevely and Stocken#, I968; Qrd and Stockon, 
19695 Fitzgerald et al#, 1970) so that there is an increased
level 'in- this fraction and in during DM synthesis -(Ord 
and Stbcken, I968, 19691- Adams et al#, 1970)#
- ^ •miM tmfém ■ ^ ‘
'In trout testes, protamines are phosphorylateci ■in 
the cytoplasm immediately - after .aynthoeis (ingles and Dixon,. 
1967? MarUvshige ^  al#, 1969) and prior to, their replacing
histories on D M , Blnce protamines of natix^ e 'sperm are not
phdsphpiqrlated (Ingles and Dixon, 1967)$ this Is taken to 
indicate that phosphorylation may he associated with the 
transport of newly synthesised nucloar proteins into the 
nucleus* Phosphorylation' of pre-existing histonos* however, 
does occur in several systems at a time when DNA synthesis is 
increased (Turkington and Biddle, 1969? Langan, 1969? Ord 
and Stocken, 19691 Fitzgerald et al#, 1970? Cross and Ord, 
1970)*
In studies, with isolated phosphoprofceino Teng at 
(1970) have demonstrated tissue-specific patterns of 
P-lahelling and have obtained evidence for species-specific 
binding of these proteins to DM,'perhaps indicating that 
phosphorylation of chromatin proteins is involved in allowing 
the transcription of previously repressed genes* In this 
respect, Stevely and Btockou (196S) found that phosphorylutod 
Fi histone was less effective as an inhibitor of DNA-dopendent 
BM synthesis in vitro than nonphosphorylated FX, and Sung and 
Dixon (1970) have shown that phosph03*ylation of a serine residue 
at the probable DNA-binding site of histone F2al could lead to 
detachment of the protein from DM*
Hiatpïiés are'mêthylated, after synthesisi at lyaine. 
and arginine residues XAllfrey. et al » * 1964;. : Paik .and Kim# .' 
196S1 ’ Surdon and Garven# 1971) * A number of methylàting 
'enzymes have, been described XGomb 1966; Falk and Kira*'
I96B1 Surdon and‘Garvea, .1971 )> donor of the methyl '
.group ie S-adenôsyimetliionine. which is derived in’ turn from 
methionine (Allfrey et al*, 1964; Kim and Paik, 1965)*
Xyittle; Is known about the biological role of this methylotion. 
except .that in regenerating liver It oc'ciirr» after the peal^ 'of 
SNA"and.histone synthesis (Tidwell.at al,* 1968).
It is interesting that these changes should takp place 
at a time when chromatin is undergoing conformational changes 
leading to a compact structure and a curtailment of nucleic 
acid synthesis,.
,Non-Histone Chromosomal Proteins*. ■ . -
The ovidonoe supporting the role of acidic nuclear 
proteins in the regulation of gene G-ctivity has been reviewed 
by Stein and Baserga (1972)#
. , Acidic nuclear proteins have been/reported to be ; 
characteristic of the tissue of origin-(Teng ©t-al», 1970; 
HacGilllvray et alv, 1971) # and an Increase in synthesis ofV . yipnn I ^  ■ r V
non-hlstone chromosomal proteins has been found in active 
tissues of chicken (Dingman and Hpprn, 1964), in lactating rat 
mammary glands (Stellwagen and Cole, 19.69), in the puffs of
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poXyfcoho chromosbmeB(Beemiim, 1963? ■ Edstrom Sc Beermann# I962)# 
and in .the';XoopB=-of lampbrush chromosomes (Gall and CaXlan,-1962)$
A possible role for acidic .-nuclear proteins in the . - 
control of gene expression io further suggested, by vàribùo in .vitro 
experiments in which these proteins were able, to modify, the DNA- 
histone interaction .in'such, a way as to. bring about .a restoration 
of hiEtono‘3.nhibitcd DNA-dèpéîiient..MA synthesis (Vfang# I968,'.-1969a) 
and. to acti.vato repressod gone loci (Wang, 1969b| Kamlyama and ■ 
Vfaiig# 1971).
A number of findings point to.the significance of acidic 
nuclear, protoins-in'systems whore' the cells have been stimulated ' 
to synthesise .pHA (see section 4). Teng and Hamilton (1969)■ : 
have suggested that'■^ nou’^histone chroniosomai .proteins be 
involved . in the oestrogen stimulation of. the utearus in the 
ova'reotomised rat and evidence has been presented for an early. 
Increase In.à specific acidic protein in response to oéstradiol 
in thé .system (Barker, 19711 MayoX and Thayer, 1970)* ■ .
Gtellwagen and.Cole (1969) reported a relationship between the / 
synthesis, of acidio/nüclear proteins in the"mammary gland 'ajid.i'the 
stimulation of DNÀ synthesis and Smith et al. (1970) .suggest that . . 
these proteins are. involved in.stimulated cellular proliferation : - 
in thevDat uterus-by progesterone* Additional and more direct 
demonstrations that non*hiatone chromosomal proteins may be. \ 
involved in models of stimulated DNA synthesis have come .from 
the.'investigations of Stein and Baserga (1970b)and Bovera and ■ ■ ■ 
Baserga (1971) with NI38 cells atinmdated to grow and/divide.by
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incubating In fresh medium* Tn continuously dividing cells 
there is a significant increase in the specific activity of 
acidic proteins during G1 (Stein and Borun# 1972), and 
experiments with inhibitors of DNA synthesis' clearly established 
that# imliko- histones whose synthesis is tightly coupled with 
DNA replication (see section 3$1*3*2), thé sjaathosis of these 
acidic proteins continues independently of DNA synthesis (Stein 
^9711 Stein and Boinui, 1972)# BBB**polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoretic profiles of acidic nuclear proteins synthesised 
during Glç 8, 02 and mitosis suggest that there are stage- 
specific differences in the acidic proteins (Stein and Borun, 
197?? Stain.et ÿ.*, 3*971)# In addition, a series of studios 
not only demonstrated that acidic nuclear proteins have a 
faster rate of turnover than histonos but that the rates of 
turnover of these proteins vary in different stages of the cell 
cycle, the highest turnover being observed during mitosis and 
the lowest during G-phase (Btein et ml#, 19715 * Stein and 
Borun# 197^)*
It is apparent that evidence is acoumu3;ating which 
suggests that acidic nuclear protoIna are involved In the 
control of gone expression and cell proliferation both In 
continuously dividing cells and in Go cells vdiich are 
stimulated to proliferate by a variety of stimuli, but the 
details are not yet clear as to the specific mechanisms by which 
these proteins interact with the genome and initiate, modify, or 
augment the transoiption of informational, macromolecules # It’
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is knownI of courset that a number of acidic proteins can 
interact specifically with DMA, the host examples being the 
bacterial and viral repressors studied by Ptashns (1967) and 
Gilbert and HueXler«Hill (1966)* Evidence that eukaryotic 
non-histone proteins can bind specifically to DMA has boon 
presented by Teng et (1970) and Kleinsmith et al * (1970)• 
Given that specific binding to DMA sequences can occur, several 
modes of action of non-histone proteins can be suggested* On 
the one hand, there is quite good experimental evidence that 
some nonrhistone proteins can neutralise the totally repressive 
effect of histones in DMA transcription. It has been 
suggested by Johns (1969) that the inîiibition by histones of 
transcription is duo to supercoiling of the DMA (see section 
3^ 1*2) which provides a steric obstruction to movement of M A  
polymeraso along the DMA strand. It is not difficult to 
imagino how the binding of a non«histone protein in the groove 
of DMA not occupied by histones might alter the physical 
environment in such a way that the molecule could unwind.
On the other hand, non^Mstone proteins could act In 
the opposite way, as repressors, by binding rather more tightly 
to DMA, in the same way as bacterial repressors do; there is 
indeed evidence that soma non4hlGtono proteins may behave in 
this way* The main ph^sicochemical difference between 
Hderepression" and '^repression*' might lie merely in the binding 
energy, and this could conceivably lend itself to allosteric 
control*
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■ KpdelS’ of'regulation based on non-histone proteins 
would therefore by somewhat analogous to models of regulation 
in bacteria in which proteins act as intermediates between - 
regulator,geneS' and stnicturàl genes* • The main difference in 
this speculation ia that some of the' non-’hlstone proteins are 
seen to alter the configuration of nucleohlstono in such a 
way thàt it becomes possible for an DMA polymerase to traversé 
it and transcribe lîNA from the DMA*
3*3'*' Chromosomal Replication#
9*3#1*.. General Introduction,
' i^ omiconservative Replication and Dates of Growth*'
, ■ That DMA replication is aemicbnsorvativo was suggested 
by the ifatson-^rick model and demonstrated in B* coli by the 
.classic work-of Moselson and Staîîl in, 1998* This has since 
been'confirmed in several prokaryotic and eukaryotic système* . 
The intracellular rate of elongation of nascent DMA chains has 
been estimated at 90 um/min* for B* coli (loannou, l973)/aud
1-^ 2 un/min* for BïîK cellular DMA (Hayton et al*$ 19735 
Fainter-, and Schaeffer, 1969)# In calculating these rates, 
however, account has to be taken of thé bidirectionality of 
replication-which has been shown to occur with many different 
DMAs* ' ,
Bidirectional Growth of Masoeht DMA Chains*
,The original Cairns model, of DMA replication in B* Coli 
was put.forward in 1963 based on Autoradiographs showing two
rep3,icating forks in the DMA (Cairns, 1969) # This model 
assumes that duplication always sfarts at the same point.and 
advances in the same direction with the aid of a swivel 
mechanism at the starting or finishing point so that free 
rotation of the unduplicated part of the DMA may occur. An 
alternative explanation of the Cairns autoradiograph is of 
two forks moving in opposite directions from a common origin 
(Masters and Broda, 1971). Such bidirectional synthesis of 
1)NA has now boon demonstrated for ma%r different DMAs including 
phage (Schnbs and Inman, 1970; Tomisawa and Ogawa, I9685 
Inman and Schnbs, 1971), B. coli (Masters and Broda, 1971), 
phage T4 (Delius ^  , 1971) * phage T7 (Wolfson et ,
1972; Wolfson and Dressier, 1972), Chinese hamster colls 
(llttborraan and Biggs, 1968), mitochondrial DMA (Kirshnor et al., 
I96B), polyoma virus (Bourgaux and Bourgaux-Bamoisy, 1972, 1971), 
BVAO virus (Jaenisch et al., 1971) ?nid for mycoplasma hominis 
K39 (Bod© and Morowit%, 196?)# Under certain conditions, 
however, replication may be unidirectional (Lark et 1971) «
Multiple Initiation Sites in Eukaryotic DMA.
Jacob ©t ^#, in 1963 presented their Boplicon Model for 
the regulation of DMA replication in bacteria and in which they 
defined a roplicon to moan a genetic element such as on episome 
or a chromosome or a section thereof which can only replicate 
as a whole. They also suggested that the properties of such 
replicons require that they be capable of controlling their own 
replication independently of any other controls. In bacterial
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colla the wholo chromosome oonGtitutoB a single roplieen*
In contrast, however, multiple replication units 10 to 100 urn 
in length are a fo&%ture of DMA replication in higher organisms 
CCairks, 1956; Painter et al*, 1956; Enborman a M  Biggs, 1968)* 
In addition# the various replication units seem to he 
synthesised at different times during the B-phase* Remington 
and Klevecgs (1973) ■ have shown that the newly replicated DMA 
in Don G mid diploid Don cell lines can ho divided into two 
and three largo temporally distinct fractions respectively*
They suggest that there is an increase in the number of 
temporally distinct fractions of DMA as eWcoryotlc cells 
develop from the embryonic stage and age* Mueller and 
Kajiwara (1955) have shown by escpoouro' of îloha colla to 
5*«broî5iodeos£yuridine that DMA synthesised early in one B-phaso • ■ 
in synchronised cultures was again replicated early in a 
second B-phaso# so maintaining its temporal position of. 
synthesis in the B-phaso# The DMA synthesised early in the 
S«phasQ has a higher GO content than that synthesised late in 
the.S-phaoe in both HoDa colls and mouse L^cells (Tobia ot ol*,
« M W «  W H W  ^
1970)* The significance of these findings is unclear*
3*3*2* Membranes Associated DMA Synthesis?
Attachment of ohroinatin to the nuclear membrane was 
inferred from studies as early as 1948 (Vanderlyn, 1948), and 
has been the subject of ©loctronmicroscopic and autoradiographic 
studies in many eukaryotic cells* A close association of
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baotorial DMA with the cell membrane, has also been observed 
and DMA*meïîibrané complexes have been isolated from both 
bacterial and eukaryotic systems that have allowed biochemical 
analyses (for literature see Infante: et al*, 1973)*
The involvement of a membrane site in DMA replication 
v/as first suggested by Jacob et |ü.* (1963) in their replicon 
model for the replication of bacterial DMA*
. There are several possible relationships between the 
nuclear membrane of eukaryotic colls and DMA replication, as 
suggested by ■'"’Comings and Okada (1973)?
(1) DMA synthesis could be initiated at the nuclear membrane;
(2) the replication fork may remain at the nuclear membrane
both during initiation and subsequent chain growth ;
(3) initiation or continued replication may be'membrane-
associated only in late replicating hoterochromstin5
(4) there may.be no association between the nuclear membrane
’ and DMA replication*
OomingSG and KKakefUdâa (1968) reported that DMA synthesis was 
initiated at the nuclear membrane but that the replication 
point soon left the site of membrane attachment and travelled 
along the DMA to ther parts of the nucleus* Friedman and 
îkteller (I969)* however, suggested that it was the site of 
replication rather than the site of initiation that^  was-attached 
to lipopolysaccharide materi.al in the cell.
Most of,these experiments, however, involve isolation of 
Hascent DMA attached to a DMA*-protein*lipid complex and such
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biochemical studies do no;t distinguish between a real. . 
attachment and a noE-speciflo association of the replication 
complex with memhranos* The résulta of Couiinga and Kakefuda 
C196B) 9, which, were- baaed on electron- microscopy autoradiogmphy, 
have boon criticised-as the cells used appeared to have 
suffered considerable damage during the process used to • 
synchronise the coll population (Williams & Ockoy* 1970;
Ockey.5 1972).
Results obtained using electron microscopy airboradiography 
have shown synthosie throughout the entire nucleus but with a 
peripheral pattern of grains found more frequently at the end 
of S-phas0 than at the beginning# suggesting as association of 
late.replicating heteroehromatin with the nuclear membrane 
(Dlondel,.1968; Williams and Ockey# 1970; Erlandson and d© 
Harvon, 1971).
Several ^ groups of v;orkers # howoveî!’# have recently shown 
that nascent DMA is not associated with the nucletiX" membrane at 
any stage of the S™phaso and that synthesis occurs throughout 
the entire nucleus (Comings and Okada# 1973% ïluberman ^  #
1973 Î, Ockey, 1972; Fakan ot al* , 1972). Comings mid Okada 
(1973) suggest that the peripheral pattern of grains observed 
in late S-phaso is due to synthesis of hotercchromatin which 
±s situated mainly at the nuclear membrane and not duo to 
attachment of replicating regions to the membrane# Tho many 
results both with prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells# shov;ing an - 
attachment of nascent DMA to isolated mombrane-liko material,
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probably arise-as a. result of npii'^ speoifio attachmoxit of 
the r'Gplioating'-x’Ogiona to this material" during isolatiop,. 
probably as d result of some peculiar structural arrangement 
of-this'region BUch"as;.'Gingle-*stra^ i.deduess of the DMA*
EicctrOn microscope autoradiography is the only technique 
which can;'give satisfactory answers concerning the attachment 
of nascent DMA to membranes and since' bacteria are too small 
to allow the use of tliis technique, such attachment in 
prokaryOtica must remain In doubt*
3f3 *3• InvQlvemfeht of RMA in DMA Replication? ■
■ In contrast to the DMA^directed BMA polymerases;no 
known DMA polymerase is capable of initiating DMA chains in 
the absence of a primer 34"‘OH group# It has recently been 
suggested that RNA may/supply #is primer requirement (Brutlag 
et al**/197l)^ It'has .boen' shown that rifampleIn can cause 
iïûiibition of initiation of DNA replication (Ba^ -^ icalupco and 
Tocchini-Faienti^ 1972; Staudenbauer and Hofschneider, 1972$ 
Dark, 1972)# although there are exceptions (Dark, 2i97S)* 
Insensitivity of DNA replication to.rifampicin, however, does 
not necessarily moan that an PNA primer ia not required for 
initiation . of replication (Schokmait et al* , 1972)*
: Conversion, of the viral single strand of N13 DNA to
its double ,stranded repliaative form requires the synthesis 
of an DNA primer to.initiate DMA■synthesis and this DNA 
synthesis is sensitive to r-ifamploin (Brutlag et a^l#, 1971;
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Wlckuer at al»» 1972). Replication of X174# howovor# a 
virus of base composition similar to that of Ef3, is not , 
inhibited by rifamplcin in vivo (nilVerstln .avid Billon, 1971) 
or in vitro. (Micknor 1972) althou^ initiation of a
DMA strand does require DMA synthesis (Bchekman ot al#, 1972)» 
These latter. authors suggest that the absence of rlfamploiii. ■ 
-inhibition is a result of an RNA synthetic system- that behaves - 
differently from known BÎÎA polymerases#
' Thé'- involvement of an RNA primer in D#A replication 
has been suggested in many cases, including replication of . 
^%174, M13, in, coli, chicken embryo cells, fd phage, X %)hage 
(for literaturesee lommou, 1973)) polyoma virus (Hagnusson 
et al#, 1973) and of Bhysarurn polycophcilum (Wagar and 
huberman, 1973)» Caution should be exercised, however# in 
the interpretation of some of these results in the light of 
the demonstration by ïïmèda et (1973) that incomplete 
dénaturation of DMA before density gradient ana3.yses, rather than 
covalent liîücagé of an BNA primer to DMA, may explain some of' 
the positive results that have been reported*
3 *3 »4. ginglo-^ Btranded Regions in thé Replicating DNA Duplex * 
studies on DNA x*ep3-ication in B* sub tills amd phage T4 ' 
hsive revealed the presence of intermediates that display 
properties consistent with their being wholly or partly single^ 
stranded (Oishi, 1968a,, b, c) and similar observations have 
been made in mammalian systems (Painter and Gchaeffer, I969; _ ;
(Haytoh et al-*1973)»' SoveraJL modela of, i)HA-X’G'plidatiou 
(aeé Géotion 3*3*7) predict the existence of single-stranded 
regions in' the 'parental DMA molecule but whether the single- 
stranded' régions identified- in B». subtil'is and in mammalian 
cells correspond to those predicted in the■models is.net 
Clear*' '
3*3*3# Factors that Facilitate Dénaturation and 
Renaturation of DNA Duplexes*
The protein specified by gene 32 of bactexdophato T4 
is required in stoiclirometric amounts for both replication 
and recombination■(Snustad, 1968)# There are about 10#000 ■ 
molecules per cell and the'purified'protein consists of a 
■single polypeptide chain with a molecular weight of 33#000 
daltons (Alberts and Frey, X97Û) although multiple forms are 
feiown to occur (Carroll £t „^*, 1972)# The protein binds 
preferentially'to single-stranded DM, the binding being 
highly cooperative (Alberts and Frey, 1970)* Binding to 
single-stranded DNA under saturating conditions causes thé 
D M  to adopt a highly extended ooiïformation and under .non- 
saturating conditions the protein px^ oferentially binds to 
AT*irich double-helical regions of phage. lambda D M  (Delius 
and: Màntéli, 1972)* -
The strong preferential binding of this.protein to 
siUgle^stranded D M  results -in a lowering of the dénaturation 
temperature of doubXè-stranded DNA by about The gene
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33-protein êO. so promotes renaturation, the rate with
32 protein bound to .T4 DMA at 25*^ being 10^  times the rate 
without bound protein (.Alberts and Trey, 1970)*
: The function of-gone 32-prptoin in DNA replication 
is unclear but it is possible that this protein participates 
by promoting unwinding Ut the replication fork (Alberts and 
Troy, 1970) and Oarroll et al# (1972) have proposed a model 
pf DNA replication incorporating this idea,
The gene 5 protein of phage fd (Oçy and Knippors,
1972) and a DNA binding .protein isolated from T7-infccted 
cells (Reuben and Gefter, 1973) and from uninfected T* coli 
(Sigal et al*, 1972) have similar properties to that of the 
T4 gene 32 protein and have been allotted a similar function 
to that of the latter protein* Rérrick and Alberts (cited 
in gigal et al*, 1972) have isolated from calf thymus a 
protein which "unwinds^  DNA in vitro, but the function of 
these proteins has still to be conclusively determined*
3"3*6* ■ Role of Protein Synthesis in DNA Replication*
Experiments with various organisms have revealed a 
close dependence of DNA synthesis on synthesis of protein*
In prokaryotea] it is well documented that protein synthesis 
is required only for the initiation of DNA synthesis (Lark,
1969) whereas in eukaryotes protein synthesis is required for 
both the initiation and propagation of DNA synthesis (Cummins 
.and, '%soh,■. 19#;. Kim ot al*, 1968; Littlefield and Jacobs,
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1955; V/anka and Moors, 1970)*
Cyoloheximide and puromyoin have been extensively 
used to study the effects of Inhibition of protein synthesis 
in DNA replication# These antimétabolitoé inhibit initiation 
of DMA synthesis in eukaryotes# (Fujiwara, 19725 Hereford and 
Hartwell, 19735 Highfield and Dewey, 1972), but there is 
some confusion as to the effects on propagation of chains
already initiated (Neintraub and Holtaer, 1972; Hand and
Tamm, 1975» Tujiwara, 1972; Hereford'and Hartwell, 1973)*
The conflicting observations may be a result of the use of 
differing systems by different t^ roups*
The in)iibition is not a result of inhibition of uptake 
of thymidine by the cells nor do these compounds have any 
effect on repair synthesis (Heintraub and Holtser, 1972)#
Fujiwara (1972) has suggested that the inhibition of 
initiation of DÎÎA synthesis by cycloheximide may occur at 
specific sites on the nuclear membrane and a protein(s) 
synthesised in the middle of the 01 phase of the cell cycle 
has.been shown to be involved in the initiation of DNA
replication# It is probable that inhibition of synthesis
of this "initiator*' protein, or a similar protein, could be 
î*esponsibl© for the effect on initiation of DNA synthesis 
produced by cycloheximlde#
3*3*7# Models of DNA Replication.
The replication fork.in a replicating portion of a ,
6li
double-stranded D M  molecule is mi asymmetrical structure
resulting from the different polarity of the two D M  strands#
If both strands are polymerised in the direction of fork
movement a discontinuous synthesis of at least one strand
must bo predicted# Otherwise,' the postulate of continuous
1 2
growth of both strands loads to the prediction of a 3*’ to 5 
polymerising activity, which has not been detected in any 
system despite exténelvè searching*
' Ëtidoncô for a discontinuous mechanism was suggested 
initially by the discoveries that D M  label appears first in 
short pieces and only later in neo-chromosomal lengths 
(Okaaakl ot al#, 1968)*, Further evidence for a discontinuouswinimm ^
mechanism for D M  synthesis in animal cells has come from 
many sources (for review seo Goulian, 1970)#.
Okaaakl et al* (1968) presented evidence for a 
discontinuous model of DMA replication in which short stretches 
of D M  are synthesised, in either one or both strands, by a 
to 3* reaction at the replicating point and are subsequently
connected to the growing strands (Fig# 1#2&). The fragments
' 6  1 observed are about 10 daltons and are synthesised in the 5'
, I ’
to 3 direction and are joined together by polynucleotido 
ligaso (Gelleut and Bullock,, 1970),
Xiouarn and Bird (1974), using E* ooll in which the 
genome from phage \ had been incorporated into the host genome, 
have recently provided evidence that chain growth in B# coli is 
continuous in' the 5* to 3  ^direction and discontinuous in the
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3* to 3* clirootion* In mutants lacking DMA polymerase 1, 
replication is discontinuous in both directions but tho 
discontinuity in the 5* - 3* strand is probably due to nicks 
in the D M  being sealed more slowly than in vdld type cells#
These authors suggest that the findings of Sugimoto et 
al", (1969) that DNA replication in E* coli is totally 
discontinuous is a result of the difficulty of detecting low 
levels of radioactivity in longer fragments of DNA whore the 
isotope is spread over many fractions* The findings that 
"Dkasaki" fragments hybridise to both strands of the parental 
duplex probably ie due to the bidirectionality of the replication 
of DNA (see section 3*3*1#)# Nith phage P2 where replication 
is unidirectional (Sctmës and Inman, 1970), the newly 
synthesised D M  fragments hybridise to only one of the 
separated strands of the PR DNA (Okasjakl ot al*., 1974)*
"Knife and Fork" Model of DNA Réplication.
Guild (1968) suggested a modification of Okaaaki's 
model which suggests that tho growing 3* "OH end "turns the 
corner" and anneals with the complementary parental strand 
which is then copied in a 3* to 3* direction* Cleavage at 
the fork by an ondonuoleaso would again leave tho original 
daughter strand with a free 3* *0H to aX-low ' synthesis to 
continue* Tho short pieces would be joined together by a 
ligaso as is suggested in the discontinuous model* There is 
no real support, however, for this model which is illustrated 
in Fig* 1,2b#
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"SoliloH'»0iiwlo” BoiïoJ of D #  l!oj?li«at;'ion.
A tliird model of DNA replication was proposed by 
Gilbert and Drossier (1968) ■ &md by fioen ot al# (196B) and
*Nk!*p #**#»
is Illustrated in Flg*,l*2o# One strand of tho progeny.
DNA is attaqWd covalently to one of the pnroutel latran#
and Is eynthesiecd using tho other (airoalor) parental strand'
as a toinplatel the other progeny strand is synthesised by an
unspecified meohaninm#
The syntbeais hoginfâ by opening one strand of the
original circle at a spooifio point, the newly opposed 5"'
end is attached to a oollular eomponont (porhapà' membranous)
end a now copy of this .strand ayntlicsised, by chain, elongation- 
\ ■of the J end of the old positive strand $ using the negative 
strand which remains closed, as a template. Tho old positive 
strand is peeled off m  a single strand, but a new negative 
strand is synthesised upon it in short pieces that are 
ultimately tied together by a Ilgam»-- The synthaais -Id 
continuons, ono daughter molecule being pooled off oncilossly 
ao tho growing point continuas around the circle# ■ The long 
strand, which could :Ui principle contain sovoml genom.o*e 
worth of information, omi bo used to construct daughter 
circular molecules by any recombination proceao between like 
sequencea a genome's length apart#
The prediction by this model of Xongér-than-nnlt 
length atranda has boon fulfilled in early <fxi74 infection 
during the active replication of duplex ringe (Dreaol.er and
Denhardt, X968; Ksilppers et al*, -1969a5 Dresgler and 
Wolf son, 1970)* Support Iia© also bsouprovldod by the 
electron micrOgrapMc demonstration that intermediates in 
the replication of single-stranded circles includ©
double-stranded circles vd.th a single^ s^tranded "tailM 
(Knippers et al#, 1969b; Dressier, 1970), Studies on the 
replication of small DMA viruses at present provide the best 
support for a rolling olrole mechanism and replicating strands 
which are longer than.mature viral DNA have been described .for 
(ages 1!4, X , P22, Ï? and Î5 (cited in aouUan, 1970). .
"Pre-fork replication^ Model of D M  Replication.
As an alternative to multiple initiations on one or 
both arms of the replicative.fork, a pre-fork mechanism-for '. 
replication, proposed by Eaakoll and Daveton (1969)* assumes 
•multiple replication sites at staggered nicks proximal to the 
replication fork (Fig* l*2d), Those, would be separated from 
the parentail primer at their origin by another scission, and ■ 
eKonucloolytic widening of the latter would permit the 
parental strand to re-establish continuity by reannealing at 
the gap, followed by closure by ligase* The fragments would 
ultimately join up to establish continuity of the product 
strand# Aside from circumventing■the problem of Initiation 
of small fraginonts, this model could account for single* 
stranded gaps, and also single-stranded nascent fragments if 
the latter are displaced from their templates by reconstitution
1.2.
Models of DMA Byhtliésis*
A* Discontinuous synthesis of *Oka%aki* fragments;
B. Knife and Fork Model; '
C* Rolling Circle Model;
D# Pre-fork Replication Model-,
o w Primer site;
f\ =
heavy
lines
direction of chain growth;
site of joining;
site of endonucleotic cut;
parental material; '
light
lines a new material#
Figs# 1.2A, B and D from Klein and Bonhoeffer (1972); 
Fig# 1,20 from Gilbert and Dressier (1968)* ,
Fig. 1.2,
B
D
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of tîie parantal duïiloK»
Despite the p],ethora of information and knowledge on 
many aspeots of Ï3KA synthesis no one, as yet, has managed to 
combine theso facts into a satisfactory explanation of tho 
events occurring during D M  replication, and the overall 
picture, mblier than slowly becoming clear, if anything ie 
oven more clouded than It was five years ago» '3hiis apparent 
impasse surely must reflect the trpe complexity of the events 
involved in D M  replication and the picture we have of those 
events probabl^  ^will be clouded much more before it begins 
to clear and the facts begin to COÊilesee into a uniform 
hypothesis»
5*3*S» Special Features of Mammalian-DNA Replication,
A aizeable difference in complexity exists between the 
more complex mid diverse classical chromosomes of higher 
animals and plants and the D M  molecule that must be the 
ultimate common denominator of all primary genetic aysterns.
It is not only a difference in dimensions, but also one involving 
chroraosbmo-asBooiated HHA and protein, together with considerable 
morphological variety and structural complexity,
ïïnlike prokaryotic systems where there is the 
comparatively simple problem of replicating a single naîted
6 6 »
length of DM, replloatlon of the eiüîaryofcio chromosome is. 
complicated by the need for duplication of chromosomal 
proteins and B M  and by the presence of the tight nncleoprotein 
complcxv ■ In addition there is the fact that individual D M  
molecules- may be 1000 times larger than,--that in the 
prokaiyote and that the ..organisation of the genome into a 
number of chromosomes -introduces further complexity» (HcLa ' 
coll-.nuclei containing • XB? chromosomes have boon .demonstrated,).
A clue: to t!ie mechanism of replication of these protein™, 
coated chromosomes has been suggested in a study of Bunlotos 
in which .Roth (19^ 7) and Prescott (1962) have shovm that PDA 
and protoitt are partially- removed from the area of chromatin-., 
immediately aîiead of the replication point and that behind this 
point the DNA content has doubled (Gall, 1999)* A.mechanism 
for removal of protein and DNA from the DNA.strand prior tov 
replication would'perhaps decrease the complexity of the 
replication process to that in prokaryotes, although there are 
still the problems of control of removal .of chromosomal 
components and what determines the specificity,of reassociation 
:after the DNA has replicated » '
Whatever the controlling processes, may bo, they are 
extremely efficient, as the temporal relationships of 
replication of different replicons are,maintained from one cell 
to the next (mo section 3*3*1) and areas of hoterochromatin 
remain condensed and genetically ..'.inactive throughout all growth 
a.nd division* ‘Bio dense ■ hetoroohromatin becomes diffuse only
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during its replication, condensing once again after this
procoBG is completed# Hay and Bevel (1963) have shown that 
3K*thymidine is incorporated only into diffuse chromatin 
which implies that some strict control must be exercised 
over heterochromatin to cause it to become diffuse at the 
correct point in the cell cycle for replication and to 
condense once more afterwards*
Very little is known about the detailed structure 
of components inside the nucleus, their relationship to each 
other and of the controlling processes operating on them*
3*3.9. DNA Replication and Cell Division*
For many years it was commonly accepted that the 
decision to duplicate DNA was intinately connected with cell 
division* Although these two events are closely associated 
in normal cell cycles, there is not a universal causal 
connection between them because there are situations in which 
one or other of these processes is suppressed*
There are several examples of nonproXiforating tissues 
in which a considerable proportion of the cells have stopped 
growing in the Q2 phase and when provided with an appropriate 
stimulus will enter mitosis without first syjithesising DNA 
(for ro|ËéW see Tobey et ^ .* 1971)* This phenomenon can be 
observed both in non*proliforating cell populations in the 
whole animal and in tissue culture populations and in both 
•normal» and tumour cell populations*
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Gases of the reverse situation ™ division without,
DNA synthosia « are nmeh rqrer, as might-he expected;-since ■ 
the biological penalty for this wou34 horma!l.iy be severe#
They do, however, - occur in. special .cases# '■ Polyploid colls . 
in tumours of bean stems can be reduced to the diploid state 
by.successive coll divisions td-thout any'DNA synthesis 
(Pasch et ul*, 1999) and haploid Amphibian sperm injected 
into a mitotic egg can be induced to enter mitosis without 
any, prior DNA synthesis (Graham, ,1966)* ' - : . ,
Thus, although DNA synthesis and coll division are 
normally closely associated, this relationship is not 
universal* Comparison of the biochemical processes occurring 
in QE^arrested cells mid in • normal» *DNA-*aivision’, cells may 
load to an Understanding of the biochemical control processes 
involved.in the regulation of cell growth and division*
3*3*10# Use of Isolated Nuclei for the Study of 
Chromosome Replication.
The application of pormeabillsed cells;and membrane 
fractions whioh retain some BNA*-synthesising capacity vitro 
■haB stimulated considerably tho study of the mechanisms of DNA 
replication in prokaryotic systems* Similar approaches to 
the replication of DNA in higher organisms are complicated by 
nUoXeooytoplasmio relationships* Since structural inter* 
re3.ationships between protein comploxes, template sites, and 
substrates may be of critical importance in the synthesis of
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DM,'- examination o.f v;hole isolated nitolel would appear' to 
•offer advantages lacking in more refined systems and offer 
a moans of assaying the in situ cellular machinery for • 
synthesising DNA*
A number of investigators•have examined the 
incorporation of deoXyribonucleotidos into isolated cell 
nuclei (Friedman and Mueller, 1968$ lynch ^  1970, 1972?
Kaufman ^  1972? Probst ^  1972) and in %eha cell .
nuclei the synthesis of DNA ju vitro is replicative rather 
than repair (Bernard and Brent, 1973). lynch (1970)
have shown by autoradiography that only nuclei that were 
replicating their DNA in the whole animial were capable of 
incorporating %-thymidine triphosphate vitro, while lynch 
et al*, (1972) claim that the formation of DNA in vitro is bytrmm*  .. . . ’ ■■u.i.t TO.iwiW Myii T f .
the elongation of DNA chains that were already growing in the 
whole animal, Kidwell and Mueller (1969)9 however, using a 
different cell for the isolation of their nuclei, claim that 
both elongation of existing nascent DNA and initiation of 
new DBA chains can occur in the isolated nuclei, a3.though tho 
predominant process is elongation of nascent chains* It 
remains to be resolved whether initiation of new D M  replication 
can occur in isolated nuclei.
Systems using isolated nuclei have also been developed 
for the study of events occurring in the nuclei of cells 
infected with such viruses as Herpes Simplex (Fine and ludwig, 
1972a, b| Eadask, 1973)9 polyoma (Winnacker et al., 1972?
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Magnusson êt 1972, 1973) and SV40 (qasba, 197^)#
Addition to S*pîiasè nuclei of factors present in 
S«p1iase cytoplasm bring about a stimulation of incorporation 
of precursors into DNA (Kidwoll & Mueller, 1969; Kumar and 
Friedman, 1972; Bernard and Brent, 1973), an effect which Is 
not seen when cytoplasm from G1 or Q2 cells is used. Bernard 
and Brent (1973), however, suggest that this cytosol factor 
is a DNA polymerase-like protein which is unable to induce 
incorporation of precursors into DNA in nuclei from 01 cells, 
suggesting that further control processes are involved inside 
the nuclei*
The use of isolated nuclei lends itself to an 
investigation of the role of partially purified cellular 
components in the processes,of DNA replication and should 
prove a powerful tool in the e3,uoidation of these processes#
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Autoradiographs of MÎK oells at various times following 
Incubation in low serum medium.
A# Sbcponontially growing cells*
B* 24 h after changing medium to
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Plate 3»
Autoradiograph of 'Resting* BHK della infected with 
Mycoplasma,
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Plate 3<
7h,
h, Koaol Coll Syotoraa for the Study of Control of 
Proliferative Srotftli*
4*1# Xntrofliici tion #
$hore are several populations of cells which display^ in 
ordinary conditions, a very lovi level of proliferation, but that 
can become actively proliferating when exposed to an appropriate 
stimiiluG* In these populations of cells, during the quiescent 
state, DMA synthetic' activity is vesry low end eritoses 
exceedingly rare* Dhen stimulated, those cells first enter a 
phase of DMA synthesis followed by a. wave of mitosis* ?^he 
attraction of those ,'systems for the investigator lies in the 
fact that one can follow the steps# structural or fïmctional, 
loading from a quiescent state to DMA synthosio and cell division, 
Those models of stimulated M A  synthesis c&m bo divided 
into two groups; whole animal studies and studies in tissue 
culture as tabulatod in Table 1*1* Mot all of these systems 
are equally amenable to study* in general, the stimulus of 
cells in tissue culture can be Characterised with greater 
accuracy, whilo among whole animal models the best ones are 
those depending upon a single application of stimulus* Some 
models have a limited uaefu3.ness because of the small siae of 
the response, which reduces the likelihood of identifying the 
key metabolic events 3.oading to M A  synthesis and cell division.
4*2* PrQ^replicatiye phase of stimulated growth*
With one or two oxcoptions, all those models mentioned
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■ Table 1.1*
Hodéls of Stimulated DMA Synthesis *
System Stimulus
i^ iLf i*>ûi».uW ' i m w M  a?»
' 1 )' ■Tissue culture '^ fstems,
.lymphocytes
deueity«inhibited 
èclls
stationaiy Cell 
cultures
orgàn cultures of 
mammary gland'
phytohaemnggltttin
change of medium
oncogenic DMA
viruses
epidermal grotfth 
factor
2) Whole aJL ays
For; references 
see
Stein and Baserga 
<i97a)
liver. ' • partial ' hopâtectomy
. ■■ ■■
'uterus. . ' oestrogen Hamilton (1968)
BBlivary ', gland isoproterenol
kidney ■' folic acid
From Stein and Baserga (1972).
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above have in common a pre«roplicative period, that is M  
into^ rvaX of time varying from a minimm of 12 15 h to a
few deiysf between the app>lication of the stimulus and tho 
onset of DMA synthesis # Changes in DMA and proteixi 
syntheses seem to be the most prominent events in the first 
few hours of the pre«replieatlve period,'?aut other changes 
have been described that may be relevant to the subsequent 
initiation of-DMA sjaithesis* These have beexi discussed by 
Baserga (196B)*
4,3* Proportion of Cells Stimulated to Cyntheaiso DMA#
It may be useful to comment briefly on the proportion 
of cells that are atltmlated to enter a phase of DMA synthesis 
in the various models. This is an important point, because 
it Is more likely that one can detect biochemlctfl. changes 3.n 
a population of cells In vdiicii a large fraction of the 
population is stimulated than when a smifLl fraction is involved.
In regonerating liver about of the colls arc
stimulated to enter DMA synthesis in the first 24 h (Bucher and 
Bwaffield, 1964)» However# over a span of 5 days after partial 
hepatoctomy, as many as 93/^  of hepatooytes may enter DMA 
s^ynthesis (Stbcker, 1966). About 60«8C^ y of the acinar cells 
in the parotid are stimulated by isoproterenol to oynthesise DMA 
and to divide (Baserga, 1971) and at the pe# of synthesis in 
lymphocytes stitmilated with pliytoliaomagglutiiiin about 50% of the 
large mononuclear* cells are labelled by tritiated-tliymidinô
Th
(Cooper et 1963). In contact Inhibited cells only
6% of the colls are stimulated by dialyecd serum (Todaro ©t al*.
1 9 6 5 although in stationary cultures of BHK colla ètimiilatod 
by the addition of sorùm, 80?5 of tho cells Incorporated tritiated"* 
thynxidine in tho first 20 h after stimulation (Clarke ot ,. 1970) # 
la our hands this same system shows up to 76/0 of colls incorporating 
tritiated-thÿmidin© at peak synthesis, with the average being 
6$«7Q% (Howard ©t al», 1974)# Thtaa from the viewpoint of 
response to the stimulus tile sernm^Btimulated stationary B M  
system compares favourably as a model system with the others 
mentioned#
4#4# Factors Present in Serum which Stiamlato Growth
in- BÜIC Cells#
Cultures of BIÎK 21 colls continuously release into soriim*' 
free medium, active'materials which stimulate the inoorporation 
of thymidine In non-oonfluent, but not in confluent cultures of 
homotypio cells# The activity is noE“ditiÜ.ysable and is 
retained by membranes with a nominal limitation of molecular 
weight of 35#000, • However,: the activity is not removed by
centrifugation at 30,000g for four hours* The cells also 
release a heat labile active material, capable of ezihancing the 
effect of added serum# The action of this material is density 
dependent (Stoker et al#, 1971)* However, those authors do 
point out that, since the secreting cells were originally 
cultured in serum, and siaco serum also contains ©nhas'ioing
factors, the activities observed might be tho result of a 
coutinuouB re«seorotion of material removed preferentially from 
serum:by the resting cells# It is worth noting however, that 
since the release of activity from these cells continues at a 
constant rate for at least six days, tho BIHC cells may themselves 
synthesise growth factors which will act like serum factors# 
Chicken fibroblasts have been observed to synthesise serum«like 
proteins (Halpern and Rubin, 1970) and since the factors 
responsible for stimulation of growth of hamster cells are 
present in hamser serum as well as calf serum it is conceivable 
that BHK21 cells may express the genetic information necessary 
for the synthesis of the growth factors in hamster serum# A 
brief summary of some serum factors which stimulate or inhibit 
cell growth in culture is given in Table 1*2#
4*5# Hole of Sorum in the Growth of Cultured Cells*
The study of the effects of constant renewal of serum-* 
containing medium by either perfusion (Kru.se and Miedena, 1965) 
or by frequent changes of medium (Temin, 1965) showed that 
cultures of contact**inhibited fibroblastic colls could grow 
to much higher population densities than usual if sufficient 
fresh medium with serum was added* Epithelial cells$ however, 
appear to show less dependence on serum factors for replication, 
and their growth is limited more by the availability of surface 
to each coll# Transformed cells, which show very little density 
dependent inhibition of growth, are little affected by either
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Table 1*2#
simulate or : 
of cultured colls*
Factors that stim Inhibit growth
Source
Mouse or m t  
serum
ChsraeteriGtioG of Faotor
4 factors; a) promotes growth of 
3T3 cells#
b) promotes growth of 
B?40 3T3 cells*
c) »» n t!
?}
cl) UGCessaiy for coll ' 
survival of 3T3 & SV yS3 cells* 
Hoat stable*
Referencos
tTvnr -wMwam wiMWtraaw***
Paul et al*,
71971)
Human urine
Mouse or m t  
serum
Calf serum
Promotes growth of 3^3 colls « 
similar to ouo of above 4 
factors*
w w rwf.imah* KWniiin* stijtsi^
Promotes migration of 3T3 cells, 
stable to heat, 0*05% BDS.,
8m uroaf labile to pepsin*
Stimulates uptake of urlclino 
and phosphate
BHK 21 cells Stimulates incorporation of 
thymidine into BHKISI'-^ DHA
Calf
tliymocyteo
Stimulates incorporation of 
thymidine into cell DMA
Holley & 
Klomaji
(1971)
Upton ^  
al., (1971)
Cunningham 
& Pardee 
(1969)
Stoker et 
al., (1971)
Sibatini
Calf serum
*ïrtPi«iii*saiaieaa<neaita*CT*«fi*m*«ikVi»4T»tiavÆïi»t‘iWti^ "
%i«cel3. 
conditioned 
medium
3 or 4 factors necosssary for 
growth of 3T3 & 8V40 3T3 
cells.
(1973)
Kaplan and 
Bartholo­
mew (1972)
Stimulates uptake of thymidine
into mouse marrow colls in j
culture » I
Anatin at 
al., (1972)
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Table 1.2 oontd..
Factors that stimulate or Inîiibit growth of cultured colls* (oontd.)
f
Source
Gulf serum
Fero Î0 cell 
extracts
Serum from 
partially 
hepàtecto*'" 
mised rata
Characteristics of Factor
Prevents cells in Cl phase progress­
ing to S«phaoo of growth. .
Heat stable *'
Rat serum
li cells
Blocks transfer of amino acids from 
SNA to the groi;/ing peptide chain 
on®©ll ribosomes,
Stimulates DMA synthesis in livdr 
of normal mice.
Heat'stable #
References
otsuka
(1972)
Stimulates incoi'poration of 
3H-dTTP into rat liver nuclei 
ill vitro
fîTPW*>««W*»,W*?ryA*«STO#tfipviV*.'
Bnglohardt
(1971)
Morley and 
Kingdon 
(1973)
Morioka et
Stimulates DMA synthesis and 
mitosis In BHK Cells
Sliodoll 
(1972)
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sérum factors or the availability of surface area (Dulbecco 
and Elkington, 1973)•
The experiments with fibroblastic cells* mentioned 
above* shifted attention to the role of the medium in 
controlling fibroblastic cell multiplication# Experiments 
wore performed showing that addition of serum in fresh or 
depleted medium to cultures of stationary cells resulted in 
stimulation of cell multiplication (fodara ^  1965$
Temin* 1966$ Yoshikura and Hirokawa* 1968)* Other experiments 
showed that tho fined cell population density was directly 
.proportional to the amount of serum in the medium (Temin* I966* 
1968; Todaro et ^ ** 1967). These experiments led to the 
hypothesis that serum contains some specific factors which are 
used in coll multiplication, and that it is the availability of 
these or related factors which usually controls cell multi*^  
plication#
Most cells in culture grow attached to a solid 
substratumÏÎ either glass or suitably treated, plastic and are 
unable to multiply in suspension* Attachment of cells can 
be defined oxperimentally by a determination of cells remaining 
on the substratum after inversion of a culture chamber filled 
with liquid, and provides a good assay for isolation of active 
components from serum involved in the attachment process# 
However, the molecular nature of the.process and its relation 
to other aspects of cell growth Is unclear at present#
It also appears that serum is needed to prevent cell
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detachnioïlt in some cases# Temln (1968) noted that qliicken 
fibroblasts detached.within a day after removal of serum*' IJith 
3Ü3 oells# Diilbecco (1970a) found that the rate of cell ' 
detachment was inversely propox^ tional to the concentration of 
serum, aiid directly proportional to tomporature * Tomin (1970) 
found that rat embryo fibroblasts did not detach more rapidly 
in the absence of serum* Interpretation of these studios of 
coll détàchmont is complicated by the death of cells in,medium, 
without serum which also leads to detachment (Temin, 1968$ 
Dulbecco, 1970b)*
4*6* Involvement of Borum. in DMA Synthesis*
As discussed earlier, serum appears to contain somo 
specific factors which are necessary for cell multiplication 
and whose availability controls cell multiplication* The rate 
of incorporation of thymidine was first used as a quantitative 
measure of tho activity of different fractions of scrum by Todaro 
^  (1967)* Bose-responso curves of the omohnt of serum
added against the rate of incorporation of ^ HÎ*thy«îidin© or 
number of cells synthesising DMA v/ere linear for'a variety of 
normal .and transformed fibroblasts from chicken, t'ut, hamster and 
mouse (Tamin, 1968, 1969, 19701 Olarko'e.t al*, 1970? Dulbeceo, 
1970b )* However, this linearity does not appear to indicate 
that a single factor in serum is,sufficiont to stimulate 
stationary cells to enter.into DMA synthesis* Beeont work with 
chicken embryo fibroblasts has indicated that the stimulation of
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DMA synthesis by serum is a complex reaction which requires the 
interaction of serum .with cells over a period of a few hours, 
during which time it was suggested that one or.more processes 
were continuously or successively stimulated by serum before a 
cell became committed to DMA synthesis (Tomin, 1971)# Therefore, 
the approximately linear dose ""response curves do not correspond 
to a ’*ono«hit” process# These curves, however, c m  still be used 
as a quantitative measure of the activity of serum or fractions 
from serum#
Serum need not be present throughout the whole of the 
pre«replicative period following the initial stimulus to 
quiescent colls* In the.case of chicken fibroblasts about 
2-4 hours before a cell started DMA synthesis it was irreversibly 
committed to start DMA synthesis, even if serum was then removed 
(Temin, 1971) # A few hours of exposure of cells to serum before 
they started D M  synthesis vjag sufficient to stimulate cells to 
start and to complete an entire round of DMA synthesis. In tho 
case of chicken fibroblasts, this time was not decreased by a 
ton-fold increase in the concentration of serum or by different 
means of preparing the stationary cells (Temin, 1971)• The 
effects of exposure to serum for periods too short to cause 
cells to become committed to start DMA synthesis disappeared 
after overnight incubation in sorum-free medium#
4,7# Conclusions*
The processes involved in serum stimulation of quiescent
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cells are very complex and difficult, to study# The diversity 
of ceX3.ular systems studied makes comparisons of different, 
stimulatory factors from serum difficult in the extreme*. Such 
systems, however, if one ■S.gnores the initial stimulus and 
concentrâtes on the later biochemical changes in the cell 
population, provide an extemely useful tool for the, study of 
eyents occurring in cells progressing from a state of non-growth 
to one of active proliferation* It is prospect hope that such 
studies may yield valuable insights into events controlling the 
reggular cell cycle which make those studies so attractive*
5# Animal Viruses# ...
5*1# . DMA containing animal viruses*
5*1#1* Classification *
Fenner (1968) and others have classified the BNA 
containing animal viru.ses into seven groups as depicted in 
Table 1*3# A description of the members of each group is given 
by Fenner (1968)# There are, in addition, many other viruses 
which have not yet been classified and some of Which are 
discussed by Fenner (1968) and Andrewes (1964)*
5*1*2.* Morphology and Pltrastructure of the Virion,
Virions belonging to the seven groups catalogued in 
Table 1*3 all exhibit either icooahedral or tubular symmetry*
The probability that all the non^onvoloped spherical
'* .■
fabl0 1.3.
Classification of B M  containing Anitaal Viruses#
Configuration M. # of 
<x 10^)
about 2Picornavirus
TJncephalovirus
about 388
D8
88 5 Single-^ strandedj some viruses contain moro thab one SNA species, 
DB a Double-stranded5 
+ a Envelope present;
- » ÎÎO envelope seen.
From Fenner (1968)
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animal viruses have ioosahedral smrfacfe lattices-was suggested 
oa theoretical grounds by Caspar and iClug (1962) * Oaps.ids are - 
built of repeating subunits called capsomeros and in spherical 
viruses - these are packed to comply with cubic symmetry# @he 
ioosahedral form of cubic symmetry allows, the use of tile 
greatest possible number of identical asymmetrical subunits- 
and GO far all spherical viruses which have been carefully 
investigated by eleotron microscopy and x-ray diffraction 
appear to have ieogahodral symmetry#
Although non-enveloped and relatively rigid tubular 
aucleocapsids are commonly found among the viruses of plants 
■and occaeionally in bacteriophages $ all the viruses of 
vertebrates with tubular nucleoqapsids are enveloped# - Although 
a' groat deal is known of the structure of tobacco mosaic virus * 
very little is known about the structure of the animal viruses 
which exhibit helical symmetry, The structure of the virion of 
Wh containing animal viruses is discussed by Fenner (1968),
5,2  ^ BNA-eontalning Animal Viruses,
5*2*1* Claesif5.oation,
The BHA-containing animal viruses have been classified 
by Fenner (I96S). into $ groups as depicted in Table 1,4.
5*2,2, Morphology and tUtrastruoture of the Vlrien,
5,2,2,1. DBA and Information Pontent.
Herpesvirus DMA, with a molecular weight of 100 % 10 daltons.
87.
'I’able 1#4#
OlasAsificatlon of DNA^ -'Oontaiiilag Animal yjrusefcs.
100Î)S
0$ « Doubletstrended; 
SS. » Single“Stranded;
+ ^ Envelops prosentç 
** ss Envelope not seen,
Erom Fenner (19 8^)
♦ FOKVimsea do contain lipid material but this material is 
fonnd internally and not as a membrane surrounding the 
. yirion (Ii©nard and Gompansi 197^0 #
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carries information sufficient to specify the sequence of 
more than 100 x 10 amino acids or 200 proteins of 30 x 10 
daltons* This amount of information seems very large by 
comparison with infoxmiation content of the adenoviruses 
(specifying up to 50 proteins of 50 x lO'^  daltons) ^ or the 
papova viruses (only 4~8 proteins of 50 % 10^ daltons). Ühe 
poxviruses which# unlike tho other BNA-containing viruses# 
replicate in the cytoplasm# are the largest known animal 
viruses coding for up to 400 proteins of 50 % 10^ daltons* fhe 
reason for tho large amount of information specified by the 
herpesviruses is unîmown but it should be remembered that all 
of tho genetic information carried by the virus may not be 
expressed in cell cultures or even during a simple lytic cycle 
in the whole animal. ÏÏnliko the small BHA and ENA viruses# 
with the possible exception of measles virus# herpesviruses have 
in the course of evolution established a unique relationship with 
the host they usually infect# the main feature of this relation­
ship being that# following primary infection# bïiû in spite of the 
appearance of antibody# herpesviruses can survive in some 
specific tissues for the lifespan of the host without any 
symptoms of virus infection being apparent for most of the time. 
This capacity to co-exist is not an indication that the virus 
is incapable of inflicting injury; herpesviruses frequently 
cause death or severe illness in species other than their 
natural host. It seems reasonable to postulate that much of 
the genetic potential of horpesvirusos is required to be expressed
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to enable the virus, to co-exist with the host in the whole 
animal but that some, of this potential remains suppressed 
cell culture or in situations in the whole animal where the 
host cell is destroyed #
5.2*2:*a. The Virion.
Ail of the. knpTvh animai DM-containing viriïses, except 
those of the poxvirus group, have a spherical' virion exhibiting 
ieosahedral ^mmetry# The poxviruses have a. ’’brick-shaped** 
virion structure exhibiting complex symmetry,* The virions are 
composed of subunits, or capsomeres, ranging in number from 32 
in the paEyovirus group to ;352 in the adenovirus group* Only 
the; horpesvirusos are-enveloped..
3*3* Herpesviruses,
3*3*1* General*
The word .^ herpes* is derived from Greek and means *to 
creep* # It recurs in medical texts dating back at least 
twenty-five centuries, Herpes catarrhalis, progonitalis, 
facialis and simplex appear in the l8th and 19th centuries 
(Be'swick, 19Ô2) • Gruter (1924) was the first to report the 
successful transmission of herpesvirus from man to rabbit and 
the discovery of what appeared to be a single causative agent 
led to the belief that herpes genitalis, facialis and febrilis 
are all different clinical manifestations of one disease herpes
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simplex* The virus took on the name.of the disoasei'
Currently# more than fifty herpesviruses are'khbWn 
to Infect over thirty different vertebrates# ohd herpes-like 
particles have Oven been observed recently in oysters and 
fungi (Farley ^  1972; Kaaama and achornatein# 1972)*
' ' ' HerpGsviahises are formally defined as large enveloped 
virions vdth an icosahedral capsid oonsisting of 162 capoomeres 
and arranged around a DHA core (iwoff et al», 1962; I,woff and 
TOUrnier# 1966)# The BNA is Coiled in tho form'of à, doughnut, 
with proteins ari'anged in the form of a barbell passing through 
the hole '(lharlong# Swift and Hoisiman# 1972)* The capsid 
containing the core is a uniform, relatively rigid, structure,
100 ÏÏ m in diameter and surroimded by the viral envelope which, 
like any membrane, is loss rigid and consists of lipoproteins 
probably arranged in an orderly structure (see section 5*3*3#3)* 
it is generally thought that the outer layer of the envelope is 
derived from the modified lamellae of the nuclear membrane 
. .(Morgan et 1934$ Falk© ^  1939; Sie.gort and Falke,
1966; Nil ^  I968&)*. A moro detailed discussion of tho
structure of the herpesviruses is given in section 3*3*3*
5 *3 *2* ' Villus Growth Oycle*
Study of the growth of animal viruses has been greatly 
influenced by work with bacteria], viruses, and many.terms 
commonly used have been derived from bacterial virology, although 
some, like ’‘burst-siseb, are inappropriate for most animal viruses,
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: Ellis and BolbrUok (1939), developed the * one-step growth* 
experiment as a method- of tracing all the complex events that 
occur during virus repXioation in Individual single cells by 
manipulating conditions in a population of infected cells so that . 
results at. the.population level reflected what.was happening in 
any independent virus-cell complex at a given time after infection,
5 Adsorî>tion, Penetration and Incoating.
The mechanisms involved in the Initial events in the 
infection of a cell by a herpesvirus are still unclear* Host 
of the conclusions are based on somewhat contradictory electron 
micrographie observations (Morgan #  1968. ; Dales and .
Sllverberg# 1969)# The first event, however, seems to be - 
attachment and fusion of the viral onvelope. with the plasma 
membrane of the cell. This process is inîîihlted by strongly 
polyànionio substances* .such as heparin and .dextran sulphate . 
(Nahmlas et al*, 1964)# an observation .which has led Nahmias 
and' Roisman (1973) to suggest that/these polyanionic substances 
may compete v/itî/ tho herpesviruses# which are strongly negatively 
charged (Poison and Russel# 196?)# for attachment to specific 
receptors on the coll surface. Cells naturally lacking 
rpopptors for HSViiavo not been described# The rate of ^ 
adsorption of herpesviruses to susceptible cells is not 
dependent on tho temperature of incubation.
Pénétratio.n is dependent upon the temperature of 
incubation and reqitires^  energy expenditure by the cell (Roi^man,
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1969)* Huang and Hagnoi» (1964) found that# onoè vianis had 
adsorbed to the cell# ponotration is relatively rapid *
‘ When the virus envelope has attached to. the plasma 
membrane of the cell there are two ways In which it may enter 
the cytoplasm. The fused membrane may disaggregate ao that 
the viral , capsld enters the cytoplasm directly.# ms has been 
suggested by Morgan at (1968), or# alternatively, the virus 
particle with its envelope attached firmly to the cell membrane 
may be taken into the cell by viropexis (Dales# 1962)* This 
is similar to pinooytosis and involves the formation by 
invagination of vesicles which enclose the virus and are 
released into the'cytoplasm by pinching-off a piece of membrane 
from-thé cell surface* This latter'mode'Of'entry is utilised 
by adenoviruses (Bales, 1962) which# although they do not 
possess a vira3. membrane# are taken into coils in plnocytotic 
vesicles V;
Morgmi et al# (1959)# Epstein et al*# 1964 and Siegert
' W W W #  iiLiKWi  ^ nmr,m *i# , #  ^
and P(dLke (1966) reported seeing nuoleooapsida from lîBV free in
the cytoplasm of infected colls and in vacuoles and concluded
that the virus is talien into the coll by pinocytotic vesicles. 
However# the significance of these observations is tmcloar as 
the ratio of virions and nucleocapsids to infectious units 
required to produce greater than 90/^  infection is often greater 
than 100 $ 1 so that ooncltisions about tho■rol© of any 
particular virion or nucleocapsid becomes extremely difficult 
to determine#
it has been-siîggëstod that iysosomohtaay be involved 
in penetration and inodating of herpeevirusoG (Alliaon- and 
■SandeUn#-1963'î Allison anti Malluooi, ,19655 Welch,, i9?l)# 
although this has boon disputed (Flanagan, I966)•
5 *3 #2*2. t.Eolipse* "Period*
f,'.**,' iiiinjwjrmèpi
An; èclipsÇ period, as is understood by baoterial 
virologists "to iiieaji the 'poriod after infection when no 
infDctioUs.virus.^particles'can be detected in infected colla, 
is, not seen with animal, viruses, as one can a].ways, detect some 
infcotious' virus throughout the infecti'ouB .cycle*- There is  ^
however# a period shortly after infection during which there 
is a'largo decrease in infectious virions present in the - 
,infected cells which is similar to the situation seen in virus 
infected bacteria-. This period varies from 2-8 hours for 
most'herpesviruses# . It is affected by thé temperature of 
incubation (Farnliam and Newton, 1959* Hoggan and Roi^man, 1959 î 
Smith, 1963) # by the multiplicity of infection (ROiz^ man, 1959) 
and by prior infection of cells with another mtant (Roi^man, . 
1953y4> '\. -:y '
5 *3 *2 «3  ^' Fiihis, Assembly ; and ■ Release. of ■Progeny Virions #
Virus, assembly beginos in the nûçlQUs (Roisman# 1959) 
where the mature Virions first appear- (Sycldishis, 1970). 
Subvirion components are restricted to thé nucleiia and only the 
complete .virion is released from the cell • itioaps\flation- of
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viral Î)NA occiîrs within 2 hours of its synthesis (Olshevaky
et ol*$ 1967) and it has been clairaod that this proceos is a random
one.(Bon-Porat and Kaplan# I963)*
There is generally good agreement that the mioleosapsid 
is enveloped by the inner lamellae of the nuclear membrane ao 
it exits from the nucleus# Bnvelopement appears to occur when 
the nucloocapeid comes into opposition to a thickened virus- 
modified portion of the inner lamellae of,tho nuclear,membrane 
(Hiegert and Falke, 19665 SMpkey ^  g.,, 196?; Darlington and 
Moss,. 19655 Spring ^  g,#, 1968) and Benrî^ orat and Kaplan (1970) 
have shown that the virus probably only buds from newly 
synthesised regions of the nuclear membrane# The proteins in 
those new regions of nuclear membrane arc virus-specified whereas 
the phospholipids are doarived in most part from other pre-existing 
cellular membranes* The appearance in the cell of tho first 
enveloped mature progeny virion signals the end of tho éclipse 
phase of the virus growth cycle#
Tho release of the virus from tho infected cell is 
temperature dependent (Hoggaji and Roi^man# 1959)* A network 
of briimohed tubules 65 nm in diajîieter become apparent in H#-2 
cells 8 hours p*i. with HS? (Sohwartsa and Roissman, I969) # Tho 
membranes limiting the tubules are contiguous at on© end with 
the outer lamellae of the nuclear membrane and at the other with 
the cytoplasmic membrane# Virions fill the tubules and appear 
outside the cell I6 hours p#i## The network of tubules is not 
present in uninfeotM cells or In DK cells abortively infected
W3.th The Gourco of genotie Information for, the tubules
is unknown but it ie conceivable, since nuclear and cytoplasmic 
membrances become altered after infection* that those tubules 
may arise by modification of pre^oxisting structures by the , 
virus# Similar tubules have been described in cells infected 
with Simian Virus 40 (Mayor et al,, 1962; Grandboulan, 1965;
Oshiro et 1967 ) and with adenoviruses (Dales, 1962)* .
9#5#2&4# Virus Yield.
Virus yield increases exponentially from the end of the 
eclips'è phase until almost the end of the reproductive,cycle*
The best virus preparations of Matson et al* (1964) contained 
about 10 virions per infectious unit, although routine 
preparations of virus contain 10*100 vii^ons per infectious 
unit (smith, 1963)• ITnder optimal conditions, the yield of 
HBV is 10,0.00 to 100,000 virions per cell (Hoisuman, 1969) #
9*3*2#!5* Role of Arginine in the Virus Gmvfeh Cycle,
; Herpes.Simplex Virus typo 1 does not multiply in the 
absence of arginine in cells in continuous culture (Tankorsley,
1964; Roiaman et al » , I965 $ 196? ; Becker et al*,, 1967;
Inglis, 1968)* . Adsorption,/penetration and uncoating are
not prevented by the lack of arginine (Xnglis, I968), nor are
the reproductive events occurring during the first 4 hours of
infection .-.(Holzman. et ^ *, 1967) nor viral DMA synthesis
(Becker et al*, 1967; l-îark & Kaplan, 1971)# Courtney, et iù.* (1971)
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and Mark’ and Kaplmi (1971) rsportod that the major virus 
proteins are synthesised in the Cytoplasm of these oellè, 
although at a reduced rate* These proteins, however* do 
not migrate to the nucleus and do not assemble into particles 
as they do normally* They will, however* migrate to the 
nucleus once arginine is supplied' to the cells (Courtney ,
g,** 1971)* ' ^
Viral membrane glycoproteins are also synthesised 
in ar^hlne*deprived cells but are not integrated into the 
nuclear membrane as they are normally in infected colls (Mark 
and Kaplan* 1972)*
The lack of migration of viral proteins to the nucleus 
may result from the fact that à protein* the synthesis of 
which is more affected by arginine deprivation than that of 
other proteins* plays a central role in the assembly.Of viral 
particles* it is also possible* however, that the lack of 
assembly of viral particles in the nucleus is directly related 
to the lack of characteristic vi3nis-"itiducecl alterations of the 
nuclear membrane* since the nuclear membrane has been shown to 
play a role in the assembly of adenovirus (Minters and Russell*
1971),
A similar effect of arginine deprivation is seen in 
adenovirus-infected colls in continuous culture* In cell 
monolayers maintained without arginine for 50 hours virus 
maturation begins immediately upon restoration of arginine to 
the culture fluid (Rouse and Sclilesinger* 1957)* Addition of
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Fdtîrd sinmXtai;ieous3.y with restoration of the arginine failo 
tO'Inhibit,yiarus maturation; H^I-dThd present only dWlng 
arginine' deprivation ie incorporated into thq DMA- of virions 
matured ^ after'restoration of arglniiio,; imrnunofluorescenoo 
and haemagglutination tests show that fimotional capsid-sub-.. 
units are also %}roduçed -prior to the addition of arginine; 
addition of radioactively labelled arginine after a 50 hour 
otaryation period* and purification of the virus by 
equilibrium density gradient centrifugation in caesium chloride* 
indicates'that.the arginine label is incorporated in *significant 
amounts \in the final viral product at the density characteristic 
of -infectious virions* ■ Thus it appears.that the assembly of 
adenovirus virions requires the synthesis and incorporation of 
an'arginine-rich component# There appears to be a very, 
similar function of arginine in the maturation of herpesviruses 
(Becker et al#, 1967) # The nature of the postulated arginine- 
rich proteins has not been established, although Kaiasel ,
(1968a* 1968b) suggest that polypoptides associated with the, 
DHA-containing cqre of the virus are relatively rich in , 
arga.ninc* . , H.S7 virions may also contain an arginine-rich . 
l^intemaL*’ peptide (Beekor and Olshevsky* 1972) •
5*5*5* ' Virion Hltrastructure and Morphology#
5#3#5*i« Naked and Bnvelopod Particles# ' '
Mildy.et al* (I96O) described two basic types of particles
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distingüisliGcî by the prosenoo or absence Of m\ oiitor coat 
or envelope » The naked particle or capsid has On ovora3,l 
diameter of 100 nm- and is composed of =152- hexagonal çapsOmeres 
each;,of wliich is about 10 nm in diameter and have axial holes 
about 4 nm in diameter*
Borne of the particles are enveloped' by a'membrane : 
varying in diameter from 150-200 nm and occasionally two or 
more capsids may be enveloped'by one envelope#
■ Bpstein (1962a) has described the envelope ag a triple- , 
layered membranous structure indistinguishable from host cell 
membrane#- The virus - envelope is discussed further in 
acction 5 #3 #5 •5*
5-3*3.2# The Core.
In thin sections of enveloped particles the core 
appears as a densely stained region of about 50 hm diameter* 
Epstein (1962b) showed by emiyme digestion that the dense core 
region contained DMA# Roisman et-al#, {1969) described, a
■ mtpmtrn ^
larger body of about 45 ntii diameter consisting of beadlike 
projections surrounding a central core 25 nm in diameter* They 
regard this structure as an inner capsid surrounding a central 
core and has been correlated by them with structures appearing 
in thin sections of nuclei of infected cells# They have also 
postulated the existence of a middle capsid having a diamter 
of 70**80 nm and to which the capsomerea of the outer capsid ■ 
adhere. The existence of these additional components* however,
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. still remains, spa -
5 *3 *3,3* Viral D M  *.
;, . .: .; ,Rugsoil (1962);, and Ben-Porat and Kaplan (1962) wore, 
indopendontly, thofirat.tb show by direct methods that 
herpesviruses.contain DMA, The DBA of-all herpesviruses, 
while having a GO content greater than .that of animal cells, 
has-been found to.vary considerably in GO content, from 55$- '
GO for equina abortion virus to 74$ GO for pseudorabies virus,
and to have a moleoular. weight of about 3.0 daltons (for review,
■ see Boisman* 1969) *■ . '.
' The DNAs of herpes simplex viruses typo 1 and typo 2 ■ 
are ,linear dbuble-strEmded molecules (BoCker et 1968;,
Kieff’ at 1971) and studies of the kinetics of
roassooiation of HB? 'typo 1-DNA indicate that each gone probably
occurs only once, i*o# there are no. repetitive sequences 
(Frenkel, and .Roizntan,. 1971) ,
5#3f.3*4* Viral Proteins#
As will bo discussed in section 5 *3 *4 *2, 5^  ^%)orcent of - -, 
the HSVr-type .l genome is-transcribed .during productive infection< 
Assuming that;all RKA transcripts specify proteins, it can be - 
calculated that:Viral DMA codes for, the sequence of nearly.
55,900 amino acids. To date 49 proteins, accounting for 75$ 
of the total genetic information of the virus, have been 
.identified (honésa-.and Roi^man, 1973) # Of this number* at -
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least 27 are structural proteins of the virus*
Gibson and Roisjmon (1972) have, reported that the newly- 
assembled DKA-containing capsldg v;hioh- accumulate in the ' 
nucleus consist of six proteins ranging in molecular v?eight 
from 25*000 to 155*000 daltons*
. ■ ', Olshevsïg and Becker (1970) and Becker and Olshevsky 
(1972) have shewn the presence of nine polypeptides in the 
mature virion of îOT-type 1* The, viral capsld is composed 
mainl.y of one peptide of molecular weight, about 110*000. daltong 
of which they suggest there are nine molecules in each of the 
162 capsomeres*. Ghimono £t al« (1969) have shown that the 
main-capsld polypeptide in Pseudorabies ?3.rions has a molecular 
weight of 120,000 daltons, Olshevsky and Becker (1970) have 
found that one of tho virion peptides of molecular weight 
40,000 daltons and designated peptide VII, Is enriched in 
arginine content and have suggested that it is one of the 
internal proteins bound in close proximity to the DM. core* 
Peptide V* of molecular v;oight 69,000 daltons, is a virus- 
specific glycoprotein and is probably the first to attach to 
the, nucleooapsid during envelopment. Two other glycosylated 
peptides, peptide III (106,000 daltons) and Ï? (85,000 daltons), 
are.added to the virion during envelopment * Becker and 
Olsheygîîy (1972) have summarised the known structure of tho 
virion as shoim in Figure 1*3*
Stevens et al, (1969) showed the appearance of five 
vin;tsf induced acid-extr act able proteins in the nuclei of pseudo-
ne. 1.5. .
schematic diagram suggesting 
the localisation of the seven major 
viral peptidea in the HSV Virion»
I from Becker and Olsheveeky (1972)#
i  .
Fig. 1.3.
DNA (100 X 10^ d MWt) Peptide V II (Arginine
rich "internal* 
peptide)
' Inner 
envelope 
Glycopeptide 
I I I
Outer envelope 
Glycopeptide V, IV /  Capsomero -  Peptide I I  
(9 peptides per 
capsomere)
Peptide VI
Peptide V I I I
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rabies vivras iîi'fèoted cells'^s-hours' after infection* Four 
of these were virus structural proteins; one was not* 'All 
of the proteins containedtiyptoi)han and, therefore, were not 
•classic’ Mstonés* Chantier and-Ôtevely (l97!5) have ' 
identified three basic proteins in nhromatin preparations 
from pseudorabies virus-infected cells* ■ ÎÇhey appear-to bo ' 
viïus-specifiod-and are similar in slsée .and charge to host ' 
histones* ' ’Unlike hlstono.st however* they contain tryptophan. 
They, also find throe similar proteinsin' i!BV'"type 1 infected 
cells and two of these proteins-have . a sittdlar electrophoretic 
mobility.to two of the pseudorabiesr-induced .proteins*
Partially purified preparations of pseudorabies viruscoutain 
low:amounts of all threo proteins, - '
5»3#3.,5‘, Virus Membrane* ' '
.The envelope•surrounding the .herpesviruses forms a 
loose*.but' rather impermeable* coat around the virus particle 
and morphologically resembles other cellular membranes* It 
contains lipids, polyamines mid at least 13. glycoproteins (Heine 
et al*, 1972% Gibson and ‘Roiaman, 1971)*mmrn ytmm ' . * *
Analyses of the infectivlty .of the- virion and of 
sUbyiral particles-indicate'that the enveloped particle is ■ 
most■probably tho opidemlologically important infectious unit 
(for review.sec 'Roisman, 1969)# Although.dn intact envelope ' 
is not required for, a particle to be infectious (.Spring and ;■ 
Poimman* 1968) , study-of capsids obtained by stripping the '
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envelope' with detergents show that the preponderance of 
infectivitÿ'is associated with enveloped or partially 
enveloped particles'* Fven though the function of the - 
envelope in conferring infectlvity on■the capsid. is still 
unclear*, it is likely that the envelope allows the virus to 
withstand, physioal stress and to adsorb to cq3.1q with a 
higher efficiency than particles that arc not enveloped*
Although most herpesvirus strains that have béen 
studied acquire their envelopes from the inner nucloïir* 
membrane (Ben-Porat and ICaplan,, 19?1; 3.972), this process is 
not imiversal., Herpes saimdri, for example* acquires Ita 
membrane component while still within the nucleus, (Heine et .. 
a#, 1971),
Preparations of enveloped virions contain little, if 
any* of the proteins present in the cells at the time of 
infection (Ben-Porat and Kaplan, 1970; ,Spear and Hoiaman, 1972),
whereas most of the phospholipids of the viral membrane pro* 
existed in tho colls at the time of infection (Asher-et al,,
1969? Beri™Porat and Kaplan, 1971),
- ."Bie convolutions of the nuclear membrane observed by 
electron microscopy in herpesvirus-infected cells suggests that 
infection may stimulate th.e synthesis of new nuclear membrane 
and evidence of this has been presented by Ben-Porat and Kaplan
(1972),
Only nucleooapsids acquire an outer envelope; 
enVelopement of empty capaids is a rare event, This has bean
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demonstrated mainly by■electron microscopy (Nil- ét- al*, 1968; 
Bprihg. Qt' al*I 1968)'but.Is'also supported-by biochemical 
analyses of the different types of viral particles produced 
by the cells* The mechanism which onsuros that■only 
nucleoa'apsids are envolopod Is-not ^ clearly understood, but; 
it seems likely'that the empty and full oapsids diffex" in 
some.respects in their surface structure*
5*3,4, -M'etàliollam of Infected Cells. '
.5*3*4-»1, Inhibition of host Macromolecular Synthesis. ■
' \During the first hours of: infection profound alterations 
in host coll oiaorbniolecular syntheses arc brought about by, the 
virus with a concomitant induction of synthesis of viral, 
macromoleoular species and their precursors*
Host RNADNA. and protein syntlieses bre inhibited 
during the first 3-5. hours p*i* (îïoissman and Roane, 1964; 
kolv.màn ^  al* $ 19651 .Sydlskls and koimah, 1966, -196?5 - - 
Aureliau and Boisman, 1965? Hay et al**.1966; Bon-Porat and
r •• ^  ‘ W W W ,  rnmmm ' - , • ^
and Kapl£in, I965) * / .The'inhibition of the syntheses of host 
■ .macrpmoleouXes is accompanied by disaggregation of.the nUeleolus, 
disaggregation of the-polyribosomes and aggregation of chrèmosomes 
at' the nuclear membrane (Sydiekia-and POlBman* I966? 1967)*
The efficiency of the inhibitory process appears to be 
determined by the host coll* The process is-very efficient 
in lD3p-2 cells infected with KSF at relatively, low m*o.i, but 
much higher m*o *i * are required to produce equivalent inhibition
loa,
of thé m&Gromolooùlar synthases of dog kidney oells using 
the same vims (Aurelian and 'jRoistaan,':1965),
■ ■ :'^HA Synthesis*
According to Ben-Porat and Kaplan (1965) the inhibition, 
of cellular DNA synthosis by psendoràbles.virus is not duo to 
accumulation of viral DMA and competition of viral MÂ with 
cellular DMA to act as a template for replication, They used 
Fdlfrd. to* reduce viral DMA synthesis to 20;i( of the normal amount 
and demonstrated that cellular DMA synthesis was still inhibited 
at the'same rate*
Fewer than of tho viral DMA molecules, however, are 
probably actively involved in DNA replication (Kaplun and Ben*'* 
F'orat, 19665 Kaplan, 1964) and the conclusions reached by 
Ben-Porat -mid Kaplan (1965) based oil the use of Fdïïrd must be 
suspect#
Protein synthesis is required before the virus cun, 
inhibit host cell DMA synthesis (Ben-Porat end Kaplan, 3-965) 
and the inhibition is not due to extensive degradation of host 
cell DMA (Kaplan end Beu'-Porat, 1965), although in some cases 
the DMA may be cleaved to relatively smell molecules 
(Monoyama and Pagans, 1972)#
It has been #own by Knsminger and Tamm (1969^ 1970) 
that Newcastle Disease Virus, Mongovirus and Seoyifus all block 
host cell DMA synthesis at the level of initiation of synthesis 
itpon new regions of chromosomal DNA and that Newcastle Disease 
Virus and Mengovirus inhibit cellular DNA synthesis indirectly
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through a primary viral inhibition of colltilar proto'ixï; -, 
synthesis (see. section 3*3*6) # It ,is not .clear in 
herpesvirus'infected cells whether the inhibition, of protein 
synthesis? 5.s: the cause or consequence : of the inhibition, of' . 
host'cell .nucleia acid synthesis# ' ' v
Infection of cells with most of- the herposviruses • ,
which have been studied results in the inhibition of cell**- * 
specific protein -synthesis end in the induction of Vlrha-'" ‘.
-specific protein synthesis * .
; In HMp-2 cells infected with ilGV, there is a decroas©
during the early stages of infection in tho rate of - -■ ■
ihcOrporation of amino acids into- ppoteins, followed by a ? 
recovery in the rate that-is due to the increasing rate of 
synthesis of viral proteins (Roiaman et al#, 196$; ? Sydlskls and 
Roilman# 1966), The. changes in the-'rates'of ihcorxjpration of 
.amino acids-in PrY inf doted HK cells-'are piot 'due. to" changes in 
the "intraco3.1ular pools but reflect a decrease in the rate-'of 
synthesis of cellular proteins and a concomitant incroase in 
.the synthesis - of vizal prbteiha (Kaj>lan -et 19?0; B.aXton 
and Stevens,1972)* , The shift in synthesis of proteins from 
cellular to viral is reflected in the profiles of'polyribosomes . 
"in'Sucrose -dén'si-ty gradients and is discussed in-section ,5.3*4,2*
HNA . Synthesis,
' Vîïiereas- the inhibition of host MA and protein ' 
synthesis appears-to be total- in HoV^ infocted cells, there is
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some, àuggastlon that the Inhibition of host IMA oyntliesis - 
is AelWtlve* Tills suggestion is based on the observation 
that the synthesis of j’lboaonnCl BMA 'declines more quickly them 
that, of'other species RHA (Wagner and Rolaman* 3-969, 
hîikitàanova. and Kaplan, 1970)* '
The modification of host ENA synthesis oconrs at 
several levels (Soiaman g.»$ 1970)* Firstly there is a 
sélective reduetion in host M Â  synthesis* Rlbosomal' .
■ praoursor SNA is reduced by as milch as ?0^  of that- found in 
uninfected cells, and secondly, the host SNA that continues 
to be synthesised is not properly processed* Normally the 
4$s ribosomal IMA Is methylated and then cleaved in a series 
of steps yielding l8s and 28s rlbosomal MA* In infected 
cells;, a small proportion of tho 45s SNA continues to bé made 
and'to be methylated* The residual DMA, however, is degraded 
rather than cleaved into the iBs and 28s segments*, Conv 
currently, the nucleolus disaggregates into its components* 
Thirdly, ' the ‘èihall amount of DNA that is processed is 
transported to the cytoplasm in a different way from viral , 
IMA and does not enter the polyriboaemal pool to direct host 
protein synthesis*
5*3*442* . Replication, Transcription and Translation-of 
' the Virus (lenomo- 
Replication of Virus 5WA* -
. ■ Herpes^y^^ DMA is synthesised within the .nucleus of
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the Inioctecl' cell,' and hpecifioally within thè'intrUmtclear 
Inclusion body (Muhk Sauor, 1963)# Cohen èt (1971)
have ■-shown-thht ■replication of HgV DMA in indepondent ■ of ■tlio ■ 
growth.cyGÎe of the coll whereas equine abortion virus can 
initiato'i'oplicntipn of 'its DNA only in cello which are in ' 
the ij-*phase of growth (lav;renco, 1971) •
f Protein synthesis is required for the initiation .of '
HSY DMA èyntheai'o (Eoiàman and Éoàne, 1964) mà for the 
continuation of tho norml x^ ate of synthesis already initiated 
in DrY-infeoted RK cells (Kaplan and Ben-Porat ^ 1966) * 
Replication is aemiconservatlve (Kaplan and BeirKPoivit, 1964) 
and, although few DMA molecules ax'e in the process of being 
replicated at any given time* tho process is rapid (Kaplan 
and Ben'-Dorat*. 1966) *- Xmmodiatoly.'.'after its'synthesis* viral 
DMA seems to consist of nicked st:cand® which are later joined; 
together by a ligase*. Mot all of these nicks* howevbr* are 
repaired,, and they appear in the DNA of rmture virions at,sites 
which may he specific (Kioff at el** 3.971 : Frenkel and
RoiSman* 1972 ; - Wilkie * 1973)'* Frenkel and Hoisman.'Cl97s) 
compared thoir results to those obtained with tho bacteriophage 
T5'ih which.one strand of the DMA duplex is always.foivnd intact, 
while the other always has aJUaxli-labil'e, interruptions (E-njard*. 
1969* Jaq.quemin-Êàhlon and Rlehardsov.i,. 1970; N&ywardo & ,
Bmitli, 3.972).# V/i3.kle- (1973), however* finds that both strands 
can bo found intact and that breaks can also be found.in both 
strands,, similar to thé situation i^ epoi'ted for bacteriophage-
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SP50 (ReKtïikoff and Thomas, 1969),
Thoroh ot al., (1972) have shown that BY40 DMAwmaté ^
replication is not initiated at random, but rather that there 
is a single specific initiation site for D M  replication» In 
contrast, on the basis of their results with •nicked’ strands, 
Fronlcel and Doisman (1972à)have suggested that replication of 
the larger HSY genome begins at several initiation pointa 
along the molecule and that the short regions synthesised are 
joined together by a llgase later in the synthetic process and 
Wilkie (1973) has suggested that the mature DMA molecule may 
arise as a result of processing of a high molecular weight 
precursor*
Virus DNA is incorporated into mature virions within 
2 hours of synthesis (Olshevslty ot 196?; Pringle et al., 
1975)#
Viral DNA.
Viral DNA is transcribed in the nucleus of the 
infected cell• At least a portion of the viral PNA is made 
as a high molecular weight molecule that is cleaved into 
smaller molecules (Doiaman ®t el», 1970), and about $0 par cent 
of the viral DNA is transcribed (Doizman and Frenkel, 1973? 
Frenkel and Poi&man, 1972%). A temporal control of transcription 
emerges from the observation that 44 per cent of HBV type-^ 1 
DNA is transcribed before the onset of DNA synthesis; 48#50 per 
cent is transcribed late in infection» A second control, 
regulating abundance of DNA, specifies that the transcripts of
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some D M  séquehoes, are present much more abundantly than 
those of others (Rqizman and Frenkel* 1973I Frenkel and 
.Solqiràan* 1972) # Farly In infection, the abundant and 
scarce transcripts are derived from l4 and 30 per cent 
respectively of the KSV«-type-l*-DM* Ah additional  ^4 to 5 
per cent of the HBV-type 1-BM is transcribed and accumulates 
'Ih' relatively'.abundant amounts late In ihfeptioh# SlXverstein' 
et al#> (1973) and Bachenhelmer and Dolman (1972) have shoWh 
that the abundant species arc adenÿlatedi whereas the scarce, 
species are not, -These studies have also, revealed that ' 
adénylation takes place in the nucleus and that the polyadenylie 
acid chains United to the 3^' end of the W A  contains as many as 
l6o adenosine residues*
la the cytoplasm:, virus*specific #A enters into free ' , : 
and membrane-bound polyribosomes and directs the synthesis of 
structural and nonstruetural proteins of th© virus (Rolcman, 
1969) and thérè is’evidence to indicate the existence of 
controls that.regulate.the time of synthesis and the abundance 
of both structural and honstructural proteins (Honeas and 
Roi%man, 1973)* \ .
. Synthesis of; Virus Protein#* . . .
The .shift in. synthesis of proteins from cellular" to. 
viral is reflected in the profiles of polyribosomes in sucrose 
density gradients (Bydiskis and Roigman, 1966.1967, 1968)*
The polyribosomes of uninfected HMp-2,cells are polydisperac,. 
but with â peak fraction sediraenting at 170$* These polysomes
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disappear between one and two hours after productive 
Infection with HSV and are replaced by polydisporse poly-* 
ribosomes with.a sedimentation coefficient of the peak 
fraction of about 270s,
Viral proteins first appear,in the cytoplasm 
(Pujiwara and Kaplan, 1967) and then move into the nucleus 
slowly and selectively (Spear and Boismon* 1968), Less 
than h^df of the protein synthesised during a short pulse 
with radioactive amino acids appeared in,the nucleus after, 
a 3 hour chase and 3 proteins appeared to be restricted to 
the cytoplasm,
5*3*4,3* Virus-induced I3n%ymes,
The finding that,there is an increase in activity 
of many enzymes already jjresent in the host cell when they 
are infected with a herpesvirus is at first glancet surprising, 
Although the normal mammalian cell is equipped with these 
enzymes in some measure or another, there is no guarantee that 
the levels of activity 6f the enzymes and their specificities 
are suitable for efficient and accurate production of new 
virus particles after Initiation of infection. Another 
possibility, as suggested by Newton <1970), is that the 
activity of the enzyme in the host cell may vary with the 
physiological state of the cell and the,ability of a virus,to 
induce these particular enzymes may allow it a degree of 
independence of tho division status of the coll which would
ensure a larger population of 00II3 giving productive 
infections# In this respect It is interesting to note that 
the normal site of infection by herpesviruses in the whole 
animal Is in nervous tissue in which Very few, if any, of 
the neuronal cells aire dividing and in which enzyme levels 
are probably greatly; reduced# A third possibility is that 
the virus-induced enzymes may bo less sensitive to feedback 
inhibition than the host enzymes and allowing virus enzyme to 
function under conditions in which tho corresponding host 
enzyme is inîiibited*
DMA polymerase»
Infection of susceptible cells by HSY leads to the 
induction of a new DNA polymerase (Keir and Gold $ 1963)#
This enzyme differs in several respects from that of tho host 
cell, The virus-induced enzyme has a much higher salt 
optimum than the cellular enzyme, is more heat stablo and 
less sensitive to iodoacetimide* The two enzymes can also 
bo distinguished immunologically (Keir et 1966; Natson 
et al», 1966)* and an enzyme with tho same immunological 
specificities is induced by HSV In several different cell 
lines (^or discussion, see Keir, 1968)#
Neissbach: et al*, (1973) have partially purified and 
oharacterielod the HBY-induced polymerase in Helia cells#
n
The molecular weight was estimated to be 1*8 x 10"^  daltons 
and appears to prefer poly dG»dG templates to actiVatedDM 
which the authors* suggest may be a reflection of the high GO
content of HSV DMA, Tho other properties of the enzyme 
oro similar to those described previously by Keir (1968)* 
Deoxyribonuclease*
,A.DNase activity has been shown to appear after 
infection of cells with HSV (Keir and Gold, 1963? Russell 
et al*t 1964)* This activity is not detectable in 
uninfected cells (Morrison and Keir, 196?) and differs in its 
requirements and heat stability from that of the uninfected 
coll enzyme (for. summary of differences,, see-Hoir, 1968)*.
The virus-induced enzyme is not induced in tho prosenoe of 
actinomycin D (Keir, I968) or puromycin (Morrison, 196?) and 
acts by producing -nucleoside monophosphates sequentially 
from the 3’-end of a suitable DNA substrate (Keir, 1968)* 
Tliymidine kinase. •’
The enzyme is present in both *%ormal" and Uneoplasticn 
cells grown in vitro* In BÜK! 21 cells the activity of the 
enpyme increases as much as 20-fold between 2 and 8 hours 
after infection with HSV-typo 1 (Klemperer ot , 196?)*
The evidence that thymidine liinase in lïSV-infected 
colls is vspecifiod by the vims is particularly strong, in 
that there arc differences in electrophoretic, immunological 
and physical, properties, between tho host enzyme m à  the 
HSV-spocified enzyme (for discussion, see Keir, 1968).
d* P* Durham (personal communication) using the enzyme 
isolated from sucrose velocity gradients has evidence to show 
that tho HSV-specifiod enzyme in BHK21 cells is either.a
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completely protein or a virus-modified cellular
enzyme with a molecular weight of greater than 200,000 .deltone 
as opposed- to a. molecular weight of 70,000 da3.tons for the ? 
BHK enzyme# In-contrast, in, PrV-infected BHK cells, only 
increased levels of the 70,000 daltons species is observed, 
suggesting that this virus.does not Induce its own thymidine 
kinase# - . . . . . .
deoxythymidylate # deoxycytidylate, deoxadenylate . 
and deoxyguanylate. kinases#, -
■ llamada ^  ^ #,,,?(1966) reported that deoxythymidylate 
kinase activity increased in Rabbit Kidney cells infected 
with pseudorabies virus whereas the activity of the other 
three nucleoside monophosphate kinases remained unaltered# 
Prusoff et ai#, (1965) observed a similar increase inmmm - , r
deoxythymidylato kinase in African Green Monkey kidney cells 
infected with HBY, .but they were unable to differentiate- - 
between the properties of the enzyme in extracts-of infected 
and uninfected cells# Deoxyàdenylate kinase from infected 
and uninfected cells could not be differentiated by antisera 
prepared against.uninfected'cell-extracts (lîamada et al*, 1966)*
Pereira,and Morrison (1970) have reported m  increase in 
deoxycytidine kinase activity in IfSY. infected pîK cells and 
4Î.' P* Durham (personal communication) has confirmed this 
observation but has shown that the levels of deoxyadenosine 
kinase and deoxyguanosine Icinase remained unaltered after 
infection*
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5*4. Viruses and Oanoer*
5.4.1* General*
There is still no consensus about the cause or 
causes of cancer? indeed, it is often difficult to find 
a consensus about any aspect of cancer research. The 
sharply conflicting views of investigators in different 
subdisciplines has been most aptly summarised by one 
scientist* Charles Hoidelbergor who argues that "the 
mechanism of cancer is a mirror into which each man looks 
and sees himself".
The concept that viruses can cause cancer is 
attractive for two reasons. Introduction of viral genetic 
material into cells can account for their permanent trans­
formation to the malignant state and* second* identification 
of a viral cause for a cancer may permit tho development of 
vaccines or drugs to prevent and ultimately erradlcate the 
disease.
PHA Tumour Viruses*
The first tumour virus to be studied seriously was 
discovered by Rous (1910). He had been studying a 
spontaneous chicken sarcoma and showed that a cell-free 
filtrate could induce a tumour to grow at the inoculation 
site, establishing a virus as the aotiological cause of the 
tumour (Rous* 1911). The name Hous Sarcoma Virus is now 
given to a large number of independently isolated chicken 
viruses that induce similar sarcomas? tho general name
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avian sarcoma virus is also used#
■ Bittner (1936) obtained evidence that a mouse 
mammary gland carcinoma is transmitted from mother to off­
spring by a factor in milk* and subsequently showed that the 
factor which causes the disease ia a filterable virus (Bittner* 
1942)#
In 1951* Gross successfully transmitted leukaemia by 
inoculating mice with extracts' of leukaemic cells and since 
then several strains of murine leukaemia virus* including the 
Friend* Moloney* Rauscher and Graffi strains, have been 
isolated» Murine sarcoma viruses have also been identified 
(Harvey, 1964; Moloney* 1966? Kirsten and Mayer* 1967). 
Leukaemia and/or sarcoma viruses have also been isolated from 
cats* rats, hamsters, monkeys and there is evidence for 
guinea pig and bovine leukaemia viruses and for leukaemia and 
sarcoma viruses of gibbons and one species of’snake#
DNA tumour viruses are generally divided into three 
main classes, labelled A, B and Ô# T^pe.O M A  viruses have 
boon shown to infect a largo number of animal species and most 
of those viruses cause mainly leukaemias, lymphomas and 
sarcomas* Type B M A  viruses have been associated primarily 
with certain carcinomas of the breast and type A M A  viruses, 
which are found intraoellularly, appear to be precursora to 
type B or type C particles (Sarkar et al,* 1972).
To date* no one has isolated C-type particles directly 
from biopsies of human tumours and unequivocal biochemical
1X6*
evidence of tîie presence of components of G-type viruses in 
human cells has yet to be obtained*
IRovêrae transoiptase appears to be a universal 
component of type 0 M A  tumour viruses and several enzyme 
activities capable of using synthetic M A  and perhaps natural 
RNA templates for the synthesis of complementary DNA have been 
found in normal* as well as tumour* cells of various species, 
including man# These findings have been reviewed by Temin and 
Baltimore (1972)# Whether any of those enzymes are relatèd to 
the reverse transcriptases of tumour virus particles remains to 
be proven*
5*4*2# Herpesviruses #
Whether the sniall DNA tumour viruses and the adenoviruses 
ever cause tumours outside the laboratory is open to doubt* but 
at least one herpesvirus, Marbk’s disease virus* indisputably 
is a natural carcinogen# That fact a3.onè forces us to 
consider seriously certain human herpesviruses as potential 
carcinogens#
Several herpesviruses which have been associated with 
the aetiology of tumours in various species* including man* are 
enumerated in Table 1*5#
Évidence is accumulating for a causal role of horpesviiuseî 
in Marek’s lymphoma of chickens* in Lucke renal adenocarcinoma of 
frogs* and in lymphomas and leukaemias of non-human primates* 
rabbits, and guinea pigs# In man* Bpstoin-Barr virus has
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been consistently linked with Burkitt’& lymphoma, and, with 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma* whereas HSY-l and have been
associated for some years with squamous■cell carcinoma of 
the lip and cancer of the cervix respectively# Recently* 
iBabin and Torro (1973) carried out an immunologieal survey 
on a large number of patients suffering from various forms 
of cancer and on a control population exhibiting no symptôme 
of cancer# Of 29 different areas of tho body exhibiting 
cancerous growth* only 9 from specific areas reacted with 
antisera to non-virion components of HSV-1 and HBY-S# None 
of tho control patients displayed any reaction with the 
antisera and* in addition* several advanced cancers of the 
lip or oropharynx reacted with ÏÎSY-1 antisera only* and not 
with antisera to HSV-2# Thirteen advanced cancers of the 
cervix and one of the vulva reacted with antisera to both 
HSV-1 and HSV-24 They suggest that their data taken 
together indicate that HSY-l and HSY-2 play an aetiologicol 
role in certain human, tumours# Most of.tho studies.on tho 
relation between HSY and human cancer have dealt with HSY-2 
and cervioa]. carcinoma* but in spite of supporting 
epidemiological data and in vitro and in-vivo.studies on 
the potential carcinogenesis of H8V-2* the causal rolo of 
the virus in ceir/ical carcinogenesis remains to.be established^ 
.It is, of course* very difficult to prove conclusively 
that a suspect agent is the cause of any human cancer*.but 
using criteria similar to those employed to support a causal
lia.
Table
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Association of HerpéBviruBas with Tumouys^
Viras Natural
iiost
Clinical Disease
in natural Host . ;
References
Honma3.1gnant Maillant
îîêVl, Han Several Squamous cell
barcihomà'of-'-' 
the lip
yyburn-kàson, 
19D7 ? Kvasnicka, 
19^^, 64,
nmz' Man : Several Cervical and ■ 
possibly othei 
genitWL 
tumours
Nahmiaa et hi*, 
.1970? Rawls et , 
al., 1969?
..,Aurelian et al., 
1970? Duff and .
' Dappv 1971..
BBV Han Infectious
monQïiUoleoaia.
Burkitt*s '
, lymphoma ■
m # ,  1971;
' -’ Henle et . al., ’
' 19,68 ; Niederman 
et al« i 1988; 
de-The et i 
1969a, b;; Levy 
et al., 19?1.
MOV . •Ohickens, Degenerative' 
lesions in 
feather 
follicle epi- 
 ^tîiellura, ; ■ 
bursa of fab'- 
.riciiS'» tliynMs
.Neurolym­
phomatosis, 
lymphoid
tumours of 
gonads, 
kidney »lung, 
heart, spleen,' 
liver, skin.
Guinea 
. pie ■ ■ 
herpes 
virus
Guinea 
■ pig
Lymphocytic ' 
• leukaemia’
HsiuUg and V
> Kaplew,-1969»
Cotton* 
tail,■
: rabbit 
herpes 
virus
Cotton­
tail 
; rabbit
Transient ' ■ 
lymphocytic 
infiltration 
of liver 
& kidney
Abnormal
lymphocytes
in.perir -
pheral
blood, liver, 
' kidney? , 
occasional 
deaths
Hinze, 19?Èa, 
1971b.
x^ ole of cigarotto smoking in lung cancer, tho association 
between HSV-2 and cervical cancer stands up well (Nalimias 
ot al,, 1972),
We know very little about the biology at the • 
cellular and molecular levels of the interactions between ' 
herpesviruses and their non-permissive hosts* It has been 
suggested, however, that all or part of the genomes of these 
viruses may establish stable associations with host cell 
genomes in the same way that SVkO snd polyoma virus DMAs 
stably integrate with cell genomes. One biopsy of cervical 
carcinoma tissue has shown that cells of that tumour contained 
one copy of about 40 percent of the II8V-2 genome and R M  
transcripts corresponding to about 9 percent of the sequences 
in the vira], D M  (Frenkel et , 1972) * This result ic 
consistent with the above suggestion of integration of the 
viral genome into the host cell genome*
Whatever the molecular mechanisms involved, however, 
at least some herpesviruses are oncogenic either for animals 
of their natural host species or for animals of species 
maintained in the laboratory.
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II. MATERIALS AND '
Science is nothing but trained and orgaMsed common
sense*
T, H. Huxley#
Materials.
Vims.
wwgjf.cw n iiWiWP
The strain of psoudorabies vims used in these experiments 
was originally obtained from Dr* A* S* Kaplan, Albert Einstein 
Medical Centre, Philadelphia# It was cloned by isolation from 
a single plaque at limiting dilution. Cloning was repeated 
three times before the first wild type stock was established 
(Kaplan and Vatter, 1999). Wild type and mutant stocks wore 
stored at -*70^ 0»
Temperature-sensitive mutante of pseudorabios virus wore 
isolated following exposure to 3 Uff/ral 5**bromodeoxyuridino;3 as 
described by Pringle et , (1973) *
Cells*
BIIK 21 clone 33 cells wore a continuous line of hamster 
fibroblasts described by Hacpherson and Stoker (1962).
Radiochemicals.
All Isotopically-labolled compounds wore obtained from
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the Hadlqch-omical Centre, Amersham-, Bucks., England.
Mediae / '/ "
, The Glasgow modification of Eagle’s medium (Busby, House 
and MbBohald, 1964). containing 100 units Penicillin, 100 ug/ml 
Streptomycin (Gloxo Laboratories) and O.GO^ ft ( /v) phenol red 
was routinely Used. The vit^ins and amino acids wore obtained 
from Flow.iaboratories, Irvine, Ayrshire.
. Tryptose Phosphate, Broth consisting of d 
splution of tryptose phosphate ^ broth in distilled water waé 
purchased from Difço Bacto' LaboratorièsV East,.Molesey, Surrey, 
England. '■ - ' ' ' ' / '
ETC 10.'. 8(^ (^v) Eagle’s/medium,
l(y& (^v) tryptose Phosphate broth,
,XO^ i calf serum (Flow Laboratories) *
EC-l.v.; ■ 99p (T/v) Eagle’s medium,
1% ( /v) calf serum.
Trypsin"vVersene Solution. '
1 volume 0.29# (^ /v) trypsin solution in 4 volumes
0»e mM EDTA, '
Heparin; Sigma Chemical Company London.
A stock solution of 10 mg/ml In distilled water was 
sterilised by filtration.
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SBC ; (standard Saline Citrato). ’
0.19K sodium chloride, 0.019H trisodium citrate.
PBS (a) Î 0.17M NaOl, 3*4 mM KGl, 1 «  Na^nPO^, 2mM 
pH 7.4 (Dulbecco and Vogt* 1954).
BOB i ethanol-recrystallised sodium dodecyl (lauryl) 
sulphate in distilled water.
Stock solution of 20?^  (^ /v) stored at 37^0*
Formol saline x 4# (Vv) formaldehyde in 89 mH NaOl, O.IM
Gelatine-chrom© alum î
9g gelatine, 0.5g chrome alum (0r'K(SO4)^ .l2HgÔ)
3 ml formaldehyde (hO}b ^ /v solution) and 1 ml 
Photo-Flo (Kodak Ltd*, London) in a total volume 
of 1 litre*
D19b developer s
7 2 g . 4 8 g  4g KBr* 8*8g hydroquinone,
2.2g Metol (Kodak Ltd., London) to a total volume 
of 1 litre.
Amfix Î 20?^  (Vv) concentrated Amfix (May mid Balder Ltd.,
w m wwMM i.n'jwwa* ' * u  ■ w
Dagenham, England) in distilled water.
Glemsa stain.-î
, À (^ /v) suspension of Giemsa (George T* Gurr Ltd., 
London) in glycerol, heated to 96° for 90"120 minutes 
and diluted with an. equal volume of methanol was used 
as stock (Daoie, 1995)*
All other chemicals used were of.Analar grade or equivalent 
where possible and were purchased from BDÏÏ Ltd., BDl Laboratory 
Chemicals Division,;Poole, England, or from Hppkin and Williams Ltd., 
Ohadwoil Heath, Essex, England. . _ IlHejpes buffer, 
N-2-Hydroxyethylpiperazine-N*'-2-Ethan9sulfonic Acid was purchased 
from dalblochem.f San Diego, California, U.S.A.
Deoxyribonucleoside-5^ ""triphosphates; were supplied by 
P - L Bioohemicals Inc., ^ Milwaukee, Wis*, 932Ô9*.
Uridine-9’ -triphosphatei was supplied .by Bbohringer Mannheim GmbH, 
Germany. '
Pronase s v/as. supplied by BDH Ltd., Poole, England and Sigma 
Chemical Company, P.O.Box l490B, St. Louis, Mo., 63178 supplied 
the poly-L-c<^ o^rnithine.
Dithiothreitol, aotinomycin D and oycloheximide were supplied by 
Çalbioqhem., Los Angeles, California 90094#
Glass coversllps 5 13mm diaraetor glass covorslips (Chance) size
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No.l were purchased from McFarl|“rie Robson Ltd,, Biirnfield Avenue, 
Thornllebanlc, Glasgow.
Methods#
1, Tissue Culture To
1*1. Propagation of Cells*
B M  21 Slone 13 cells were propagated at 3?^ in barriers 
containing 3,80 ml EClO in ' an atmosphere consisting of 95# air and 
5# COp# Bottles were routinely seeded with 20 x 10^ cells and 
cells harve&ted after three days incubation*
1*2, Harvesting Cells*
The medium was poured off and the cell monolayer washed
o
once with 20 ml trypsin-versene at 37 * followed by another wash 
with 20 ml trypsin-versene solution also at 37°* The cells 
were washed out of the bottles using a small volume of ETC end 
centrifuged at 500g for 5 wins* The cell pellet was washed 
once with ETC and the cells resuspended in fresh $1TG for 
dispersal into fresh bottles*
All cell stock.preparations were routinely checked for 
bacterial and PPLO contamination* Contaminated stocks wore 
discarded*
1,3* Cell Systems for the studs’^ of Virus and Host Cell
Metabolism*
1*3*1* Exponentially grotjing cells*
Cells were suspended in warm ETC and dispersed into
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burinions, 40 oa. Roim bottles or 50 mm plaatlo-pétri dishes§■ - 
at a density.of 0*5 - 2*0 % 10^ cells/ml# The o©3.1b were 
a3.1owed to grow for l6 - 24 hours before infection v/lth virus*
1*3*2* . Low Serum or ’Resting* Cells*
Cells, grown to two generations short of confluence were 
treated as described by Howard et , (1974) * Briefly, the 
medium was removed from cells growing exponentially in ETC, and 
the cell sheet washed twice \fith warm Eagles medium containing 
neither tryptose)phosphate broth nor oalf serum* 100 ml of 
ECl was added to each burrlor (90 îîîX/roUE and 9 Kd-/90 mm Petri 
dish) and incubation continued at 37° for 9'l days# At this 
point the cells Were either infected with pseudorablos virus or 
stimulated to recommence growth and division by the addition of 
calf sérum to 3 Æ  (^ /v) * .
1*4* Procédure for Infecting,Cells*
1*4,1* Exponentially Growing.Cells*
The culture .fluid was decanted aseptioally from burrlera 
and roplaced with either 20 ml conditioned . 13fC (i#o* medium 
which had been previously used to cultivate cells) containing . 
an inoculum of pseudorabies virus at the required input 
multiplicity, or 20 ml conditioned ETC* The corresponding 
volumes of conditioned ETC for Poux bottles and 90 mm Petri 
dishes were 10 ml and 0*2 ml respectively* After an adsorption
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period of 49 - 60 minutes at 37° the niedium opntainlng , 
unadaorhed viras was removed' mid replaced with 100 ml . 
conditioned ETC (90 nil and 5 ml in a Hero; and 90 mm Petri ■ ;
dish respectively) and, thé incubation continued for thé
, ''0 , 
required length of time at 97 ;* ' ,-
1.4.2* î)éw Ceram or ’Reating*-, Cells» '■ . ' ' ' ;■ ■
Cello'were infected as' above except that conditioned- 
ECl was used in placé of ETC • ■ .
1»9* Production of Virus gtooks» ■ : - , v .
After decanting the'médium, semi-confluont ■ cultures of 
cells grovnlng in ETC in roller bottles jwere infected with 'a . '
low multiplicity of l'p.f.ü» per 300 celle with the virus in ■
20 ml fresh.ETC. • The virus was.allowed to adsorb for ’ '
60. minutes", a.t 37 after which time a further 90 ml of fresh 
BTC was added to oaoh bottle* Incubation was continued for
27 30 hours by which time the cells exhibited extensive C.PiB,
The cells at this point.were dislodged by shaking them off the 
glass and the suspension centrifuged at.900 g for,10 mins* at 4^ .
The supernatant %-Ms decanted and the cell pellet . 
Buspended-in; a suitable volume ■ of ice-cold BSS-bicàrbonate»
This .suspension was disrupted by three cycles of rapid ■.freesing 
and thawing.in a solid CO -methanol mixture,-and the débris, 
removed by centrifugation. This supernatant, containing cell*
associated vint© and the original supernatant containing 
eolX-ro3,eased virus were centrifuged separately at 9,000g 
for 90 minutes at 4^ » The pellet containing psondorahies 
virus was suspended in DBS(a) or BSS-bicarhonate* All virus 
stock preparations were routinely checked for contamination by 
PPLO* During all manimflations the temperature was kept at 
4^ and the vli'us suspension was stored at <-70^  in 1 ml aliquots*
1*6* Isolation and Propagation of Temperature Sensitive 
Mutants of Pseudorabies Vims,
Temperature-sensitive mutants of Pr? were isolated and 
propagated as described by Pringle et a],., (1973)*
1*7• ' Procedures for Infecting Cells with Temperature 
■ Sensitive Mutants of Pseudorabies Virus*
The cu3.turo fluid was deoanted aseptically from BHK cells 
groim at 37° in screvz-cappod 30 ml bottles and the cells infected 
with PrV at 1 pfti/cell in 0*2 ml conditioned medium. After 
virus adsorption for 60 mins, at room temperature incubation was 
resumed in conditioned medium at 57° or 4l *^
1*8* Titration of Virus*
Virus infectivity was assayed by inooul^ atiag confluent
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monolayers of BHK cells In 90' mm plastic; Petri'ClisheG’viith 
0.2;ml of ton-fold serial•dilutions of virus in ETC or in ,
PB8(a) supplemented with lOJv (^v) calf serum# Vinxs was 
allowed to adsorb-to thé cells, for 49'>* 60 minutes at 37 
after which time.; 4 ml of fresh ï3T0,.-was added to the infected . 
oèlls,. and inoubation cdntimied at'97°'* ■ After; a furthers two 
hours a; further 1 ml of lïîTCÎ containing 250 ug heparin to 
prevent vertical transmission of virus wa.s added. The medium 
was removed; SB - 30 hours later, the cell sheet washed with 
PBS(a) and fixed in lO^ i formol saline, lUien fixed,the cell 
'sheet was stained with Ciemsa, dried and plaques counted at 
low ms.gnifioation imder‘the microscope-*
2# .Biochemical Techniques.
2,1.* General*
2*1^1*■ ; Preparation of Goverslips for Autoradiography*
:19,mrn diameter -glass-coverslips were .boiled for 10 minutes 
'in; 0#lH. NaOH, .washed for 3 lioBrs -in tap water, twice,.for- three, 
hours;each in distilled water, one hour in ethanol and air dried, 
sterilisation was carried out at 120 for two hours,
2*1*2* Preparation of Suffers.
; Buffers were pr@par.ed, by weighing out the .required amount 
of solid and dissolving, it in leas than, the required ..amount of 
distilled water, The .pH was adjusted with hydrochloric acid
oï? Bpdiiim hydroxide and the volume adjusted with distilled 
water*
2*2 Labelling.of cells ami Autoradiography*.
Celle were labelled for 1 hour periods un3,ess other-
3wise stated* DMA was routinely labelled with 8 uc$(ml 6- H*»
•#6thymidine at a final concentration of 4 x 10 H dooxythymidine
for' exponentially growing cells and 4 k for ’resting’ cells.
Protein was labelled with 0*2 1,0 uci/ml of a mixture of
14Individually purified ‘ 0-amino acids.
Autoradiography was performed on cells grown on 13 nîm 
glass eoyerslips or in 90 mm Petri dishes, The covorslips wore 
removed after the labelling per5.od and, after fixing the cells 
in XOjfi formol saline $ they were placed in toluene-PPO scintillation 
fluid, and the fOk insoluble .material determined .In à liquid 
scintillation counter* Four coverslips were routinely placed 
in each of two duplicate 50 mm Petri dishes and the average 
■radioactivity content determined* Each coverslip was removed 
after determining the radioactive content, washed ti/icC In 
PFO.-froe toluene^ once in ethanol and air dried* They .were 
mounted, cells uppermost, on 0*8 1 mm glass microscope slides
previously degreased in ethanol and coated with gelatine-ohrome- 
alum, The covorslips were overlaid with Kodak A*R#10 stripping 
film and exposed in the dark in a moisture-free-.atmoephere*
The films were developed in D19b developer for 5 mine*, fixed 
for 4 mine* in Amfix, washed for 10 mins* in distilled water
imcl .'immediately ■stainod for. 90-120 soca* with'a fréahly prepared _ 
Is20 dilution- in water of Giomaa stain* After air drying, the 
alldea were examined microaoopically,, Occasionally* the 
alternative •■Method of overlaying a monolayer culture of ' 
labelled, colla: with Ilford .Mucloar Research Photographic 
emulsion, type %,,4, was used,. This emulsion wag developed-as 
: for--'Kodak A.*R,10' stripping film* • ,. •
, Cells containing radioactive precursors in their DMA 
were soon to.-have silver grains ever, their nuclei#^
20# Determination of .Hitotic Indexo .,
■ ; . dells•grown in 90 mm plastic Petri dishes were
maintained, in mitotic arrest by adding colcemid at 20 uj?/ml 
for. one hour periods, ..After fixing-''the coll sheet in 3.(^r? formol 
saline and washing .in tap water, the.cells wore stained'for.
3 - 10 min. in Harris’s Haomotoxylin and then washed extensively 
in tap water* Triplicate-.milturos were used for each time., 
point.end 900 cells in each-dish wore.scored#
2*4* Preparation'of Poll Extracts#
■ . .Cells growing .in burrlers weroiihfected in the normal
fashion and.at a suitable time later the cells were scraped off 
.in.tris-saline pH.7>4 mid centrifuged at 900 g for 5 mine* The 
cell pellet was re'auspended iU'a-small volume ■ of ■ 20 mM Hopes 
«HaOïï buffer pH 7 #0 $ sonicated at 1*5 amps for 10 seconds'in 
an ultrasonic power.unit'and the.degree of-cell disruption
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checked miôroGcôpiàally# Half of the sonicate was centrifuged 
at; 508,000 g ■' for 30 mine* in-a Gpinco 'BW56 rotor, The 'top 
portion.of .the. supernatant was removed* A mock-infected 
control culture was similarly treated* At later stages extracts 
were prepared as by Suarez et al.* (1972), Bamples were 
removed at all stages and checked for sterility and for the 
presence of infectious; virus,
0*2 or 0*4 ml of centrifuged or uncentrifuged extracts 
were, added ^ to monolayer cultures of cells in 50 mm Petri dishes 
containing 5 ml medium, and the cultures labelled with 8 uc^ml
^H-dThd at a.final concentration of 4 x 10*^ >M or with 0.2 uci/ml
, ' ' '] 4 ' ' ,
of a-mixture of individually purified '* 0-amiho acids àt various
times afterwards* At the end of eàoh labelling period the
cells were;scraped off in a small volume of ice-cold BSB,
centrifuged and the pellet washed twice with 10 ml ice-cold
10# TCA, The resulting pellet was left to drain overnight and
the next morning dissolved in 0*5 ml hyamin© hydroxide at 60
for 10 minutes and the radioactivity determined in 10 ml toluene-
PPO scintillation fluid as described in section 2*4*1.
20* Preparation of Nuclei and in vitro DMA Synthesis*
The cells were harvested as described in section 1*2 
except that BBS-bicarbonate was used to wash the cells out of 
the bottles, and wore suspended in 3*-4 volumes of ice-cold 
20 mtl KepeSf pH 8*0. containing ImM MgOlp, 0 0  mM CaClp and ImM
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ditîiibthréltol* Folloid.ng homogenisation with ten strokes 
of a loose fitting homogenisor, sucrose was added to 400 mM 
and the nuclei pelleted by centrifugation at 1,000 g for 
4 mih. The nuclear pellet was resuspended in 2 volumes 
50 mî4 Hopes, pH 8*0 containing 1 mM MgOl^ 0 0  niM O&Ol^ and 
1 MM dithiothreitol and 0*1 ml aliquots incubated with 
0*1 Ml of a mixture containing 96 mM Hepes, pH 8*0, 100 rtH 
MaCl, 12 niî MgOl^, 4 mM ATP, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 400 mM 
sucrose, 1*6 mM each dATP, dCTP, dGTP, 0.04 niM dTTP and
1 uoi H-dTTP# The incubation was terminated by the addition 
of NaOH to a final concentration of 1 M, the suspension 
incubated at 97° for 45 mins*, and the nuclei pelleted by 
centrifugation at 1,000 g for 5 min* after the addition of 
ico-cold trichloracetic acid containing 50 mM sodium pyro­
phosphate to a final oonoontration of 5#*
The nuclei were taken through 5 cycles of solution in 
NaOH and precipitation in TCA and the final acid-insoluble 
radioactivity determined in 0*5 ml hyamine hydroxide and 10 ml 
toluene containing 0*5# PPO*
DMA polymerase activity in ’cytoplasmic* preparations 
was determined in a reaction mixture containing 0.1 M tris- 
HOI, pH 7*5 at 97°t 10 mM MgOl^, 10 mM mercaptoethanol,
50 m  KOI, 0*4 mM:each dATP, dSPUF, and dCTP, 0.04 mM dTTP*
3 __
2 ltd H-dTTP, 150 ug native or denatured D M  and 40 ul of the 
cytoplasmic preparation in a total volume of 100 ul* The 
reaction was stopped after 30 min* by the addition of 500 ug
denatured salmon testes BNA in ice-cold TCA contcdning 20 mM 
disodium tetraphospMte# Acid-inGoluble rmtoidal was 
retained on a Whatman’s Mo, 1 filter paper disc and the 
radioactive content determined by liquid scintillation 
counting*
Preparation of Nuclear Supernatant Fractions,
Nuclei ware prepared as described in the previous 
section (2*5) and the supernatant fractions centrifuged at 
165*000 G for 50 mins* at 4°* The supernatants from those 
centrifuged samples were dialysed overnight at 4° against 
50 mM Hepos-NaOH, pH 8.0 at 4°, containing 1 #1 HgCl^* 0 0  mM 
OaOlg and 1 mM dithiothreitol* Fractions were stored at -20° 
until ready for use*
2*6. Ü* V» Inactivation of Virus*
93 X 10 pfu/ml pseudorabies virus in complete PBS plus 
1# (^ /v) calf serum was irradiated in 0*5 ml batches in 50 mm
Petri dishes with no lid, They were irradiated at 16 ergs/
2 0 .1 ttVsôç for 30 minutes at 4 , The lamp was calibrated as
described by Hatchard and Parker,(19561.
’ 2*7* Gradient Centrifugation*
2*7*1* Caesium Chloride Equilibrium Density Gradient 
Centrifugation *
Cells in 50 mm Petri dishes were dissolved in 3 ml BSC
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containing H# BPS* When using température sensitive mutants 
of FrV and infoqting cells for Bh hourqperioda, mature virus 
and cellular products released into the medium were collected 
by centrifugation at 165,000 g for 30 min# and pooled with the 
material released from the cells by 2# BPS bofore overnight 
incubation with pronase# Pronase (250 ug/ml) was added and 
the suspension incubated at 37° for 12 « 16 hours, when a
further 125 ug/ml pronase was added for a further 3 hours.
■ h  •Caesium chloride was added to give a density of 1.70 g/onr '
and the suspension cleared by centrifugation at 1,000 g for 
4 ffllns* The supernatant solution was then centrifuged at 
59,000 g for 60 - 72 hours at l8°# Fractions were collected 
;iv by puncturing the bottom of the tube.
Figures 3*17 and 3*18 are typical examples of the distribution of 
radioactivity throughout the isopycnic gradients* The radioactivity 
in the fractions under each peak was summed to give an estimate of 
the amounts of cellular and viral DMA present at various times after 
infection* For examplej in figure 3*18a fractions 30-42 were taken 
to represent viral Dim, and fractions 46-60 to represent cellular 
■ DMA* In all cases the median buoyant densities of the two peaks
was determined to ensure that it corresponded to the known values 
' for viral and cellular DMAs {1*73 and 1.70 g/ml respectively
(Pringle et al*, 1973)}*
:vj suspension, a further 0*6 ml of 0.5 U NaOH-Q.I H M)TA was 
d layered over the cell suspension* Loaded gradients were held
at 4° for 12 - 16 hours and were then centrifuged in the BW27 
rotor at 82,500 g for 4 hours at 4°# Gradients wore harvested 
from the bottom \ising a peristaltic pump and 30 uDL or 100 ul 
fractions spotted on l-lhatmen Mo* 1 filter paper discs. Radio­
activity was determined as in section 2*6,3,
2*8, Determination of Radioactivity,
Three basic techniques were used*
2.8*1, Use of Hyamine Hydroxide to Dissolve Radioactive 
Material*
Cells were scraped off in FB3(a) and washed three times 
in ice-cold 5# TCA with low speed centrifugation between each 
wash. The pellet v/ae dissolved in 0*5 ml hyamine hydroxide 
(1 ÎÎ in methanol) at 60° for 10 - 15 minutes and radioactivity 
determined in 10 ml toluene/FPO scintillation fluid (0*5# (^ /v) 
PPO),
2*8*2# Determination of Radioactivity in Cells grown on
Coverslips were washed three times in ice-cold 5# TOA 
after fixing the cells in IC# formol saline* They were then 
rinsed once in distilled water, once in alcohol, a3.r dried and 
the acid-insoluble radioactivity determined in 5 or 10 ml 
toluene/PPO scintillation fluid*
S*8#3* " Betermination of Radioactivity in Samples from
Oaosium chloride and alkaline ,Sucrose Density Gradients# 
50 idl somjfles from each fraction of the gradients were 
spotted on Whatman Mo. 1 2 0  om filter paper discs, washed twice 
in ice-cold 5# TGA, once in water, once in alcohol, onco in 
ether and air dried* The TCA«insoluble material was eluted 
from the discs with 0 0  ml 0*2 Vi NaOH overnight at 37° and* 
after neutralisation with 0*5 ml 0*25 M HCl* radioactivity 
determined in 10 ml triton-toluene liquid scintillation fluid 
(Patterson and Greene* 1965)*
2*9* Use of Actinomycin-I) and Oycloheaiimido.
Ifnon using cycloheximide to study the effects of 
inhibition of protein aynthosis on the inhibition of host 
macromolecular aynthOGis by pseudorabiea virus, the drug i^ as 
added in sterile distilled water to the medium immediately after 
the 43 ndn* -period of adsorption of virus to the cells and 
remained in the medium throughout the experiment*
Both actinomycin«D and cyoloheximide in sterile distilled, 
water were added to the culture medium at various times after 
addition of serum to stationary serum deprived BHK cells and 
remained in the medium throughout the remainder of the experiment.
In all cases the actinomycin«D ajrid cycloheximide solutions 
were made up fresh immediately before use*
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2.10,' Preparation of Rabbit Antisèfutà 'to'PBeudorableg 
Virion Antigens,
2.10.1# Inactivation of Virus.
Formalin was' added to the virus preparation to a final' 
concentration of 1:400 formalin and incubated at 37° overnight. 
After titration the'inactivated virus preparation v/as stored at 
4°Çé The formaldeliyde was not neutralised before uae of the 
inactivated virus.
2.10.2. Preparation•of Antiserum.
Equal volumes of iiiaotivaled virus and Freundis
incomplete adjuvant xfore emulsified together by pumping in
and out of a syringe until the emulsion was stable. Live
virus was diluted as necessary in PB3(a) to the required
concentration for the later inoculations.
Rabbits were given two inoculations intramuscularly
of inactivated virus originally* containing 10^ - 10^ pfu in
Xi'reund’s incomplete adjuvant, with l4 days between inoculations,
A fortnight after the second inoculation of inactivated virus*
225 pfu of live virus was administered intravenously. The
dosé was increased 100-fold at weelcly intervals for three weeks,
8tlie last dose containing 2 ic 10 pfu of live virus*
2.10*3# Titration of Antiserum*
About 10 - 20 ml serum was drawn off from the ear vein 
before administration of any virus and immediately before each
subsequent inoculation. Berum was inactivated at 56° for 
30 mins, as a 1:10 dilution in PBS(a)* It was then diluted 
as neoeéeary in PBS(a), usually in 3-fold steps and mixed with 
an equal volume of virus diluted to give about I50 pfu in .
0*1 ml of the final mixture* The mixtures wore incubated at 
37° fot 60 niins* before being plated out on preformed 
monolayers of BHK21 cells in 50 mm Petri dishes* O.X ml of 
each mixtiire was put on each of 4 replicate cultures* adsorbed 
at 37° for 30 mine, and then overlaid with EOlO, The cultures 
were ■incubated at 37° in a 3# 00^ atmosphere for 24 h before 
staining and counting of pleiques.. Heparin was not found to 
bo necessary to prevent vertical transmission of virus. The 
titre of the serum is that dilution giving 30?^  reduction in 
plaque count* obtained by plotting a plaque count vs log 
dilution graph and inspecting it#
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III, gmgga.
"Whether or not it is cloar to you* no doubt the 
Universe is unfolding as it should."
Pierre Trudeau,
1, Berum-stiniulated "Resting" BHK Cells,■ ■]—   _ r- ' I ".'1'" I ' I ' n*ril'~Tjr nil . i m iTrinTirTiiimirf
1,1, Optimal conditions for uptake of radioactive thymidine.
Cells were grown on glass coverslips in plastic Petri
dishes and were labelled during the logarithmic phase of
growth for a one hour period with %-thymidine of constant
specific activity and at varying concentrations of imlabolled
thymidine. It is clear from the resu3.ts shown in Figure 9*1
that a tîiymldlne concentration of 4 x 10 M allowed maximal
incorporation of radioactivity and this concentration was used
in all experiments with exponentially growing colls unless
—7otherwise stated, A concentration of 4 x 10 M thymidine 
was chosen for labelling stationary cell cultures as nuclear 
pools of nucleotides are decreased in such cultures and in the 
61 phase of the cell cycle (Nordenslqjbld et el*, 1970),
At this concentration of thymidine exponentially 
growing colls exhibit linear incorporation of ?tH-tliymidine 
into acid insoluble material for three hours* after which time 
no further increase in incorporation is observed (Figure 3*2)*
Fig. 9*1#'
The Effect of thymidine on. the ineoi^oratlon of 
^n-dThd into àoid-insoXuble material in 
mcponontially growing BHK cells.
Cells were grown on gLaso coverallps in 30 mm Petri dishea 
and incubated for one hour with 10 uCi/mM %-dThd at varying 
concentrations of thymidine as shown. 0?he medium was then 
removed, the cell sheet washed once in ice-cold P8S(a) and 
fixed in IQ?' formol saline. Acid-insoluble radioactivity 
was determined by liquid scintillation counting* .
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1#2, Time Caurso of DNA ^yntlieois a fte r Deprivation of 
germa and i t s  Readdition Five Days Pater,
-^ihen 013 cells growing exponentielly in are trans­
ferred to BagXe*s medium containing only IÇiî serum there is a 
rapid decrease in the percentage of colls incorporating 
thymidine (Figure 3*3a). The time course of this decrease 
is dependent upon the density of the cellst at higher 
densities the incorporation of thymidine falling faster 
(Figure 3*4)# In all oases, however, not more than 0*3?^ of 
the cells are incorporating label by 6 days and there is no 
increase in cell number# In contrast to the curve of the 
percentage of cells incorporating thymidine, the total amount 
of ?>H-thymidine incorporated actually risos until 48 h before 
beginning to fall (Figure 3,3a)* The reason for this 
apparent discrepancy appears to bo that after transfer to 
FOl, although fewer cells are incorporating label, those that 
do so take up a greater amount of label. Thus, autoradiograms 
of exponentially growing cells and cells 24 and 48 h after 
transfer to FOl show that the latter cells contain far more 
radioactivity (Plate 1),
Upon the addition of serum to resting cells which had 
been incubated in EGl for 3i days, the incorporation of 
§H-thymidine increases after 10 * 11 h, reaching a peak at 
12 - 13 h, falling again and rising to a second, larger peak 
at 13 - 17 h. This is followed by a doubling in o&ll number 
(Figure 3*3b), This pattern of BNA synthesis has been
Fig, 3.3.
Effect of lowering arid raising the serum ’ 
concentration on DNA Oyntheais in BHK cells*
Sub-confluent cultures of BHK cells grown on glass coyerslips 
were incubated in BO,, as described in the Methods section 
(Methods section 1#3*2«). Labelling of cells and autoradio- 
Igraphy were performed as described in Methods section 2.2# and 
I cell numbers were determined by triplicate haemocytomoter 
! counts being made on each culture, with duplicate cultures for 
leach time point.
I A. cells placed in BÛ1 at zero time;
|b. serum added to 10^  at aero timo to cells incubated for
I 3.5 days in BOl.:
"^ H-thymidine incorporation;
io of cells incorporating " K-thymidine $
\n o cell number*
Fig. 3.3
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I Effect of denoity of coll sheot qn the
I decrease in DMA synthesis In' B'l-nC' cell^ ' ■.
j incubated in low serum nVodittm.
I B;(îK cells were seeded in ETC at 5 x 10^ dr 2 % 10^ cells per 
|, 50. mm Petri dish and the experiment performed as in the legend, 
I to Figure .'5*3 f Autdradiograpby and cell counts were not 
i performed on those cultures*
6
0— 0 seeded at 2 x 10 cells per dish;
-# seeded at 5 x 10^ cells per dish.
Fig. 3.4
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141,
constantly obaorved in experiments carried out over a
period of about eighteen months# Autoradiography shows
that both peaks of DMA syntheois Involve Incorporation of 
%
tiî-thymicline into nuclear material and CsOX gradient 
equilibrium centrifugation confirmed that the Incorporation 
was into material with the same density as the chromosomifl 
DNA of exponentially growing colls (Figure 3*5)  ^ A 
smaller percentage of colls, however, incorporated l^î-thymldlne 
at 12 *- 13 h than did at 15 - 1? h (Figure 3*3b) suggesting 
the possibility that the two peaks might be duo to the 
presence of different sub-populations of cello, perhaps 
resulting from not all the cells being arrested at the same 
stage of the coll cycle when they are transferred to FOl*
This is unlikely though, as the time covered by the individual 
peaks of %î-thymldino incorporation is far shorter than the 
normal g^phase of BÎ!K cells..
To. rule out this possibility, however, the course of 
mitosis after these periods of DHA synthesis was determined 
and only a single peak of mitotic figures was observed 
(Fi,gure 3*6)* In addition, autoradiography of cells labelled 
from 11 - 12 h, 15 - 16 h and 11 - 16 h showed that the 
number of cells labelled in the 11 - 16 h period was no 
greater than the number labelled in the 15 ^ 16 h pulse 
(Table 3#1), This is the result expected if both peaks 
represent the same population of cells#
m g m m .
Between pages l4l and 142 insert
**Remiiigton and Klevec^ (1973) have observed that there
'3
is turn-over of BNA and loss of H-thyrnidine from D M  in Don C 
and Don coll lines in culture, Pulsc-ohase experiments with
■ ' ■ . -5; '
BHK cells revealed no discernible loss of "^ H-thymidine from the 
DHA, so that turn-over, if it occurs, must either be on a very 
small scale or very rapid so that the pulse used measures 
predominantly stable D M  (Figure 3*?)*”
Table 5*1#
'Resting* BHK cells were stimulated by the readdition 
of serum to 10?5 and labelled for the periods indicated 
with 8 uoi/ml %-dThd, At the end of these periods 
the cells were fixed in formol saline acid*^ashed and 
autoradiographic determinations made as described in 
the Methods section 2.2,
%ble 3»1*
Determlnatlom of the ' peroaatage of oeXXB Imorpo^atlng
3 ' .
■H*tlOTMlax0 during; irayjous labgllin^ periods after 
stiitelatioB'Qf * resting?' BliK gelle by the raadtdition of
aermi to 10^4 ■
% of oolXs ihcoÿpbrating I M f M  into 
anoleiLabelling period
16 h
Buoyant denaity in caocdum ohlorlde of D M  •■ , 
isolated from.BHK cells 12 and 16 h after 
the readdition of serum to r^astiag* colla.
'Resting* BHK cells were stimulated by adding serum to 10/6
■-.v. . : \
and labelled for 1 h periods v/ith 8 uGi/ml ' E •"thymidino at
11 and 15 h after serura addition» Isox>ycnic centrifugation
was performed as;described in the Methods section 2,7*1*
I #— # ^, IX-'la h;
! . . .  .
I à A 15-16 h after serum addition?
I o-— □ exponentially growing colls.

%lmo course of Mitosis.1% •resting* 
cells which have ■ heon stimulâtocl to grow 
and di^ /iclo by the addition of sérum»
Conditions were as described in Methods section 2,5,
Fig. 3.6
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! stability of DilA Synthesised after readdition
i of serum to ^resting* BHK cells*
I'RoBting* BHK cello grown on glass covorslips were stimulated
I , ■ ■ ' • • - ■ ■
I by adding ser»;im to lOfy and the cells labelled for one hour 
I periods with 8 uCi/tJ3l H-thymidine at 11, 12 and 15 h after 
I serum addition. At tho end of the labelling period the cells 
; were washed in 5 at fresh containing a 2*5**fold excess of 
I cold thymidine and incubation continued in 5 KiL of the same 
I medium* At the times indicated the coll sheet was fixed in 
formol saline and the acid-insolublo radioactivity determined 
by liquid scintillation counting#
o-— o labelled 11-12 h;
labelled 12-13 h; 
labelled 15-16 h.
Fig* 3.7
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3.42*
ISXXeni and Mironoscu (1972) have shown in a sitallar 
aorum-etitniilated cell ayatem that between the fifth and 
tenth hour after serum addition there is an R #  species 
synthesised in the cells* and when this point is reached the 
cells are committed to DNA synthesis* *fhe situation in serum'" 
stimulated BHK cells seems to he more complex* with the 
synthesis of perhaps two RNA species being necessary to allow 
BRA synthesis to proceed (Figure 3*8)# If actinomyoiu Ï) is 
added up to two hours after serum addition no BRA synthesis 
takes place between 3.5 and l6 h after the serum stimulation* , 
If this inhibitor of BRA synthesis is added between three 
and seven hours after the addition of serum some incorporation 
of ?>H-tî)yrnidine into acid-insoluble material occurs (although 
it does not approach the level obtained in untreated cells)# 
suggesting that some step occurring at about three hours after 
serum addition, and sensitive to this drug, is necessary to 
allow DNA synthesis to occur* Addition of the drug eight 
hours after the serum stimulus again brings about an inhibition 
of DRA synthesis at 16 h but after this time the drug has a 
progressively smaller inhibitory effect on BRA synthesis# 
Cycloheximide # as expected# severely restricts DRA eynthesis*
Herpesvirus Infection*
Having characterised the resting cell system# it was 
thought that the study of the biology of pseudorabies virus 
growth could be greatly simplified by using this cell system
Fig* 3*8,
DNA synthesis in aeram-stiaulated * resting*
BHK cells invfclié prosence of aofcinomyoin^ D of* 
eyclohexiraide*
I (Resting* cultures of BHK cellë were stinmlated by the 
: addition of serum to X0f5 and at the times indicated 
I aotlnomycin-D or oyolohexindde were added to the medium of 
I duplicate cultures to a final concentration of 0*1 ug/wl and 
j 2 ug/aH respectively* All cultures were labelled with 
I 8 uCi/el .^H-thymidine at 4 x lo’^ K from 15-16 h after sezum 
' addition# and the cells harvested by scraping into ice-cold 
j trls-£3oiine pH 7*5# The cell pollet was then dissolved in 
'; hyealne hydroxide and the acid-insoluble radioactivity 
: subsequently determined by liquid scintillation counting*
#— e actinoa^cin-D treated;
?— -o oyclohexinjide treated*
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in vrliicîi viral metabolites could bo studied with the 
minimum of interference bj boat maoromoleoulea# In addition* 
study of the inhibition of host maoromolecujlar synthesis 
could be facilitated by'lîae, of this aynchronoua cell syat'enu 
Afl*1  ^ Percentage of Celle Infected.with far!
Amounts of
To ensure that vdten studying inhibition of host cell 
macromolecttlar eynthesis there were no uninfected cells to 
complicate Interpretation of results* the amount of virus 
required to prodwotively infect ail the cells in the culture 
'was determined, The results are shovm in Figure 3*9» ■ ■ Xt. 
can be soon that 20 p^j/cell was sufficient to. oatisa production 
of viral DNA in 90"100^ of the cells by 4 h p#l* which.Is the 
earliest time at which one can detect virql DNA synthesis*
0?his' level of virus v/as used in all subsequent experiments 
unless otherwise .stated. , ■
A *2*'.-. Antiserum to Pseudorabies Virion Antigens *
VJhoîî BHK cells are induced to enter the state* '
those cells which are still incorporating làbel after 6 days , 
in FCl appear to take up a greater amount than normally expected 
(see .Plate 1 D) * These cells are still obseiTod after 
infection of the culture by pseudorabies virus* , To detemine 
whether they are susceptible to infection by pseudorabies virus 
or whether they are resistant* wMoh aooms .possible* attempts 
were made to obtain fluorescent.antibody to pseudorabies virion 
components* Pseudorabies virus* however* is extremely pathogenic
Percentage of cell population Infected with 
pseudorabieg virus added at varloue 
B!ultlpllcltteg of infection»
- - a '
Vlrug was adsorbed In conditioned medium for 60 min* at 37 to 
(resting* cells grown on glass coverslips# ÎJnadsorbed virus 
was then removed and the incubation continued in conditioned 
medium# At various times after Infection the cells were labelled 
for ono hour with 0*2 uCi/ml %*-thymidino at 4 x fixed in
formol saline* acid washed and autoradiographic determinations 
carried out as described in the Methods section 2*2#
o— o uninfected cells;
#— Infected with 1 pfu/cell;
□ o infected with 10 pfi/cell;
■— —a infected with 20 pft/cell;
A A Infected with 50 pfu/cell;
infected with 100 pfn/cell.
Fig* 3.9
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144,
to rabbits (the animals used to produce antiserum) .causing 
painful death in a matter of hours* In addition* the virus , 
seems to be only weakly antigenic in these and other animals*
Many difficulties, both practical and administrative, wore , 
encountered with.this part of the project and no active 
antibody against pscudorabies virion antigens, was obtained, 
despite,strenuous effort* Bo far, the above question remains 
unans\fered*
2*3*"^ ' Appearance of Mature Progeny Virus *
Production of mature.infectious virus particles follows 
the appearance of viral DMA in the cell, both in*resting*and 
in exponentially growing cells (Figure 3*10)'* Both 
■appearance of viral DMA and production of mature progeny virus 
proceed more slowly in resting cells than in exponentially growing 
cells and this Is probably a reflection of the depleted pools 
of metabolic intermediates found in resting cells*
2*4, Inhibition of Cellular DMA Synthesis*
2*4,1, Time Course of Inhibition of Cellular DMA Synthesis..
and Synthesis of Viral DMA after. Infection of SDK 
Cells with Pseudorabies-Virus»'
Kaplan and Ben-^ Porat (1963) reported the inhibition of . 
host cell DNA synthesis by pseudorabies virus in rabbit kidney 
cells* A similar inhibition of host cell DNA synthesis is 
produced in BHK cells by this, virus* The time course of this 
inhibition in exponentially grovjing BHK cells is aho^m in ■ ■ 
Figure 3*11• The synthesis of host DNA is inldbitod between
Fig, 3,10.
Production of infecttoug progeny virus after 
Infection of r^esting# and exiJonentlally ■ ;. 
growing BHK cells. ,
Colls grown in 30 mm Petri dishes were infected with pseudo- 
rabies virus at 10 pfu/cell. Virus was adsorbed to the cSlls 
at 37 for 43 mins,, excess unadsorbed virus then removed and 
the incubation continued in conditioned medium. At the times 
i Indicated the cell sheet was scraped off Into the culture medium 
and cell associated virus released by three cycles of rapid / 
j freezing and thawing in a methanol'-OOg freezing mlxtJW* Cell 
j debris was removed by centrifugation at 1000 g for 5 mih* and
I virus determined by the plaque assay technique as described in
I the Methods section 1,8*
I Viral DNA synthesis was determined by labelling with 8 uCl/ml
. / " '■ . , ; ■■ :
H-thymidin© for one hour periods, Isopycnlc caesium chloride
centrifugation was carried out as described in the Methods
section 2,7,1, .
A. cells Incubated for 6 days in EOl;
B, exponentially growing cells*
#--e viral DNA;
o o infectious virus.
Fig. 3.10
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Cellular and viral BNÀ ; ■
synthesis In exponentially g^ ovinj^  BHK cells
infected with pseudôrabies virus
Diupllcate cultures of exponentially growing BHIC cells were 
I infected with pseudorabies virus as described in the Methods
; section l,4.1i, and cells labelled at the times indicated with
j; _  .  ^  ^ -
I 8 uCi/ml ^{-thymidine at 4 % 10 M for one h periods» Isopycnic
I caesium chloride centrifugation was carried out as described in
I the Methods section 2*7»li
)--o cellular DNA|
#-- # viral' Dm»
Fig, 3.11
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4 and 6 liours? after infection tmd rapldl^ r falls to a very 
low level * Viral W A  synthesis io- first detected' between 4 and 
6 hours. It is not clear whether the host cell DMA synthesis 
remaining at 10 h post infection is. due to a fraction of host 
DNA whose synthesis is resistant to inhibition by paeudorabiee 
virus or due simply to some cells not being infected ks early 
in the virus growth cycle- as the bulk of the population* 
Occasionally, the inhibition of host coll D M  synthesis and 
the appearance of viral. DMA occur as ear3.y as 5 h post infection, 
Pseudorabies virus also inhibits the synthesis of host cell DNA 
in*resting* colls stimulated by the addition of serum, 5?his' 
effect is seen by 5 h post infection at which time viral.DNA 
also first appears (Figure 5*12), Ihe level of host DNA 
synthesis plateaus from 5 to 5 h post infection but by 6 h the 
inhibition Is complété *
2*4.2, Effect of Multiplicity of Infection on Inhibition 
of Cellular DNA Synthesis by Pseudorabies Virus.
' ■ - It was thought that this biphase effect on host coll DNA 
synthesis may be due either to a differential effect of virus 
on initiation and elongation of host DNA synthesis or more 
simply due to some cells not being infected until 6 hours post 
infection* In an attempt to differentiate between these two 
possibilities the same experiment was performed with varying ■ 
multiplicities of virus to bring about infection of the whole 
cell population at earlier times (Figure 5*15)# It appears 
that increasing the multiplicity of infection of virus from
■ Time course of cellular and viral DNA
synthesis in eeWm-stlmulatei a^resting* BHK.,
cells infocted vîith pseudorabies virus*
 —      —     .
♦Hosting* BïïK cells were ©tiîmiatod by addition of serum to
lOÇo at zero time and viiiis adsorbed at vari.ous times later for
, ' ■ 0 ■ - . : ' . - '% , 
60 min. periods at 37 * After removal of imadsbrbsd Virus,
incubation was continued in the same medium and all cultures
labelled from 15-16 h after serum addition with 0*8 uCî/tal
I^H-thymidine at 4 x 10*^M* Total DMA was extracted and
! analysed by isopycnic caesium chloride centrifugation as
described in the Methods section 2#7*1*
cellular DNA; 
■ # viral DNA*
Fig. 3,12
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Effect on inhibition of cellular PlïA Byatheiaia :
{ ■ ' i n  s e r u r a * 3t i m l a t e d  *  r e s t i n g * .  B H K  c é l l a  of 
I ■ y^ 3rying t l i e  i n p u t  n m l t l p l l c i t y  of y i r u e .  ,
j Colls wore infected at.various multlplicitiee of -infection.
3 ' '  ^ ' ■ ■■ ■I and labelled with H-th^midine ao described in the legend to
Figure 3*12». Cellular DNA was determined by isopycnic caesitt»
chloride centrifugation as described in the Methods section 2*7*1*
CH— o ' infected ivith 1] p>fty^ cell^
#-— # infected with 20 pf^/cell;
D~— P infected with 100 pftv'cell*
Fig. 3.15
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1 pfïi/cell to 100 pfiî/cell lias little effect on the profile 
of Inhibition of cell DT# synthesis by the rims. Using 
1 pfiï/eoll the Inhibition is much slower* as one might expect 
since at this only 4-3# of the cells are infected by 6 h
(see Figure At a of 100 pfu/coll all cells are
infected by between 4 and 3 hours p»l,, making it unlikely that 
the residual, host D M  synthesis from 3 to 6 h p*i, is due to 
DMA synthesis in uninfected cell.s»
2.4.3* Inhibition of Floatation of Cellul.ar D M  by 
Pseudorabies Vims.
Kaplan and Ben^Porat (1963) claimed tha.t the decrease 
in the rate of cellular DM.A synthesis after infection with 
pseudorabies 'virus was not due to the Inability of the infected 
rabbit kidney cells to enter Into the 8-phase of the growth 
cycle. Ensminger and Tam? (1970) using sedimentation analyses 
In alkaline sucrose gradients showed that Hewcastlo Disease 
Virus and Kiengovirus Inhibit the initiation of cellular DNA 
synthesis but that propagation of chains already initiated 
proceeds with normal kinetics. Applying this technique to 
the stu.dy of inhibition of cellular DNA synthesis by pseudo^ * 
rabies virus is complicated by the fact that pseudorabies virus 
is a DNA-containing vims wiiercas the viruses used by Ensminger 
and Tamm had an HNA genome, Sedimentation profiles of total 
DNA from pSQUdorabies infected cells are complicated by the 
presence of viral DNA at later times^ but by a suitable choico 
of time at which to study these profiles the interference by
147,
virai DNA can be minimised. Figure 3,14 depicts the 
results of such an experiment. As expected* DNA from 
uninfected collé subjected to velocity sedimentation on 
alkaline sucrose gradients after a 3 h * chase^.with lOO^fold 
excoBS ■ uulabelled tliymidino moves further into the gradient 
than that from Umohased’ cells (Figures 3,l4a, b)+ 3 ug/nil
cycloheximido. docs not prevent this migration (Figure 3,l4^,
In comparison, the profiles obtained with DNA.from * unchased* 
infected cells 4»3 h post infection, is similar to that of 
•tmchaaed* uninfected cells while a 3 H chase has not resulted 
in&a progress of the DNA further into the gradient (Figures 
3*l4&, d), This v;oiild Indicate that paeudorabies virus 
infection leads to an inhibition of propagation'of host ooll 
DNA synthesis. Whether there is also an effect on initiation 
of host cell DNA synthesis is not clear as the radioactivity 
in these sucrose gradients is qualitative but not quantitative, 
2,4,4, Inhibition of Cellular DNA synthesis by 
VIrion C omponent s.
It was considered a possibility that the factor(s) 
responsible for the inMbition of host DNA synthesis by pseudo* 
rabies virus may be a component of the mature infectious virions 
It is well known that virion proteins in many viruses have 
ensyme activity. For example, it has been reported that 
vaccinia virus has a virion-associated DNA-dependent DNA 
polymerase (Kates and McAualan, 196?g Munyon ot al,, 1967)5 
that roovirus has a virion-associated double-stranded DNA*
Fig. 3.14.
Inhibition of .propagation of colliilar DMA . 
synthesis by infection of DIIK cells with 
■ PGeudorahioG virus. .
Exponentially growing cells were inféctcü txs described In the 
Methods section 1.4.1. ' labelling woo carried out for 10 min. 
at 4.3 h p.i* with 8 uOl/ml %-thymidihe at 4 k-lO*^!!.' The 
cell sheet was then quickly washed in ice-cold FB8(a)*:scraped - 
off in ice-cold tris-saline, pll 7,5f and the cell pellet : 
collected by centrifugation at 1000 g for 2.5 min.. A chase 
was carried out by washing the cell sheet in warm conditioned 
medium after the labelling period and continuing the incubation 
in the presence of 100-fold excess unlabelled thymidine for 3 h. 
Oycloheximide, when used, was added to uninfected cells to a 
final concentration of 3 ug/ml for 4 h before labelling. 
Velocity sedimentation in alkaline sucrose gradients was 
performed as described in the Methods section 2.7.2*
A. uninfected cells labelled for 10 mia;
B. uninfected cells labelled for 10 mia. and chased for 3 h;
15. uninfected cells in presence of 3 ug/ml cyolohexlmide*
labelled for 10 mlA. and chased for 3 h;
0. infected cells labelled for 10 min;
fi. Infected cells labelled for 10 min. and chased for 3 h.
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■ilependontOTA polsmiaraisQ .CBoraa. and-,Gs?atiam^  ■ I9SB; Shatkln 
and àlpèç :X9^) I' that - adonoviAm .typo5 2 and 12 have an 
endpnagleaae ,activity associated vdth the >p'ôii.ton peptides 
CBnnlingham 1971)I and -that the-hes^ pea-olmplex '
virion contains a protein kinase (Hubenatein et g.## 1972)#
. In an attempt to.determine whether the effect on 
cel3.nlar DNA . synthesis was caused by a •v5.rionTaaaoolat©d 
factor nltra-violot light was iiaed-to. inactivate . the , vims 
genome and so prevent production of yiniB-codoti factors after 
Infection# yaraaoMta'et a3,#* (1971) reported that
e * F W
irradiated adenovirus types 2 and 12 siippreesed tho. Initiation 
of cellular DNA aynthesia In DDK cells but that chain elongation 
of naocent BHA ■ progressed norraally, 'fhia snpproBeion was. , 
.dependent on the multiplicity of infection' and the activity 
responsible was .found in the iv.v#-irradiated virion fractions* 
isolated in isox>ycnic OsQl gradients* , Yaoi and Amano (1970) 
îmve reported a similar effect of u*v*-irradiated vesicular 
Stomatitis Virus on the initiation of DNA synthesis’in ■ 
cultured chick embryo cells * . ,'Once again no effect .on,, 
propagation of nascent.DNA chains was observed# Our results 
are shown in Figure 3*19* As can be - seen from Figure,. 3»15a* 
u*v*-inactivated virus does not synthesise any appreciable 
amounts of viral DNA In 'resting* cells# No. mature progeny 
virus could be detected by thoplaquo assay technique* It is 
■ also clear, that*, while the wild-type virus produces the typical 
rapid inhibition of cellular DNA synthesis in exponentially
* 3*15*
' . gffect où cellular M A  :aynt!iê'5is of ■ ■ 
'infection- of ;SHIC. cells. with uév*'^InaotlVatW,
peoudorabioa vimts*.
BIîK cells grovm-on'cdverslips eitîior, Inoùbated: for'-A*; dayé 
in FOI before use, or'were used when growing exponentially* ■’ ' Virus' 
was adsorbed to the. cells for 43 min* at 3 7 ^ ' . after, removal of 
unadsorbed virus the incubation was continued in conditioned ' 
medium*' Cells were labelled for one hour periods=at the times
Indicated with 8 uOi/ml' Ë-thymidine at a final concentration of
‘ ■ ' . , ■ _  ' •
4 X 10*%. , At the end 'of the labèllàhg'péiriod the cells were
fixed in 10?^  formol saline and'acid-insoluble'radioactivity '
determined by liquid scintillation counting* '• ■ '■
A*. cells incubated for 4 days in ^ 1; ■ .
B# exponentially growing cells* '
o—— 0 . uninfoctod cells;
infected with wild-type virus; ^
 ^ . ■ " ■ ’ ' 'Ï . ^
e . infected with u*v*-inaqtivated Virus*
Fig. 3.15
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growing 00X1s* the n.v*"irradiated virus has little or no ■ 
effect on eel3.i?lar W k  syntheele (Figure 3.15b). l‘he rise 
in D M  synthesis between 8 end 10 h p.i* in the uninfected 
and u*v.-irradiated virus infected cultures is probably due 
to the stimulation of cellular D M  synthesis caused by the ■ 
addition of fresh medium to the cells after adsorption of 
virus# These results seem to indicate that the factor(s) 
responsible for the inhibition of cellular D M  synthesis are 
produced after infection by a process which requires a 
functional virus genome* and which are not components of the 
infecting virion.
It- is conceivable, however# that u,v,-irradiation may 
have altered the virion structure so that inhibitory factor(s) 
present therein were no longer able to function* An attempt 
to clarify this point was made by irradiating the virus with 
x-rays, but duo to technical and other difficulties with the 
nuclear reactor this series of experiments had to be curtailed 
without having obtained a suitably inactivated virus 
preparation*
2,4*54 Bffect of inhibitors of Protein Synthesis on the
Assuming that inhibition of cellular D M  synthesis is 
due to synthesis of a specific factor(s) by the virus early in 
infection* one might expect that inhibitors of protein synthesis 
might prevent the production of this factor and so prevent the. 
virus from displaying the inhibitory effect on cellular D M
150,
synthesis. It is oloar from FigurGo 3*l6& mid 3#l^b that, 
while protein synthesis in uninfected B M  cells ie 
dramatically reduced by low levels of • oycloheximido, DBA 
synthesis is little affected at levels of 0*5 ug/rll or less.
It is important to establish that the drug has little direct 
effect on DIM synthesis as this may make interpretation of 
later results confusing. In virns^’infected 'resting* cells 
the inhibition of protein synthesis is slightly greater than 
in similar uninfected cells (Figura 3*lëe). This is probably 
due to the inhibitory effect of the virus itself on cellular 
protein synthesis (soro cyclohexiniid© cnwe in Figure 3.16c). 
Viral DBA synthesis can proceed in the presence of 3.ow levels 
of cyclohoximide but appears to be delayed by several hours 
(Figure 3.l6d). The DBA synthesised in these cells is 
typical virus DBA as determined by isopyeaic centrifugation 
in eacsiiuiî chloride* Gellular DMA synthesis is still 
inhibited by pseudorabies virus in the presence of 0.2 ug/ml 
cycloheximide (Figure 3*l6e) although this effect is loss 
pronounced at later times than in the cells which have not 
been treated with the drug. It appears that these low levels 
of drug are insufficient to prevent production of the viral 
product(s) necessary for the inhibition of cellular DMA 
synthesis. Higher levels of the drug, however, have a 
significant effect on cellular DBA synthesis in the absnnc© 
of added virus and were not used in these experiments•
.  3.16.
I Effect of cyclohexlaiide on the Inhibition 
I  of cellular DNA synthesis by pseudorablea virus 
I  in BHK èells.
jCells wore infected vdth';virnis ';aB deBcrxbècl'-In .the Methods • ’
I section 1.4. and treated with : cyclohexitnide as described in the 
Methods section 2*9# Cultures were labelled for one hour
I ' ' ' . / ' . ' . 3 - ' . . . ^
jporiods with either 8 uOi/nil 'h-thymidlne ât a final concentration
! __ ik
I of 4 X 10 - dr 4 X 10 1Î or with 0.2 uCl/ml of a G-amino acid : .
mixture. ' - . ' ■ y-
ymlioactivity in'DNA was estimated as described'in the Hethodo ■' 
iseotion 2.8.2* or ; extracted for analysis on ieopycnic caesium ■
I chloride density gradient s as described in the Methods section 2 .7*1* 
Radioactivity in protein was estimated: by dissolving the acid gashed 
cell pellet in hyamino hydroxide as described in the Methods section
;v::V;
A. protein synthesis in exponentially growing cells treated
with cycloheximide;
B* DMA r^thosis in exponentially growing cells treated with
cycloheximide «
e e untreated cultures I A— -A 0.5 ug/ml cycloheximide;
0.1 ug/ml cycloheximide* o— — o 1,0 ug/ml cyclohexiAide;
0.2 ug/ml cycloheximide? • 2*0 ug/ml cycloheximide|
3 . -o 5*0 ug/wl cycloheximide.
C. protein synthesis in pseudorabies virus infected •resting*
cells treated with cycloheximide?
continued
( 2 )
Fig. 3*16 contd.
8» Viral DNA ayiithesis in pseiMorabies virus Infected 'a^ eétlng*
cells treated with cyclohexindde ?,
B* oellnlar-DNA Byiithosis in exponentially growing cells
infected lAth pseudorabies virus and treated with cycloheximide*
Qi O
□ O
A-— 6
untreated, uninfected cultures; 
untreated, infected cultures; 
uninfected, 0.1 ug/iiil cycloheximide; 
infected, 0*1 ug/ml cycloheximide; 
uninfected, 0.2 ug/inl cycloheximide ; 
infected, 0.2 ug/ml cycloheximide.
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2#4,6# ' Addition of Extracts of Pseuctoabies Viyuo"?
XnfootQd OellB to lîniîifeoted Poll Cultures ■>
In an attempt to identify the .footorCo) in infootod 
cells responsible for bringing about the inhibition of cellular 
D M  synthesis, simple extracts of infected colls were prepared 
and added back to uninfected cells on the assumption that uptake 
of these faetor(s) by these cells would bring about ah 
inhibition of cellular DHA synthesis* Care wqs taken to ensure 
that the extracts contained no infectious virus. Elimination 
of infectious virus was achieved either by ultracentrifugation 
to pellet the virus and thence using only the top regions of 
the supernatant, or by u^v^*^irradiation of the extract. All ■ 
extracts were mcamined for the presence of virus by the plctque 
assay technique *
Doly-X,« <5*^ "Ornithine was used at 10 ug/ml to assist 
the uptake by the cells of material from the extracts* These 
experiments, however* did not reveal the presence of any 
factors taken up by cells and causing Miibition of cellular 
DM, This may simply reflect that the rather vigorous 
techniques used to prepare these extracts have destroyed the 
inhibitory factors or that theso factors are not toison up by 
the cells in an active form* Alternatively, they may 
conceivably bo part of a largo D M  replication complex, the 
destruction of which in the isolation of the factor(s)v destroys 
their inhibitory activity.
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2*4*7.. Te^eraturs SeiiBitive Mutants of Paeudorabies Virus.
The processes Involved In the replication of herpeaviruees 
have been rather poorly defined., part of the reason being the 
complexity arising from a genome whose coding potential may 
encompass I50 200 polypeptides* Some resolution of the
complexity should be achieved by the isolation and study of 
temperature sensitive (ts) virus mutants since any indispensable 
function of the viral genome will potentially be affected by 
mutation of this type *
2#4*7*1# Isolation-*
The isolation and characterisation of the ten ts mutants 
of pseudorabies virus described here has been reported by 
Pringle et al., (1973)* These imxtaats were isolated after 
exposure to 5 ug/ml Brdürd and, unlike the wild type virus, are 
unab3.e to multiply in BHIC cells at 4l^.
2*4*7.2* Synthesis of Varal D M  and Inhibition of GDll\ü.ar-
PHA Synthesis.
All of the mutants synthesise virtfl DMA and inhibit host 
cell D M  synthesis at the permissive temperature (37^ )* No 
Riutaht, however, incorporates radioactivity into viral DNA as 
effectively as wild type virus (Table 3*2)* On the other 
hand, nine of the ton mutants inhibit cellular DNA sysrthesis at 
37^ to approximately the same extent as wild type virus. The 
exception is ts 6 which restricts cellular DMA synthesis to 
about %  of the mock-infeoted cell level*
Table 3.2
The data are taken from CeCl gradient fractionations of 
cellular and PrV DNA in several different experiments; 
exantplea of these are given in Figs* 3.17 and 3*l8. 
Total radioactivity in peaks has been expressed as a 
percentage either of mock-infected cell DNA (^thesis 
(for host DNA) or of ts*** viral DNA synthesis (for viral 
DNA), Labelling time was from 4 to 24 hr.
Table 3.2
Percentage of'Mock-infected 
ore V liM ^ ty p e  P r V - ln fe o te d  V a lu e
111 cells infected 
with
PermisBiVO tem­
perature (37^ )
Monpermisoivo 
temperature (4l )
Host
DMA
Viral
Dim
Host Viral 
DNA DNA
L
ts+ iS 100 15 100
■fc s X 20 32 58 4
ts 2 21 60 ? 23
t@ 3 19 50 31 38
ts 4 21 71 29 0
ts 5 15 26 66 0
ts 6 ' 5 32 11 17
ts 7 21 31 37 0
ts B 16 33 19 . 19
ts 9 18 36 37 28
ts 10 21
.
30 44 1
Mosk«infGct©d
cells 100 - 100
f i l ,#w i w ctaaaa4jÆ%r
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At the restrictive temperature (4X^ ) three of the,
mutants fail to eyntheeise detectable amounts of viral M À
and two .others-exhibit only very low levels of incorporation
of %"thymldlne # - None of the mutants syntheBis© viral DMA -.
to,the same extent as wild type virus* Cellular DNA
synthesis is inhibited by the mutants to a variable extent
(Table 3*2) and there is some correlation between the ability
to inhibit this host function and the ability to synthesise
vira3. DNA* The mutants which are defective for DMA , ■
synthesis reduce host DNA synthesis by 29 6 #  of normal
whereas the other five■ rautsmts Inhibit cellular DNA synthesis
to 7 # 31/^  of the mochvinfected value. Similar results Were 
32 ■
obtained Using (  ^P )^ orthophosphate, thus ruling out the ■ 
possibility that the apparent lack of viral DNA synthesis was 
due to a defect in thymidine uptake* No differences could be' 
detected in the density in caesium clilorlde of mutant virus 
DNA as,compared to that Of the wlld-type virus* ' Figurés 3*17 
and 3#1& are illustrative of the profiles obtained.in•caesium 
chloride. isopyonlc gradients * • ' .
3* ■ DMA Synthesis in vitro in Nuclei ..isolated from
Psendorabioa Virus-Infeôtéd and-Dalnfeoted BHIC Cells*
' it has been shown;by several groups of workers that 
isolated nuclei from virùs-lnfectêd cells can support the continued 
maturation of virus for some time after isolation* For example.
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Fino and Ludwig (1970a* b) and Radask (1973) have shown that 
isolated miclei from herpesvirus infected cells con incorporate 
radioactive precursors of DMA into aeid^ 5-nsoXubXe material and 
gussenbach and van dor Vliet (1973) have shown that nuclei 
from adenovirus infected kS cells synthesise viral DMA and have 
interpreted their results to show that the mechanism of viral 
DMA synthesis in the isolated nuclei reflects'the intracellular 
situation,
A system was developed using isolated nuclei from 
pseudorabies infected BHK cells in which the processes involved 
in virus DMA synthesis and the inhibition of cellular DMA 
synthesis could concei.vab3.y be studied and which allowed a 
study of the roles of cytoplasmic and nuclear components in these 
processes# The system used was.based on that developed by 
Minnackor et al*, (1972) and was modified to our own require- 
ments*
3*1* General requirements for optimal incorporation of 
3II"dTTP and the procedure for isolation of acid-insoluble 
material.
The incubation was stopped after 3 min* at 37^ with 1 M 
alkali, and the nuclei washed 6 times for 45’ at 37^  ^in alkali*
Figure 3*19 i.ndicates the amount of acid'^ insoliAle radioactivity 
left in the nuclei after each wash* On the basis of these 
results nuclei were routinely washed 6 times in alkali before 
detexnïi.nlng the radioactivity remaining*
The incubation mixture contained all four deoxyi'ibonuoleosidG
iaopycnie çaesiüm ehIor5.dé analysis of DMA ■ .
Isolated from BHIC cells infected with t0nmsrat'afe~
gansitivd mutants of psendorables virus».
Cnlturss of BHK cells at.37^ or 4l^ viere infected with psendo»'
%
robioa virus .at 1 pfiv^ coll,; labeilecl v/ith S nOi/ml Iî«th5rr;îidine
■*^6at a final concentration of i^- x 10 ' %  from .A to 24 h after , ■ 
infection and the DBA analysed on iGopychic caositim chloride 
gradients as described in the Methods seotion 2*7*1#
A* moch-infected cells grown at 37^;
CJB. raock-infected cells gro’.m at 41 ;
C. wild-type PrV grown at 37^1
B* wild-type PrV grown at
îhe fractions are numbered from th© bottom of the tube#
Fig. 3.17
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3.19-
Adid""InGOlublG radioactivity remaining in 
Isolated imclei after washing In alkali.
Cells were harvested and nuclei prepared as described in the
Methods section 2*9# After incubation for 9 Mn* at 37 as 
doBoribect in tlio Methods section 2-9 the nuclei were g3.ven 
snccosoivo washes in 1 îî NaOH. . After each wash acid-insoluble 
I radioactivity was determined by dissolving the.nuclear pellet 
in hyamine liydroxide and counting as doscîTibed in the Methods 
section 2*3*1* All determinations were made in duplicate*
’• o
o--0 incubated at 37 5
#--# Incubated at 4 . ' ‘ • ’ / , ■ ■
70
Fig. 3.19
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trlphosphatoa? all except deoxythymidine triphosphate being
present at 0.4 nM. Winnackoï' et , (1972) find no inhibition
3of incorporation of H™d‘FfP with concentrations of
deoxyribonncleoside triphosphates of up to 1 mM.
The ATP requirement is shovm in P-lgure 3.20(a) # Optimal
synthesis in uninfected nuclei was found at 2 mM ATP? higher
coneont stations resulted in a slight inhibition. In infected
nuclei ATP had a pronounced inhibitory effect and 2 mM was chosen
to be used roiitinoly in assays*
figure 3.20(h) and (g) shows the stimulation of the
reaction by Na^  auid ions. Addition of îla"* ions had a
ma^ cimal effect up to 30 mM in uninfected nuclei ^ higher
concentrations causing a pronounced inhibition. In infected
nuclei, ions continued to cause a stimulation in incorporation
up to oO the highest concentration looked at. Addition of
24-lis ions gave a maximal stinmlation of incorporation at around
6*3 mM In both the uninfected and infected nuclei # A slight
inhibition was seen on either side of this mætimum,being greater
in uninfected nuclei.
2*5-Ca ions had little effect on incorporation in uninfected 
nuclei ? a pronounced Inhibition of incorporation of in
infected cell nuclei, however, was seen in the presence of 
ions (Figx^ re 3.20(d)). The presence of dithiothreitol had 
little effect on incorporation in either uninfected or infooted 
nuclei (Figure 3.20(e)).
Addition of deoxythyiiiidine triphosphate caused a pronounced
156.
“Z
inhibition of incorporation ' H-dTi'P in both uninfected and
infected nuclei as would be expected (Figure 3.20(f))* A
concentration of 0.01 mM deoxythymidine triphosphate was
Used routinely when assaying both uninfected and infected
nuclei. Greater incorporation was found with ilnfected cells
than with uninfected cells (approx. x 3'"10) which pz'obably
reflects the differonces in deoxytî%%idine triphosiohat© pool
sis20s in the two types of nuclei. The pool sise in
uninfected nuclei was estimated by isotope dilution to be 
91.5 p moles per 10 nuclei whilst that in infected nuclei was 
estimated to be 0.13 P moles per 10 nuclei.
%
3"2. Time Course of Incorporation of 'H-dTTP in ïïnlnfected 
Coll Nuclei.
The time course of incorporation of K-dTTP into acid- 
insoluble material: is shown in Figure 3.21* Maximum 
incorporation is obtained between 2 and 3 min. of incubation 
and 5 win. was chosen as the incubation time of choice in call 
subsequent experiments.
The density of the coll sheet at time of harvesting has 
a pronounced effect on the incorporation of "^ H^ dTTP into 
nuclei prepared from these cells. Nuclei prepared from a 
confluent monolayer incorporated isotope to only 3% of the 
level obtained with nuclei from a sparse, exponentially growing 
monolayer (Table 3*3)* Thus it appears that density dependent 
inlrlbit'ion of growth, which is exhibited only to e. slight extent
Table 3.3#
i  Cells were harvested at different stages of, growth and. 
nuclei prepared and incubated as described in the Method® 
section 2#3* .
Effect of density of cell shoot vjhon harvostdd
 ..    niin m w»
 ^ ; ■ z ' :
on the subséquent incorporation of li-dTTP'■ 
into nnclei in vitro*.
B‘on-0 onflitenlj exponentially 
growing colls
Confluent monolciyer
"Resting" colli
tKTtSSft t mlaj **u 3= *caW?r» my «v» «, W< ,^***« *
opra I % of non-confluoni
.=W»*^**aap M.jqTfJ 'T¥=P-*}rrt* '^*»r-V’ WI.»oT*lWX'W. '^i'W\»!A.tii*wSr*-4:
597
30
35
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Fig. 3.20.
Requirements tor optimal Incorporation of 
R-dTTR into Isolated nuclei.
oNuclei were incubated at 37 for 5 min, with reaction mixtures 
in which the concentration of one constituent was varied*
A. ATP varied;
B. NaCl varied;
C. MgClp varied;
T). CaGlg varied;
E. dithiothreitol varied;
F* dTTP varied.
o-— o uninfected cell nucleiç
*-— # infected cell nuclei*
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ÎWlel were lnci.%bated for varyin,?; lengths of time at 37 .• W! 
dei^rihed In the Methods section 2#5#
o---o DMA synthesised in the absence of cxogenotia .dfTP-î
#---# !)NA synthesised in presence of 0*03 Ëi dTfP*
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by BIîK oélla# is, rofleoted In M A  synthoeis in isolated ■ 
nnolei in vitro,
3^3f pffoot of ATP on Incorporation of
in prokaryotio ayatoms, in the. presence, of. ATP and,vd.th
%
suitable preparations, incorporation of H^dTTP can. be shown 
to be due to acffliconservative replication, wheroa© in the 
absence of ATP synthesis Is of the repair type#
In mammalian systems using isolated nuclei it ha© been 
s!iown that ATP la required, for maximal, incorporation, of 
ÎMTTP into the nuclei (Lynch #  1970)* Additional
evidence has been provided that in the presence of ATP these 
nuclei elongate ^  vitro DNA chains which were growing in the 
whole animal and it was suggested that the process ^  vitro is 
■replicative In nature and is carr3.ed out lit the same way as in 
vivo# ■ ■ '  ^ '
.Figure 3*22 illustrates the effects produced by ATP in* 
uninfected and infected BHK nuclei incubated in vitro# The 
presence of ATP causes a marked stimulation in'incorporation 
of "'îî-dTTP into uninfected nuclei over that in the absence of : 
ATP (Figuro 3#22(a))# ' This is in agreement with results 
published for other similar systems# In the vlrus*lnfected 
system, however, the presence of ATP does not cause any ' 
appreciable stimulation of incorporation over that in the 
absence of ATP .(Figure 3é22(b))# On.the basis of the result 
shown in Fl^ gure 3$20(8) one might expect to see an inhibition of
Effect of ATP on Incorporation of 
into acid^insoluble material in Isolated 
nuclei in vitro.
Nuclei were incubated for 5 min* at 37^ as described in the 
Hethode section 2*5• in the presence or absence of 2 raJÎ ATP*
A. uninfected cell nuclei;
B. infected cell nuclei*
o-— o 2 fflM ATP present;
# # absence of AT?#
Fig. 3.22
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incorporation, hero and tho difference cannot bo explained.
%ie results do agree? however, in that the marked stimulation 
seen with the uninfected cell nuclei is not seen in the 
infected cell nuclei. This may indicate that the virus 
system uses a different mechanism from the uninfected cell in 
the: replication' of its, DBA. ? and if this is the case it may 
provide- a basis for simple chemotherapy of herpesvirus infections-
3*4. Effect of Omission of Single Deoxyrlbonucleoside
ua&m M w i tT <— m iiii niw m i v K t u e t 1 1 n w ^ w.ni i .w i # i w  a i m i
Triphosphates »
Figui'oe 3*23 and 3*24 illustrate the effects of omitting
3
single deoxÿ-ribonucleotides on the incorporation of H-dTTP .i:ato
uninfected and infected cell nuclei respectively* It is clear
that omission of any of the three triphosphates, dATP, dCTP or
%
ddTP causes a stimulation of incorporation of H-dTTP into DNA, 
contrary to what might be expected * In infected coll nuclei 
the incoï*poration of '‘H-dTfP into Wi\. is not, or only slightly, 
inhibited by omission of all three deoyxmcleoside triphosphates* 
The presence of d'I'TP in both syatoms seems to alter the profile 
of incorporation of K-dTTP into DMA, although why this should 
be 80 is unclear.
3*3» .Nuclei from Serum-Stimulated *Nesting’ Cells*
3■Figure 3*23 represents the incorporatio-n of H-dTTP into 
nuclei from cells incubated for various lengths of time in FCl*
As can be seen, the Incorpora-tion into the nuclei declines with
3*23*
Effect 6f omlgston of single
déoxyribonucleoaide triphosphates on the
3 ' ' 'Incorporation of H*»dTTP into àcîd**iàèolpble 
material in uninfected BHK cell nuclei in vitro.
' o ' ' ■ ’ 'Nuclei were Incubated for varying lengths of time at 37 with 
incubation mixes in which one deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate 
had been omitted and the acid-insoluble radioactivity determined 
as described In the Methods section 2*3*
A. in the absence of exogenous dTTPI
B# in the presence of 0.02 mM exogenous düPTP,
omitting dCn?Pj 
omitting dATP;
o- □ omitting dCD!^  ;
■---- Hi dGTP, dATP and dCTP all present*
Fig. 3.23
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Effect of omission of single
deoxyribonucleoside ti^phosphatea ôn- the
%
incorporation of H~dTTP Into
acid-inaolublC material in nuclei isolated from 
pseudorabies vln^ B**infacted BîîK cells.
Methods were as described in the legend to Figure
A. in the absence of exogenous dOTP;:
B* in the presence of 0*02 mM exogenous dTTP*
omitting dOTP;
I# # omitting dATP;
!□ o omitting dCTP;
1 , ■ ■ 
m— ^  dGTP$ dATP and dCTP all present ;
à— rA omitting dOTP, dATP and dCTP.
Fig. 3.24
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Fig*. 3*25>
I %
I Incorporation of ' ' into acid-insoluble
! - . . . 
material in nuclei from •resting^ and
" "  " '  I I -1 1 I IIIIIW    ,1 III, «I II I M.ij.n‘1   innwmni  .... I I  '
I stimulated ^resting* 'BIHC celle* '
iNuclel woro prepared so described in the Methods section 2*5 
from cells which had been incubated for various periods of 
time in FCl or which had been stimulated to by the 
addition of serum to l(^ j. Incubations were carried out as 
described in tho Methods section 2*5#
Fig. 3.25
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time in a similar fashion to the deorease in DNA synthesis 
obtained with whole cells iacnbated in NCI. Nuclei isolated
11 h after stimulation of H’ostlng*dolls by serum incorporate
.
isotope to the same extent as nuclei from an exponentially 
growing population of dells# This corresponds to the time of 
the first peak of D M  synthesis seen in whole colls after 
st^ jnulation of resting cells# At the time of the second peak* 
however I, there is little stimulation of incorporation into 
nuclei isolated at this time. Addition to nuclei from resting 
cells of a crude cytoplasmic preparation from exponentially 
growing cells stimulates incorporation of isotope to of 
the exponential cOll level «
Thus, in some measure, the isolated nuclei do mimic the 
effects soon with whole cells in tho sorum-stimulEitod resting 
coll system and should prove useful in gaining further under­
standing of the processes involved in DNA replication in this 
system*
■ 3- ■
3 * ^ • Distribution of Acid-"Insoluble H--dTTP between Viral
and Cellular D M .
Nuclei prepared from BHK cells 5*5 h aftei‘ infection with 
virus incorporate isotope into both vinü ànd cellular DNA as 
'determined by 'caesium, chloride isopycnic centrifugation#
Figure '3*26 illustra.tes the profile obtained with DNA from 
nuclei incubated at 37 'for 3 miii# after incubation for only 
2 mill, the DNA on caesium chloride isopyonic gradients' cannot
IGO,
be identified as either oellnlar or. viral.
One difference between the viral DMA ByntWalaed in 
isolated nuclei and that in the whole cell is that the'viral 
DMA made in isolated nuclei has a much higher buoyant density 
in caesium chloride than that from whole cells. The buoyant 
density of viral M A  from whole cells Is 1.73 g/ml^  corresponding 
to a GO content of while that of viral DMA from isolated . 
nuclei is 1*83 g/ml*
3*7# Viral DMA Synthesis in Nuclei Isolated at Various
m  l i~ "      »  i r i in',r inr iirni .'Tr . n i r - # i i i r n u » # * # ' M M T rY #  r m T n w É ' W i i r ii. ir i  w r i . > i n ^ » n iit i n i" i r i -|iiii» iH B f T i ~  » i . w '|fii~ B n i r i T i . T M i  n K n i i w f l i ' i " »  : w ii.i i i W ii
Times after Infection*
Figure 3*27 illustrates the type of DMA synthesised in 
virus-infected coll nuclei isolated at various times after 
infection. The appearance of virus DMA mirrors its appearance 
in whole cells (compare Figure 3*11)3 and an inhibition of 
cellular DMA synthesis can be observed, although at later times, 
than is found in the whole cell*
Figure 3,28 represents the results of a similar 
experiment in which total DNA synthesis In infected nuclei was 
measured and^  in addition, the activity of D M  polymerase in 
the supernatant from the nuclear preparations was determined. 
Initially, while incorporation of isotope into the nucleus is 
high a the activity of supernatant DMA polymerase is low w'ith. 
both denatured and native DMA templates. As incorporation 
into the micléi decreases, however, the activity of the super­
natant DMA polymerase is seen to increase when assayed with a
Fig. 3.26.
3
Distribution of acid-insoluble H-dTTP between 
• 'and'cellular DNA isolated from pseudo»
rabies vlruG~lnfeoted BHK cell nuclei.
Nuclei were prepared 5 h after infection as described in the
Kothods section 2.3* They were incubated for 5 mln* at 57^ In 
I , 3
ia reaction mixture containing 4 uCl H-dTTP and the reaction
istopped by the addition of ice-cold SSC containing 29^ SDS and
j .
;leaving on ice for 3 min» The samples were then subjected to 
analysis on isopycnic caesium chloride density gradients ae 
described in the Methods section 2,7*1#
Fig- 3*26
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' ^CytoplasiTiic* DNA po1^ nei*ase assayed at 
' various times after infection Of BIÏÏC cells
t - u - r ^ i 's  3«.a=rr-t; ri'ÉWHli.MfaM
vjitîi pseiîdorabieé virus*
Infected coll nuclei imre prepared and incubated■as described 
in the Hethods section 2*5* The procedure for the determination 
j of DNA polymerace act5.vity In thé nuclear supernatant fractions 
jis also described in the Methods section 2.5,
total nuclear DNA;
I # — —# DÎÎA polymerase activity assayed with denatured
i  DNA as template;
 0--- □ DNA polymerase activity assayed with Native DNA
1 as template.
Fig. 3.28
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D M  as template but mot with a native B M  template* - 
Biis may suggest that the BNA jx>lymerase activity being 
measured is responsible for virus D M  synthesis andi as virus 
D M  synthesis ceases, the polymerase is transported from the 
nucleus to the cytoplasm. Howard ot (1974) reported a 
similar apparent migration of D M  polymerase activity 
preferring a denatured BWA as template in their serum** 
stimulated ’resting* cell system after the peak period of BNA 
synthesis.
3.8. Addition of crude preparations of infected cell
"cytoplasm" to nuclei isolated from uninfected and • 
infected cells.
Further endeavours to identify a factor(s) in infected 
colls which brings about an inhibition of cellular DNA synthesis 
wore attempted by adding to isolated nuclei crude preparations 
of supernatant obtained after disruption of infected cells by 
homogenisation and removal by centrifugation of nuclei.
No such inhibitory effect could be detected but instead, 
a stimulation of incorporation of isotope into infected cell 
nuclei was observed (Figure 3.29). . If nuclei were prepared by 
homogenisation in isotonic buffer instead of hypotonic buffer, 
m  stimulation could bo detected* This probably reflects 
an inability of the stimulatory faotor(s) to enter these 
nuclei which are probably not so damaged as those prepared by 
homogenisation in hypotonic buffer* The identity of this
3.62*
factor is ustoovm, but may slmply bo a virus-coded D M  poly- 
moraso mg such aa activity does appear in those "cytoplasmic" 
preparations after infection (Figure 3*28)*
A similar stimulatory effect is observed with uninfected 
cell nuclei, although the effect is not as marked as seen in 
the virus-infected cell'nuclei# Again, Hô etinmlation of 
incorporation could be detected in nuclei prepared in isotonic 
homogenisation buffer .(Figure 3*30)#
3*9* Distribution of Acid-Insoluble %-dTTP between Viral 
M d  GeI3,ular D M  in Nuclei Stimulated by the Addition
CellsÏ Crude Preparations
The "cytoplasmic" preparations stimulate incorporation of 
H-cOTP into both cellular and viral D M  although there is a 
greater effect on cellular D M  synthesis (Figure 3*315* The 
stimulation produced Increases with increasing amounts of cyto­
plasm until a plateau is reach between 150 and 200 ill of cytoplasm 
per 200 ul, of nuclear suspension, Oaealum chloride density 
gradient centrifugation reveal.s that both viral and cellular D M  
synthesised after the addition of cytoplasm to the nuclei are 
very hetorodisporse, suggesting that the stimulatory effect may 
be non-specific (Figure 3*32)#
Fig, 3,29.
Fffeet of crudo nroparâticuG- of Infootod- B M
yy r. D  ■-’
«oil- nuclear ' mncrnafant. • fr'âotions 'Ob'-the
•5 .
, Incorporation of into acid-InEoluble
material in infected BHK coll nücloi,
Nuclear .mipcmatant. fractions were prepared by Icolatlïig ' ■ 
nuclei at var.louo times' after infection by ■homcgi'misatlon'of 
calls in either hypotonic buffer or isotonic buffer ' (Methods 
section 2,5*1,), 50 ul fractions,of supernatant were' ■
incubated wltli 100 ui of a suspension of nuclei . -isolated 3 h
I
jp.i, for 1 min* at 37 before ageuying for ability of the
I ' - ' . ^ %- ' - - '
I nuclei to incorporate H-dTTP as described in the Method©
section 2*5*
o— o inoorpomtion of by nuclei iaolated in
hypotonic buffer?
#-- # incorporation of H**dTTP by nuclei iaolated in
iGotonic buffer#
Fig. 3.29
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■ of crude preparations of infected BHK
cell nuclear supernatant fractions on i'm  
"5Incorporation of■ H^dTTP into material in 
uninfected BIIK cell nnclei»
Methods are ae described in the legend to Figure 3*29 except 
that uninfected cell nuclei were incubated with the supernatant 
fractions from infected cell nuclei*
3o incorporation of into nuclei prepared in
hypotonic buffer;
#— #. incorporation of n^-dTTP into nuclei prepared in
isotonic buffer*
Fig. 3.30
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Fig ë 3*31»
Distribution of acid-insoluble H^-dTTP. between
%
viral and cellular M A  isolated from nuclei from 
pseudorabies virus-infected >3HK cells which bad 
been stimulated laLvitra by the addition of crude 
preparations of nuclear supernatant from pseudo- 
rabies virus-infected BIIK cells. /
Nuclear supernatant fractions were prepared by homogenisation 
of infected BHK cells in hypotonic buffer 3 b p*i* as described 
in the Methods section 2 . 5 2 5 0  ul; of supernatant was 
I incubated with 200 UI- of a suspension of nuclei isolated from
I Infected cells 5 h p.i. in a reaction mixture containing 5 uOi
' 3 ■ ■
I  H-dTTP. The reaction was stopped by the addition of ice-cold 
SSO containing 2/j SDS and leaving on ice for 5 min. Samples 
were subjected to isopycnic caesium chloride density gradient 
analysis as described in the Methods section 2.7.1.
Fig. 3.31
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Stimulation ot incorporation of %1-dTTP into 
cellular and viral DNA in nuclei from pseudo^ 
rabies vinîB"lnfeoted BHK calls by the 
addition of crude nuclear.supernatant 
fractions from pseudorabies virus-infèctéd 
BHK cells;
Methods are as described in the legend to Figure 3*31 except 
that varying amounts of supernatant material was added to 
nuclei isolated 5 h after infection of BHK cells with 
pseudorabies virus*
incorporation of ^H-dTTP into cellnlar Î)NA$ 
incorporation of H-dÜ?^ into viral DM*
Fig. 3.32
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IV. ES2ÏÏEEH-
is not the ond* It is not ovon the beginning 
of the end* But it is $ perhaps^ the end of the beginning.**
Winston ChnrcMll*
1. Bffeots of It0vels of Serum on BHK. Colls* ;
Althoi?gh density-dependent inhibition of growth of cells 
is currently being cxtonsivoly used to study stationary cells 
and their stinmlation to growth# there are doubts as to the real 
nature of this phenomenon and it may not be as ((physiological*^  
as is sometimes claimed (DuXbecco and Blkington# 1975)•
BîîK colls do not eichibit strong density-dependent inhibition 
of growth# forming mnltilayors as thick as transformed cells 
(House and Stoker, 3.966) » We thought it useful to compare the 
results of eenim deprivation and subsequent stimulation of the 
stationary cells with those obtained using other toc|miquos# 
basing our system on the original observations of BUrk (1967) 
that when nonrconfluent monolayer cultures of BHK cello are 
maintained for 2 - 5  days in medium containing 0*5/^  serum they 
cease grotrilng with the cells in the 01 phase of tho cell cycle.
1.1* Fffects of Serum Depraivation on DBA Synthesis and
Cell Division.
M 3 I WHI M MMMAIA
The more rapid decrease in incorporation of thymidine in
3.64.#
deaae cultures than In sparse cultures (Figure 5*4) le not 
surprlelng# as one ml^t expeot the Inoreased oompetltioa 
isi dense cultures for serum groxfth factors to lead to a ■ 
more rapid.,- exhaustion of these factors and a consequently . 
more rapid decrease in cell growth# In.both cases# however# 
by 6 days not more* than 0*5^ of the cells are incorporating 
label and there is no increase,in cell number# Beyond 7 days 
the cells begin to die and the percentage stimulated into DNA 
synthesis by adding serum falls# Cell death after 7 days 
appears to proceed more rapidly in dense cultures than in 
sparse cultures#
As mentioned in the Results section 5#1#2## it 
appears that after transfer of cells to BOl# although fewer 
cells are incorporating label# those that do so take up a 
greater amount of label (Plate 1)# A similar phenomenon has 
been observed with mouse fibroblast colls whioh cease growth 
in msdium containing low levels of serum# This increased 
labelling Could be osEplained on the basis of transfer of 
■^ H-thymidina to those cells able to synthesise DMA from those 
in contact with it which themselves do not synthesise DNA,
Such a transfer of labelled nucleotides between cells has been 
shown by Pitts (I971è# This e#lmiatlon$ however# seems 
unl3.k9ly as cells con take up exogenous thymidine only during 
the S-phase (stone et al*# 19651 M# E# Finbotf# personal 
communication)# Those cells not actively synthesising DNA 
do contain a soluble pool of thymidine nucleotides (Stone et al*#
■19.65) which exists in those c©3.1'b from thé end of one 8-phase
imtil the next 8-phase#'but these thymidine derivatives should
not be 3.abelled under the conditions used by us in this
experiment.# The true reason for the increased- incorporation 
3of Il-th^ rmidine into ' acid-insolubl© material is not .clear.
1,2, Effects of Re-addition of Serum to Besting Ciûtttr-oe 
■ on D M  Synthesis and ■ Cell. Division,
Figure 5 *3 (b) -depicts the pattern of D M  synthesie and 
cell division seen upon stimulation of resting cell cultures 
by the addition-,of fresh serum# Autoradiograpli  ^has 
confirmed that both peaks of DMA synthesis represent 
incorporation of * H*^ thymidiae into nuclear material and the 
incorporation is into material with the same buoyant density in 
neutral caesium chloride as the chromosomal D M  of exponentially 
growing cells (FigtTO 3*3)* On the basis of several criteria 
detailed in Results section 3,1*2,% the two pealvs 'of D M  synthesis 
represent incorporation of thymidine into the same population of 
cells,
The double peak is most unlikely to bo due to contaniinatinn 
of -the cultures with mycoplasma as# in addition to the negative 
routine PPIO checks# autoradiography after "H^thymidine labo3.1ing 
did not show grains in the cytoplasm where most PPIO reproduce 
(Stanbridge# 1971), no with charaoteriatios similar to the 
usual 1.6- and 23 s rlbosomal M A  of all PPLO (Stanbridgo# 1971) 
could be detected by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and e o
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M A  which lÈay havo originated from myooplasm could b© seen 
in caesium chloride gradients.
It is also possible that E-thynildine labelling does 
not provide' an accurate measure of BNA synthesis* In hamster 
fibroblasts, however, which show multiple peaks of isotope 
incorporation, the Incorporation of thymidine does parallel 
DNA 'synthesis as measured directly by DNA fluorescence 
(Bemington and IClovecs, 1973). In stimulated cells the sige 
of the thymidine triphosphate pool does change (Nordenakjolcl 
et a].*, 1970) but there is a corresponding increase in the 
uptalm of thymidine from the medii'U'a (Cunningham and Remo, 1973) 
so that the specific activity of the pool remains fairly 
constant*
Pluctuations in the rate of DNA replication during the 
S“piiase have been reported in a wide variety of experimental
systems (see Remington and Klevecs, 1973» for survey).
3Bimodal incorporation of H-thymidino is usually observed in 
diploid cell types derived from embryonic or very young 
organisms, The rate of overall DNA synthesis in hetoroploid 
oeX3. lines is generally thought to be continuous and unimodal 
during the H-phase (Remington and Kleveos, 1973)* Nonetheless, 
biphasio incorporation of "'^ îMthymldine has been reported in some 
heteroploid cell lines (Painter and Schaefer, 1971), although 
the two maxima are far less distinct than with diploid cell lines,
BM cells, which are aneuploid, exhibit a clear biphasio 
incorporation of "E-thymidine and thus appear to resemble more
16?..
closely Korraal diploid cells,, especially since their orig-Jjial
derivation from a young organism might lead one to expect a 
bimodal B-period,,
111 contrast; to the findings of Remington and Klevecsr, 
(1975) there is no discernible loss of '^ R'-thymldine from the 
DMA of BHIC colls*, so that turnover of the DM* if it occurs, 
must hither be on a small scale or very rapid so that the 
1 hour pulse used measures predominantly stable DM.
D M  polymerase activity in resting cells is 2Q% of that 
in exjîonèntially growing cells and after stimulation of the 
cells by the addition of fresh ses.’inn both the particulate and 
supernatant activities rise to a maximum during 8-phaae,. but 
at different periods during this phase (Howard et , 1974)*
1*3. Effects of Inlilbitors of IdlA and Protein Synthesis 
on D M  Synthesis following Stimulation of Destitig 
Cells by the Addition of Serum*
An early increase in D M  synthesis has been observed in
most modo3.s of stimulated D M  synthesis, this increase being 
sensitive to low levels of aotiuomycin D which do not affect 
D M  synthesis per se (For survey, see Stoin and Baserga, 1972).
There is evidence in many systems for a vezy early
increase in P M  synthesis, reaching a maximum a few hours after
the stimulus has boon applied to the cells# In some systems, 
but not others, there is a second increase in R M  synthesis 
occurring late in the pre-replioatlve period, and oven more
I68t
pr.onounoed than that ooourring In .the early pre-replioative 
period#' This second Increase is due to an increase in, 
synthesis of both ribosomal and messenger BNA (For survey# see 
Basorga, 3,968)#
Stationary cultures of BHK cells, stimulated to .grow 
and divide by the addition of.serum exhibit two stages of the 
pre-replicativo phase during,which they are particularly 
sensitive to low love3.s. of actinom^ ci.îi“D » The first occurs 
during the first two hours after addition of serum, the 
presence,of actinomycln-D during this period completely 
preventing DNA synthesis between 15 and l6 hours after the 
stimulus* The presence of actinomycin-D after this initial' 
two hour period does not prevent some DNA synthesis occurring 
betvreen 15 and l6 hours but ■ the Inhibitor^ f effect of ' the drug 
on subsequent DNA.synthesis is much less when it■is added at 
times later than 9 or 10 hours after the stimulus, indicating 
that DNA synthesis necessary for DNA synthesis occurs at about 
8 hours* Ellem and Mironescu (1972) have shown that BNA 
synthesis at this time in a similar system is rnaiîxly of rRNA.*
The identity of the W A  species synthesised in the first two hours 
after the stimulus and at 8 or 9 hours later has not been determined 
but this system does resemble most others studied in exhibiting 
two actinomyçia-B sensitive periods after stimulation to grow 
and divide*
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2* Infection of BHK Colls with Pscudorabiee Virus*
2*1* Inhibition of Oellular B M  Synthemià*
2*1*1. Posaibie Virus-induced Mechanisms of Inhibition 
of Collular DNA Bynthesia* .
In psendorabieB virus-infected rabbit kidney cells 
cellular DNA synthesis is Completely inhibited by ?v5 h p*i* ■ 
in the same nuclei in which viral DMA synthesis is proceeding 
at a rapid rate (Kaplan and Ben-Porat, 1963)» The virus brings 
about a similar cessation of cellular DMA synthesis in BHK cells 
(Figs. 3*11 and 3*12), There are several possible ways in 
which this inhibition could bo brought about by the virus and 
these are illustrated in Figure 4*1*
After infection the inhibition of cellular DMA 
synthesis may be caused by the action of a component present 
in the invading virion and which would not require transcription 
and translation in order for the inhibition to occur. There is 
a precedent for this In the case of the adenovirus fiber and 
hexon proteins (Levine and Oinsberg, I968; Yamashita et al»*
1971) and in the case of vesicular stomatitis virus (Yaoi and 
Amano, 1970)* The alternative mechanism would involve 
transcription of the viral genome and translation of the DMA 
to produce virus-coded proteins which would then act to 
produce inhibition of cellular DMA synthesis, as occurs with 
bacteriophage (Marcus and Meilion, 1971';- Lavi and Marcus, 1972).
Whatever the component which actually brings about the 
cessation of DMA synthesis, it can act either at the level of
, ■ M.g. 4.1.
Inhibition of cellular DMA synthesis 
by Herpesviruses.
Poaslble modes of action of virus-induced inhibitory 
material*
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initiation, of -DMA synthesis.at the level of -propa^ gation . 
of DMA chains v?hoso-replication has already.been.initiated 
or at.both levels#-
• *pie Inhibition conld bo•canaed by a direct action 
on the cellnlar DMA replication complex, for example# by 
causing an inhibition of the Cellular polymerase or, other • 
molecules involved in the replication process, by binding 
to the DMA, template thus preventing roplicaticm or.by • 
causing a depolymerisation of cellular DMA* ■ An indirect 
inhibition could conceivably occur by means of an. inhibition 
of transcription or traiislation of host n'macroTnolecuXes 
coding for- proteins necessary, for cellular DMA replication 
or by inhibiting the transfer of host DMA .and proteins from 
and to the nucleus# \
2*iw2* : •. Involvement of a Virion Component*
The inhibition of DMA synthesis b,rought .about, by ■ 
pseudorabies virus- would appear not to be çaùsed by the action 
of some component in the invading. virion itself as, protein. _ 
synthesis ia necessary bofore the expression of this / . 
i^Aib^toiy function .(BenrPorat. and. ICaplan, 1965) and since 
u * V * "inactivated pseudorabies vims (Flguro 3*15), and u#v*~ 
inactivated 1ÎSV-1 Cl.* \U Halliburton, personal communication) 
do not exhibit this function. .
2*1*3* Is Cellular -DMA Synthesis Inhibited at the 
bevel of Initiation and/or. Propagation?
Cohen et al*, (1971) have claimed that ÏÏSV-1 inhibits
    *
in*
both initiation, and propagation of coXIitXar M A  sÿntîiosiG.. 
and in dur system it is clear that inhibition-of DMA synthesis 
occurs at the level of propagation of DMA chains already 
Initiated (Figure 3*1 )^# Whether initiation is also affected 
is unknown, '
2*1,4* Does Degradation of ’Gellularc DMA take place?
HerposvimG infection does not lead to extensive 
degradation of host dell DMA, but in some cases it mày be 
cleaved to relatively small molecules (Wonoyama and Pagano,
197s), Due to the rapidity of the inhibition of cellular DMA 
synthesis, however, it- is unlikely that this degradation of 
cellular DMA plays an important role In the inhibitory process, 
although endonucleolytic cloavage, if unrepaired, could bring 
about a cessation of DMA synthesis,
2*1*5* Inhibition of Cellular'DMA Polymerase,
Host cell DMA polymerase activity can be separated from 
the virus-induced DMA %)olymora8e activity in extracts of HSF» 
infected cells (d * M. Morrison, personal communication) *
Whether this activity is active in the whole cell, however* is 
not clear as it is quits possible that inhibitory factors 
produced'by the virus have been removed from the polymerase 
molecule during its isolation from the cell*,
2*1*6* '. Inhibition of transcription* Translation and '
; ' ' . Transport of M A  from the nucleus to the cytoplasm*
As discussed in section 5*3*4* of the Introduction, 
infection of cells with borpesviruses loads to a drastic inhibition
172* .
of,cellular PNA. and protein synthesis, the cellular RHA; ' 
which does.continue to 'be synthesised is■Improperly processed ' 
and the process of transfer to the cytoplasm'is also altered*
In the light of these findings it is entirely possible that 
inhibition of cellular DMA synthesis may occur as a secondary 
effect,to the inhibition of cellular DMA and protein synthesis* 
2*1*7* OonolusionG,  ^ .
’>Bw ^ i:*w>wiirr>'i*^wifln***u mtviufÊù
The only one of. the above possible mechanisms of , 
inhibition of cellular DMA synthesis that can be discounted , 
is an effect produced by a virion component without the necessity 
for transcription, and translation of the virus genome* It is 
not possible to decide .whether the process acts directly on the , 
cellular DMA ï’oplieation complex or. whether it .occurs indirectly 
as a result of inhibition of cellular DMA and protein synthesis 
or .of inhibition of transport of macromolecules from the nucleus*
■ Inhibition of Cellular DMA Synthesis*
2*2*1* ïïse of Cyclohcxinride-to Inhibit Viral Protein Synthesis,
Ben-Porat and Kaplan (1965) have reported,that puromycin 
prevents psQUdorabies virus from expressing the ability to inhibit 
host^cell DMA synthesis* Inhibition of protein synthesis, 
however,, can itself bring about a cessation of DMA synthesis by 
preventing synthesis of *^ initiation proteins''* (Fujiwara, 1972) , 
and of histones■and■other chromosomal proteins necessary to 
produce a complete daughter chromatid*
Using low levels of cyclohoxisiido which still cause 
a partial cessation of protein synthesis but do not have 
'adverse effects on cellular DMA synthesis, it is reasonable' 
to expect that a cdmparisom could be mad© of the proteins 
synthesised in the presence mid absence of the drug and 
perhaps an identification of proteins involved in inhibition 
of DMA synthesis*' In our hands, however, it has not been 
possible to inhibit viral protein synthoois without at the 
same time directly inhibiting cellular DMA synthesis,
2,2,2a Addition of extracts of infected cells to 
uninfected cultures.
As an a3.tQrnativ© to the above approach w© reasoned 
that'if the virus is coding for an inhibitory molecule* the 
addition of extracts of infected colls to uninfected cultures 
might be expected to lead to inhibition of cellular DMA 
syntheais in these cultures, provided that this inhibitor 
could enter the cell and still maintain its activity* . Suarez 
et al,, (1972) have shown that SV40 transformed nonpormissive 
cells, in which neither infectious viral DMA- nor virions had 
boon previously detected, roproducibly yielded infectious S\r40 
DMA after treatment of the cells with extracts of normal 
poi^ diissive cells* They showed that the activating factorCs) 
was,insensitive to BMasa and Mas© but was sensitive to heat 
and to proteolytic onsymos, h'sing similar techniquos^ 
however, and .poly-L-^ -oxnxlthino to .increase the cellular 
uptake of proteins (Dyser, 1967), we could observe no reproducible
194*
offsets on cellular DMA oyathosis as a result of the addition 
of these extracts to the cells, and consequently have been 
unable to identify inhibitory factors in virus-infected cells#
2*3# Inhibition of Cellular DMA Syïithesia in Cello ■      imi%Tki#ip; mf ifiBlWiTnmimi-XMW«wrtir
Infected with Temperatur©-3ensltive Mutants of
DseUdorabies Virus,
n ,■ *w»;<rn iiM WWip
Five of the ten tomperature^sensitive mutants of 
pseudorabies are defective la the synthesis of viral DMA at 
the non-pernrlssive temperature* The possibility that the lack 
of viral DMA synthesis was due to a defoot in thymidine uptake 
was ruled out by ay.i identical pattern of orthophosphate 
incorporation* Characterisation of herpes simplex virus 2 
(Halliburton and 'fimbury, 3-973) ? by similar methods to those 
used by us, indicated that herpes vix'al genes responsible for 
viral, DMA synthesis are particularly sensitive to mutation*
This may result from sensitivity of a small part of the viral 
genome to BrdHrd or, a3.teraatlv:oly, a large part of the herpes­
virus genome may be involved in the synthesis of viral DMA.
In contrast, only a small percentage of adenovirus temperatùre- 
sensitive mutants are defective ia viral DMA synthesis (Wilkio 
pt al* t 1973) and this difference between adenoviruses and 
herpesviruses in their response to mutagens may raoaa that a 
considerably larger number of viral genes is necessary for viral 
DMA synthesis in herpesviruses than in adenoviruses (Subak'-Sharps,
The finding that the virèü. DKA^positive mutants are' 
those which' most effectively inhibit host cell DMA'synthesis 
suggests that these fimctions are probably temporally related, 
but the evidence is not sufficiently firm to cvllow a .decision 
to be mad©'oh whether or not those two functions are closely 
correlated»' ■
It seems cloar from the complementation : data (Pringle 
ot aX», 19?3) that at least four separate functions are 
necessary for viral'DMA synthesis,'but what these functions 
are, or'whether they are also involved in the control of the■ 
inhibition of cellular DMA synthesis, is hot known*
3* DMA Synthesis in BHK Cell llnolbi in vitro*
3*lj Kinetics of Incorporation'of %-dTTP»
ïïnilifoeted BHK col3. nuclei can incorporate labelled 
substrate linearly'for only 2 5 min# As discussed by
Bernard and Brent (1973) there are several oxplanations which 
may be offered for the cessation of DMA synthesis in isolated 
nuclei* This phenomenon may be due to depletion or■ 
dooti’uction of precursors or cofactors, to inactivation of 
cytoplasmic factors or to complete utilisation of available 
template in the absence of initiation of now template sites# - 
They showed with nuclei from KeLa cells, however, that the firdt 
ti-jo explanations did not apply and that the third was the most 
likely to be correct* In the BHK system, however, although the
176
third ox|>lanntion !3ay apply i the fact that addition of 
crude cytoplasmic preparations to the' nuoloi caused 'à ■ 
stimulation in DMA synthesis'may imply that inactivation 
of cytoplasmic factors may play an important role in the 
cessation of DMA synthesis * Winnaoker et al.» > '(1972) have 
reported à similar rapid cessation of DMA synthesis in nuclei 
from both BHK and'.3^6 cells which had been infected with 
polyoma virus and suggested that this offset is due to a very- 
limited capacity of the nuclei to Initiate new rounds of 
replication*
The virus infected cell nuclei consistently 
'incorporate 5 " 10 .times as much 'radioactivity as do the 
uninfected cell nuclei# This'may merely reflect.tho ten-fold 
difference in thyrnidine triphosphate pools in the two systems 
or it may reflect the presence of increased numbers of .'breaks . 
in the DMA which ratsy act as points of initiation for DMA 
synthesis* Lynch et al*t (1970) have shown that the addition 
of pancreatic DBase'to rat liver nuclei produces a large 
increase in the incorporation of and the presence in
pséudoràbi'es-infected cell nuclei of a virus-induced 
ehdonuolease may cause a'similar effect to that observed by 
Lynch ©t ^ #, (1970) *
3*S# Requirements for DMA' B:yiitheais*
Th© requirements of these nuclei to synthesise DMA are 
very similar to those reported by V/innaoker et al», (1972), who 
used the same cell line* They reported that their system
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roqulrod ATP:at 2 to 4 n# to' preduoe'optimal DMA riymthceio,. 
a oonbontÿàtioîi wMoh wo have eonfirmod m  being Optimal. In 
pssoudorabics ' virus iâfoptoâ cell nuoloi, teievor, ATP h m  a 
pronounced inhibitory of foot on incorporation of %-dTT-P into 
:DNA. It io'not khom whether this reflects a'différence in 
the ATP, pools eizes in infected and unihfacted coll .nuclei or 
whether this la a reflection of different DMA synthetio 
raaohinoîy Ivi the infected cell nuclei. If the latter 
alternative - could be confirmed, this.could have far-roaohing 
implioatione in chemotherapy of herpesvirus Infections*
It appears that the role of ATP in mammalian coll 
moleer systems is not simply oao of pho8%^oryl#ion of 
dooxpmoXootides to maintain them'in their triphosphate form 
but that it ia more directly Involved with the DMA replication 
reaction (Bernard and Brent, X973)*
The presence of ions had little effect on 
incorporation into iminfected cell nuclol but did cause mi 
inhibition in infected cell nuclei. Ifiimockor ob £^ », (1973)
have reported that the presence of Iona accelerates
deterioration of the nuclear syatera with time and it may be 
that this effect is more pronounced in the inhorontly loos stable 
infedtad-oell ..nuclei*
Ruolei Isolated from Virias**-Infected and Dnlnfacted Galls,
Throe pioooa of ovidoxîoo point to the biolof^caX significance 
of the DMA synthosisecl by BHK cell nuclei in vitro. 3?irst3,y,
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tîio" DMA synthetic capability of mcici isolated from cells 
incubated for varying lengths of time in medium containing 
low levels of serum reflects the synthetic capability shown 
by thé whole cell * Whoh 'stationary cultures of BHIC colls 
are stimulated to grow and divide by the addition of serum,
nuclei isolated 11 h after the addition of serum regain the
3 .
ability to incorporate H-d'BîP as vjoll as nuclei from
exponentially growing colls# Hucloi isolated 15 h after
the addition of serum, however, regain only XTl% of the ability
of nuclei from exponentially growing colls to incorporate
3 ■ ' ■ 'H-dT9?P whereas it would be expected that these nuclei should 
incorporate to the same extent as those isolated at 11 h as 
the cells are still synthesising DMA at this point# The 
reason for this discrepancy is not clear# Secondly, nuclei 
isolated from virus-infected cells 'synthesiso both viral and 
cellular DMA and the distribution of radioactivity between 
the two DMAs as a function of time is similar to the 
distribution observed in whole colls# There is one obvious 
différence, however, between the v5.ral DMA made in isolated 
nuclei mid that made in whole cells# The buoyant density of 
viral D M  mado in whole cells is 1*73 ^ml, corresponding to . a ' 
GO content of 72#, whereas that of vlrffl DMA from isolated nuclei 
is 1*83 g/ml* The causo of this discrepancy is not îmovax, but 
it seems'likely that the increased density will be duo to the 
presence of single-stranded regions in the replicating viral DMA 
molecules or to the presence of DMA attached to the viral DMA
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ftîoleciîioG* The attachment of RMA to the viral - DMA can.ho 
shoini by dénaturation of the duplex* in 90# fomamido ami 
centrifugation in sucrose .gradients, containing 99# formamicl©# 
Treatment of fractions of this gradient with DBase or alkali ■
and a second cycle of centrifugation in isopycnic 
■gradients should abolish the density difference due to
attachment of DMA to the .viral DMA (Haqar and.Huberman, 1973)#
. 3
. Finally, incorporation of . E'^ dTB? into cellular DMA
progressively decreases with time in viinis-infected nuclei,
probably reflecting the inhibition of cellular DBA synthesis
observed in whole cells, although,the effect in Isolated nuclei
is not observed until later times# Several groups of workers
have shovm that DMA synthesis hi isolated nuclei occurs by
elongation of DBA chains which were initiated 5^ vivo and that
little or no new initiation occurs 3,n the isolated nuclei
(Lynch et al*, 19705 1972; Magnusson et al#, 1972)# If this-
is also the case in psoudorabies virus-infected BHK cell nuclei,
then it is- surprising that any host DMA is synthesised at all as
the virus causes lihiibitlon of elongation of DMA chains in vivo*
« - mwKcrn ■iiu^ n^ n»,’*
Assuming that colliîlar DMA synthesis, in these nuclei ia a 
replicative process the failure to inhibit elongation of cellular 
M A  probably reflects the loss of inhibitory macromoloculos from 
the nuclei during isolation* This In turn may suggest that the 
inhibition of synthosiB observed in these nuoloi reflects an 
inhibition of initiation of cellular DMA synthesis 3^ vivo in 
addition to the.inhibition of elongation of DMA chains in vivo #
A much less attractive explanation is that DBA synthesis
in these'nuclei is not repiioativo in nature but rather 
unscheduled repair replication* 'Kaufman ei àl.$ (19?2) have ■ 
shown that, in rat liver nuclei which wore exhibiting' 
unscheduled incorporation of %-dTTP into DMA, the DMA synthesis 
was independent of the ATP- concentration and was only slightly 
inhibited by the omission of single or multiple deoxyribonuclootides,
if at all* On the basis of this and additionai evidence, they
, %  '
suggest that these nucloi inc6rpora.t© H«d'l’TP into DMA in a 
repair process rather .than a replicative process* In virus- 
infected 'BHK cell nuclei the incorporation of 5H"*dTTP is 
independent of.the presence of ATP at the chosen concentration 
of 2 mM, and the omission of. single deoxyribonucleosi'de tri-. 
phosphates in both uninfected and infected cell nuclei'causes, a
3 V ', .
stimulation of incorporation of H-dTTP rather than an inhibition* 
Those observations in^ c^onjunotion with the dramatic increase in 
incorporation of H-dTTP into cellular DMA in nuclei,isolated 
5 - 6 h after infection, a time when viral nuclease activity is
3
present in the cell, may suggest that the incorporation of H-dlCTP 
by the nuclei is a repair rather than a replicative process*. Tlio 
time course of the rise and fall in viral DMA synthesis in these ■ 
micloi, however, argues for a replicativo rather than a repair 
process unless the'sensitivity of viral DMA to hucleaso action 
also follows,this pattern* A more thorough investigation of 
the synthetic process in these nuclei is necessary to distinguish 
between a  repair and.a replicative process.
I8l,
3*4#' Bffedts of OniittiBg Dedxyrlbonuolootlded frdra‘the 
■ ' Inoifoation' Mixtures * ' - 
, ' The results df omitting single deoï:yim<5l'ôbti-dos are
difficult to interpret and no adequate explanation of these 
results can bo offered.
In HSF infected' BHK cells the dooxyadonosino triphosphate 
pool size decreases almost to zero within two hours of infeotion 
and remains at that'level until as late as 12 h after infection 
(A. Jamieson, personal communication}. If this effect can also 
bo shown in pseudorabies virus-infected cells and if this low 
level of nucleotide'is'necessary to allow viral DMA replication 
to proceed this would explain why 'fche presence of 400 rJ-î 
exogenous d'ATP causes a dramatic decrease in the incorporation 
of into M A . ■ ’ ' Tiiymidino triphosphate has been reported '
to inlnlbit the reduction of both adenosine- and guauosine- 
diphosphates to the dèoxynucleotide form (for discussion, see 
Davidson, 1972) . Coh'en ' (1972), however, has reported that the 
ïî8V-iuducëd ribonucleotide reductase in KB cells is refractory 
to inhibition by dTTF. ‘ Besults presented here, however, suggest 
'that in paeudorabies virus-infected cell nuclei in the presence 
of dTrP 'and absence of dATP there is leas dAO'*P. available than 
when dTTP io omitted, suggesting that miy ribonucleotide 
reductase present is inhibited by 10 uM dTl’P* A stimulation 
in the incorporation. of .'\l-dTTP caused by the omission of dATP 
is still observed but is much leas than that seen in the 
absence of dTTP« The results obtained, by omitting dCTP in the
x8s '
prosanoo and absence‘of dlTP, however* aj;*e hot in ■ agreement 
with this theory and the true e:;planatlon of the results 
remains unclear.
3,5'
Incorporation of '^ I-dTTP into DMA.
In the ahsenco of success in identifying virus-coded
molecules l%xvolved lïi the Inhibition of cellu3.ar DMA synthesis
attempts wore, made to use the Isolated nuclear system in such
a study, Bernard and Brant (1973) described eomo, properties
of a cytoplasmic factor from Hela cells which stimulates
incorporation of H-dTfP into DMA 3,n isolated nuclei and which
is found on3.y in cytoplasm from 0-pha,se cells* The cytoplasmic
3preparations used by us atlimlate incorporation of H.-dTTP Into
DMA in virus-lnfeoted cell nuclei rather than, as we had hoped,
produce an inhibition of Incorporation* The factor(s) present
3in those preparations stimulate incorporation of H-dlTP Into 
both cellular and viral DMA and seem to have a greater effect 
on cellular DMA, The stimulât3.on produced increases initially 
with increasing amounts of cytoplasm but finally plateaus at 
around 150-200 lü. cytoplasm per 200 ul nuclear suspension*
■ Examination of the profiles in neutral caesium chloride 
of DMA from nuclei stimulated by the addition of cytoplasm 
preparations reveals that both the viral and cellular DMA are 
very heterogeneous* In conjunction with the appearance of a 
DMA polymorase activity in the cytoplasm after infection* this
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suggssts that the stimulation may bo rather non-specific,
perhaps nothing raoro than a random synthesis of DMA at sites
of strand brooks by the oytoplasmio polymerase. Nevertheless,
this may be a more specific offeet and a more detailed
investigation of the effects of these preparations,.«md of
3purified viral DMA polymerases, on incorporation of ïMTTP 
into DMA in theso nuclei is planned.
It is clear, however, despite the drawbacks to the 
system and the need for Itirthor characterisation of the DNA 
synthetic'processes occurring in the nuclei, that this system 
holds promise as a suitable system in which to identify macro- 
molecules produced as. a consequence of virus infection and ■ 
which play a rolo in the control of tlie alterations to host 
coll metabolism after infection. An understanding of those 
processes should, in turn, lead to a bettor understanding of the 
control processes operating ia the normal uninfected coll,
4. Puturo Approaches.
The largo sis© of the horposvlrus genome and the 
considerable complexity of the cell make the simplified,systom 
using isolated nuclei aa attractive one and perhaps offers the 
host approach to a further understanding of the events occurring 
in herpesvirus-infected coll cultures.
Future approaches to the synthesis of DMA in nuclei, 
isolated from uninfected and. infected cells in vitro must include
184.
a bettor eliaraeterisation of the ©vents occurring within. 
tho nuclei. In particular, it is necessary to dotortidne 
whether DMA synthesie in these mio3.oi is a repair or 
replicative process and a conclusive answer to the question 
of Whether or not RMA is Involved in viral DMA synthesis 
would help ‘in our understanding of how this process occurs.
The basis has also been laid for an identification 
of vims-indueod factors which play a rolo in tho alteration 
of DMA metabolism in the infected eoll nuclei and a study of 
identifiable virus-induced products* snoli as the DMA 
polymerase and endonuclease* can also now be made.
A further study of the role of ATP in DMA eynthesis in 
isolated nuclei to confiCT and further characterise the 
3.nMbition caused by tMs substance will need to be performed 
ae this ©ffoat could conceivably have some clinical, importance.
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